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IDENTIFICATION

BY Asia Answers I mean the consequences in Asia of

certain American activities.

It seems to me proper in a study of this kind that a

writer identify at the very beginning both himself and

his intended scope of subject matter.

As for the subject matter here, I wish to say at the

outset that this is not an alarmist offering. After some

years of special attention to the evidence, I prefer

to list myself among those who can not accept the more

sinister prophecies of our current press. There are never-

theless trends in our relations with China, Japan, and

the Soviet Union that must be regarded as unfortunate*

One of the purposes of this book is to show how our

Far Eastern relations are influenced by developments

within the United States. Our external policies, so far as

we have commitments that can be called policies, are

increasingly conditioned by our difficulties at home.

In surveying these internal influences affecting our
Tii
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external affairs, we are considerably concerned with

powerful publicity machinery. Please note that pub-

licity, not propaganda, is the term used. This is because

the word publicity, as we commonly employ it, is

broader in meaning. It includes news releases for infor-

mation as well as the kind designed to build partisan

opinion* We are concerned with publicity of all sorts,

sincere and otherwise*

Now for personal identification:

I am not identified with any political party anywhere,

and I never was. I do not belong to any organization

of specifically political objectives*

In the matter of religion, I can not claim much. By

family heritage I grew up in a fairly religious atmos-

phere Protestant. But in later years I have not felt

myself drawn toward any denomination.

I mention this for what it may be worth in appraising

what I have to say about our mission work in the Orient*

I believe I have had sufficient acquaintance with the

religious temperament to understand some of its motiva-

tions. But I failed to inherit enough of it to make me a

zealot, and so far as I have undertaken to review the

efforts of my compatriots in foreign evangelism* I have

done so as a detached spectator, and not as an enthusiast.

As for possible influence of race, I am of pre-Revolu-

tioci American stock, of English and Scotch extraction.

From what I have been able to learn, my forebears have

always been outspoken against war, up to actual hostili-

ties, and have then done their part*

Witk dbe possible eacceptionof the Var of 1812, they
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have been generously represented in all our conflicts,

civil and domestic, beginning with the War of Inde-

pendence.

I am not listing these biographical particulars with

the implied suggestion that they lend special significance

to anything I have to say. I merely list the sort of in-

formation that I myself should like to have about the

author of any book I read at this time on political, eco-

nomic, or social subjects.

We are in an age of intensive objective publicity. So

the reader of a book is entitled to an acquaintance with

all circumstances that may have exerted a directly per-

sonal influence upon the writer. I believe that a writer

upon controversial subjects should stand forth and de-

liver his pedigree, declaring all allegiances past and pres-

ent, in order that his readers, if any, may make their

own estimates of his sincerity and his competence.

I am not connected with any business having direct

material interests in the Far East. No close connection

of mine is in a position to be directly affected, whether

we have a large navy or a small one.

I am not a member of a single peace society, foreign

policy association, or international good will or ill will

outfit of any description.

Since coming back to the United States in 1933 from

China-, where I was employed in the American Consular

Service, I have written and lectured occasionally upon

certain aspects of our Far Eastern relations. In case the

item interests anybody, I do not rely upon such efforts

for my subsistence. I earn that otherwise*
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We have in America many organizations founded to

promote study of Oriental culture and civilization. I

am not connected in any way with any of these* It has

seemed to me that these organizations, because of their

aim to encourage international cordiality, go a little too

far in expecting writers with whom they cooperate to

paint the sunny side of trans-Pacific realities* Personally,

I can not view as ideal policy the leaving unsaid of what

must eventually become known. International sentiment

built upon recognized facts, however harsh of aspect,

would seem to me to be a likelier bid for peace than

international sentiment built upon evasions certain to be

discovered^ and upon illusions certain to be exposed.

In a former volume dealing with special aspects of

Far Eastern affairs, I stated in the preface that I was

concerned in that book mainly with the facts which

would explain the continuing chaos in China. Naturally

this restriction of material placed strong emphasis upon
the political and social deficiencies of the Chinese, espe-

cially such Chinese as are in power in China now* De-

spite my explanation of purpose, many readers objected

that my statements in Ways That Are Dark* did not

comprise a balanced presentation of the Chinese as a

whole, These readers said that while my portrayal of

abominable corruptions and oppressions was acceptably

accurate, I should have brought in more material relat-

ing some of the better qualities of the Chinese.

Ways That An Dwk was never intended to be an

Sons* New York. 1933.
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all-round picture. My task was to explain in its main

particulars the continuing disorder of China. This

specific objective ruled out, not by denial but by irrele-

vance, much that could have been said respecting Chi-

nese virtues.

Certainly if I were summarizing current political cor-

ruption in America, I should feel no obligation to drag

in tributes to Emerson's essays and the beauties of

Navajo rug weaving. The task of the political journalist

is to account for what is visibly significant within his as-

signed subject.

X mention this by way of emphasizing that this

present study of Far Eastern affairs, like my previous

undertaking, is an inquiry into special aspects only. I re*

spectfully draw attention to my admission that I am not

competent to discuss Oriental arts, religion, or doctrinal

philosophy. What is more, if I were competent, I should

not consider these topics a necessary inclusion here.

So far as I can see, our international relations are quite

satisfactory in the matter of Sung bronzes, Hiroshige

paintings, Confucian philosophy and Shinto mysticism.

Hence my discussion here may well omit dwelling upon
such items, because this study is concerned with sources

of international friction and trends of international

policy.

Before concluding this identification, I should add

information upon one more particular to complete the

personal record. This particular is that I am far from

what our current "liberals" would call a liberal.

It is disagreeable to engage in technicalities of words,
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but the issues of "liberalism" versus "conservatism" are

of such importance regrettably so in American jour-

nalism now that a writer may as weU indicate at the

outset the sort of label he expects to have applied to his

expressions.

I wish simply to say that such observations as I have

had of present world difficulties have not induced me to

become an objective writer for "collectivism,** "dialectic

materialism/' plain "Marxism," or any of the other re-

lated intellectual contrivances, accounts of which I fol-

low with interest, but thus far without enthusiasm*

There is an obligation of custom, I note, to set forth

upon an orgy of definitions wherever political tags are

mentioned. In this connection, I suppose X should state

what I mean by liberal, because dictionary meanings

have been rendered hors de combat in these controversial

times by an apparently mutual consent of all parties*

By current acceptance, X gather that a liberal is now a

person who is opposed to sternly authoritative govern-

ment except where the application of stern authority is

in socialistic or communistic directions.

In looking around, I have acquired strong admiration

for reliably functioning law* I have seen enough of the

frailty of civilization in turbulent countries to believe

that most of the world is as yet unready for relaxed

legal processes. I have yet to see a population suffering

from too strict enforcement of law, provided it is en**

forced impartially* On the other hand, I have seen a

good many populations whose difficulties may be clearly

traced to too little law enforcement.
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This is not an easy point upon which to touch briefly.

A great variety of qualifications come readily to mind.

But I am under a necessity of mentioning the point,

because in paying what seemed to me deserved tribute

to the administration of Japan, which has remained

creditably smooth most of the time through years of

many economic and political complexities, I have been

termed "fascistic" by editors of radical papers. One o

these editors indulged so far in acrimony as to call me a

capitalist, and I am still mourning the magnitude of his

error.

I think I ought to add here, too, that I am not a cam-

paigner for Japanese esteem via removing our present

immigration restrictions against Japanese* For the last

two years I have made my home in California, where

racial friction with Japanese is acute. I must say that I

should regard further increments of Japanese in America

as highly inadvisable, not that they make worse citizens

than others on the contrary, their record here is good

but because first of all we need no more immigrants

of any sort, and second, because increases in a racial

group so alien to our major elements of population

would certainly provoke local friction, and thus en-

gender international ill will.

The foregoing, I recognize, is somewhat unconven-

tional as a book preface. Such an array of biographical

particulars and identifications of creed is doubtless of

scant interest to many readers who may be very much

interested in the subject proper the Far East,

But I repeat that these facts about a writer should at
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least be on record and readily accessible. As controversy

in America sharpens, and all sorts of international com-

plications threaten, it is increasingly important that

readers be able to measure all personal influences pos-

sibly affecting public expressions.

In my own case, if I read something on Russia I want

to know first of all whether the writer has been a worker

for communism here, for example, Or in a survey of

present Germany, I wish to know if the author writes

as a Jew, a Teuton, or what not. In Mexico an ardent

Catholic may not see matters as a non-churchman or a

Protestant sees them; in China the missionary seldom

attaches the significance to events that a business man

attaches, and there are even differences of outlook be*

tween our Catholic and Protestant clergy there.

Of course, a first-rate writer is imbued with a resolve

to present full facts, irrespective of his personal affilia-

tions, and the really first-rate writer is able to rise above

such, in the main, and deliver a correct inventory of all

he reviews. But it remains a privilege of the reader to

decide if the writer has succeeded. And the reader should

possess a few biographical facts to assist in the estimate.

-~RAtiH TOVNSEND,

September 15, 1936.
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CHAPTER I

AFFAIRS IN THE
FAR EAST NOW

SINCE I last set about putting to paper a few of the

raw realities significant in China, the general situation

has shown no very important change. That was in the

autumn of 1933.

The Japanese have strengthened their political posi-

tion in China, which was to be expected. They have

boosted their home industries tremendously, which was

likewise to be expected. Other powers have done noth-

ing of importance in combating either development.

And that, too, was to be expected*

To the thinking and the well-informed, there have

been no surprises in Eastern Asia during the last five

years. I might say the last ten years, because Japan's

attack in Manchuria in 1931, followed by occupation

of that area, was nothing astonishing. Probably nobody,

not even in the Japanese High Command, knew long

bead the hour, of attack. But that an attack would

come, to be the prelude of territorial expansion, was an
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event all in the joss sticks. Discerning realists on the

scene anticipated it.

What do discerning realists anticipate next?

We shall come to that later.

First let us review further the status of principals in

Far Eastern doings at this time*

We begin with China.

Just as the affairs of every household revolve about

the actions of its most turbulent member, the affairs of

all nations concerned in the Far East revolve about the

chronically unstable Chinese. For our immediate dis-

cussion, we are not concerned with the causes of China's

predicament. Our concern is with the actuality of this

predicament, and with its present and future conse-

quences to ourselves.

To begin, the people of China are no nearer unifica-

tion now than five years ago, or ten years ago. Suavely

convincing Chinese dignitaries come here often to an*

nounce a finally achieved unity. Almost every returning

boat brings back a covey of good will visitors or research

fellowship students to tell us that Chinese unity is either

attained or is just around the corner. But the reality of

it remains fugitive. Persistently, when it seems near, it

takes to wing as elusively as that chicken Mr. Herbert

Hoover was going to put in every pot.

The enormous difference between the popular impres-

sion and the reality is made apparent by looking at a file

of clippings on China, I have kept such a file through

several yetff past* Every few days there appeart a wad*
line oner a dispatch from Nanking, or offer the (fccount
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of a speech by a visiting Chinese of prominence, assert-

ing that Chinese unity has been attained. Where clippings

are in chronological order, such a headline is invariably

followed shortly after by news of a new rebellion.

Events of the summer of 1936 are samples. No sooner

was the seasonal crop of Chinese unity items in print

than South China leaders announced a plan to lead an

immense army against North China to force North

China to declare war on Japan. What happened? If news

reports are credible, leaders of the proposed revolt

against North China's apathy decided to call off the

scheme before it was really launched. Not only that, but

when menaced by Chiang Kai-chek's North China

forces, the South China bunch appealed for Japanese aid

to stop Chiang.

Because it is a fair s&mple, let us get this bit of

Chineseness straight:

One bunch clamored for war on Japan. It proposed

to beat Chiang Kai-chek into agreeing upon a war

against Japan, Chiang mobilized his armies for defense.

At that the bunch previously clamoring for anti-

Japanese warfare promptly sought Japan as an ally.

The same procedure has many precedents in China

within the last decade. Some of the Southern China fac-

tions tried to ally themselves with Japan during the

embroglio between certain Chinese factions and the

Japanese over Manchuria, 1931-1932. Persons interested

in the last instance cited may consult Associated Press

dispatches in U. S. papers of July 17*18, 1936, and days

preceding*
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As an index of realities, too, we may remember that

generals sent against Japanese forces purportedly to de-

fend China's territory, during the Manchurian take-

over, with but one exception made extremely suspicious

separate "peace" agreements. I mean that each Chinese

general settled with the Japanese oa his own terms, with

external evidence justifying the conclusion that each

general found his arrangement highly satisfactory* A
good number of Chinese officers and men went over to

the Japanese side. Several, including the famous Feng

Yu-hsiang,* after settling with the Japanese, turned

their armies against their own capital, demanding a

heavy fee from their own people to desist from the at-

tack. Feng's threat was considered so serious that the

Nanking government offered him the equivalent of a

cabinet job* Meanwhile, a "loyal" Chinese naval squad*

ron deserted and made the rounds of enemies of the cen-

tral government, trying to sell out to the highest bidder.

Through this period of Chinese unity there were many
minor contretemps, such as a violent battle between

factions of the Chinese army and navy, suddenly flat*

ing one morning because somebody felt himself insulted.

In the foregoing paragraph I mentioned one excep-

tion in reference to Chinese generals who made satisfac-

tory settlements with Japan. Hie exception was General

Tsai Ting-Jut, remembered for his defense of Chapei,

Shanghai suburb, when attacked by Japanese early in

* Pormtr darling of As mariomri* b^ii he pfei^
tknk^intwtbaodalrf
fthoss.
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1932. Though beaten by superior strength, General Tsai

apparently refused to sell out to Japan. For that he won
the applause of foreigners on the spot and newsreaders

in America. After his withdrawal, General Tsai moved

to Fukien under orders from Chiang Kai-chek to fight

the communists. General Tsai took his instructions

rather loosely, formed an alliance with the communists,

and with them launched the usual rebellion. Beaten, he

fled to British Hong Kong. Showing up later in America,

he was entertained from coast to coast as China's fore-

most patriot. Speeches of introduction invariably

omitted one item that while here he was a beaten rebel

and exile from the government in which he was sup-

posed a patriot, and would as likely as not have been

executed by that government if he could have been

caught. Chinese-Americans in San Francisco, always

alert to turn out for any fiesta, gave Tsai a big banquet.

Local pressure required two Chinese consular officers in

San Francisco to attend. Chiang Kai-chek heard of their

respects paid a recent rebel and official exile and dis-

charged the two consular officers by cablegram. Unruf-

fled, General Tsai, No* 1 China hero, rebel and exile,

continued his triumphal tour of America, getting good

will speeches from chambers of commerce from coast

to coast.

As an illustration of popular unwillingness to accept

realistic comments on China, I may mention that at the

time Tsai Ting-kai was being hailed in this country as

China's patriot of the century, many readers ridiculed

my prediction that within twelve months Tsai's record
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would be as rotten as the rest. Nine days after the book

with this very natural forecast appeared, headlines an-

nounced Tsai*s rebellion against China's central govern-

ment.

Our press generally treats dispatches relating Chinese

civil strife with subordinate emphasis. Meanwhile, it

usually treats news of local good will dinners and the

like tendered to "authorities on China" with a fair meas-

ure of prominence. The result is that unanalytic readers,

the majority, acquire the opinion that immense progress

is being made in political unity and industrial develop*

ment within the land of the Celestials.

China remains, and for the visible future will continue

to remain, in a state of distressing chaos. Several prov-

inces are practically independent of the Nanking gov-

ernment which we recognize as sovereign*

Recurrently the area of South China which maintains

political headquarters at Canton is in revolt, or at least

in militant non-cooperation with Nanking* A large

irregularly shaped portion of China in the interior is

under a vaguely communistic rule a leftover from the

close Sino-Soviet alliance of ten yean ago. In recent

months Chiang Kai-chek has dented the authority of

ted leaders somewhat, and this year they have not shown

the advances displayed during the last half dozen sum*

mers* But in virtually independent localities, embracing
in all perhaps fifty million inhabitants, one-eighth of the

population of China, the banners of communism still

fly. There is no point bete in trying to describe the <

differences between this Chinese communism and its
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parent article as defined in Moscow, The important fact

is that we must recognize in it one of several very se-

rious obstacles to early Chinese political unity.

Also, a considerable area of what is called China

proper adjacent to Japanese-controlled Manchukuo is

now under Japanese influence. The territory around

Peiping may be said to be dominated by Japan, with

Japanese authority there growing from month to month,

though Chinese officials remain nominally in power.

There is much indignation over this in Chinese returned

student and journalistic circles. Charges that Chinese

provincial authorities have sold out to Japan are heard

everywhere. Foreigners on the spot concede that these

accusations seem abundantly supported by evidence.

Provincial officials showing favor to Japan are more se*

cure in their jobs than those evincing hostility. Japanese

military equipment and troops rumble along roads in

provinces adjoining Manchukuo. Among Chinese called

patriotic, bitterness seems more directed at Japanese, as

the buyer of such privileges, than at Chinese officials,

sellers of the privileges, We are reminded of the post-

election complaint of one of California's reform factions

in years past. The reformers had campaigned mightily

to install leaders of unimpeachable probity. "And we'd

have won," said reform supporters, "if those skunks on

the other side hadn't bought off our best men/'

Americans who learn something of the chaos in China,

where civil strife is always in progress, often inquire

how life is possible for any considerable number of the

population there*
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It is to be remembered that nearly every portion of

China is a self-contained economy, Towns and villages

depend upon the produce of surrounding farms. In re-

turn the towns supply primitive necessities in goods pro-

duced by handicraft methods. Near the ports, and up
the rivers having outlets at the ports, a few commodi-

ties are imported either from abroad or from other

parts of China. But the percentage of Chinese relying

either on imports for sustenance or upon exports for

employment is a small percentage compared to the

whole* Railroads are few* Water transportation, by ca-

nals or rivers, contacts only a minor faction of China*

From river towns a few things are relayed by caravan

(in some provinces) and by coolie bearers to remote

districts* But over most of China now, highway banditry

plus official extortions greatly limit the movement of

such items as well-to-do Chinese can afford. It is to be

remembered that over most of the country there is a

very heavy official tax upon goods transported from one

province to another, and often upon goods moved even

a few miles from one town to another* This transporta-

tion tax, repeated at the border of every war chiefs spe-

cial domain, may exceed the value of the goods within

only a hundred miles or so in many localities* la be*

tween these official extortion stations, bandits who do

not confiscate goods outright charge a toll to allow goods

to pass;

Under such conditions, it is fortunate that most of

China's y^Hfrftfig ara accustomed to what we may ctll

a neighborhood economy. They are not dependent to
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any great measure upon things other than what they

locally produce. There may be bloody war in the next

county, or even in the next township. But in the absence

of fighting upon his own rice paddy or bean patch, the

average Chinese farmer can jog along amiably a notch

or two ahead of starvation or execution, and enjoy thor-

oughly his respites from toil on occasions of funerals,

weddings and traditional holidays.

Chinese are probably the most talented people in the

world in making the most of a humble sufficiency. With-

in a few days after a devastating army has marched past,

devouring all it could seize, a cluster of Chinese farms

will resume its semblance of tranquillity. Survivingmem-
bers of the clan set to work to restore crumpled mud
walls and thatched roofs. By every expedient of usurious

pawning and mortgaging a little food will be obtained,

and to most outward appearances the ancient rhythm
of existence is restored. So it is, too, when villages are

swept by flood or drought another season, and they

seem as old as the indefinite antiquity of the race itself,

as moldy and scarred as the roots of eternity* Only our

factual knowledge of recent strife, or a catastrophe of

nature, belies this complexion of changeless peace.

It is their marvelous facility of readjustment that

enables the Chinese to survive. The same virtue may
cause a casual visitor to declare that he found the people

everywhere cheerful and full of thrifty confidence. In-

deed, a visitor would have to be quick upon the scene

of misfortune to find a community of Chinese otherwise

at any time or place. As for depopulating forces in
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China, such as civil wars and banditry, these in the ag-

gregate take a tremendous toll, reaching annually far

into the hundreds of thousands, and in some years into

the millions. But the assertiveness of life is such that the

places of the victims are filled without visible diminish-

ing of the population as a whole. The fertility of the race

is past belief. The instinct, tradition, or whatever it may
be that accounts for this passion to reproduce, is as dy-

namic as vegetation in a tropical jungle.

Compounding this talent of the Chinese for repro-

duction is their astonishing resistance to disease. They
flourish amid conditions which would assure the ex-

tinction of most other humans. They seem destruction-

proof. No invasion of other blood has appreciably

altered the breed* No catastrophe has broken the spirit,

such as it is, of the population. No hardship lulls the

passion to leave as many heirs as possible to the cer-

tainty of similar misfortune, The Chinese, easily sub-

jugated by organized power, readily adjust themselves

to it, as if determined to lose no time from the main

business of toiling, surviving, and multiplying their

kind. Within the inner recesses of their being, where

dwell the qualities that make a race what it is, the Chi*

nese seem unconquerable. They have the lasting qualities

notable in all non-military races.

In preserving racial continuity they equal Jews and

Armenians* All three of these peoples have been con-

quered and reconquered many times within recorded

history, and each has preserved its early traditions better

than any of the conquerors.
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Chinese know, apparently by instinct, the secret o

long-range staying powers. They are too practical, when

the going is bad, to resist to the point of self-extermina-

tion, as did Carthaginians and many other populations

whose names are today but words of ancient history.

Chinese exhibit this talent of adjustment to the whims

of the victor in wars among themselves, and they are

now exhibiting it in relations with the Japanese. We
may say upon the evidence of history that the Chinese

may be conquered readily, and ruled without difficulty,

and yet can not be licked, in the sense of being bent to

a pattern of life other than that traditionally their own.

In speaking of the Chinese as a non-military people,

I do not mean that they are a pacific people* They are

constantly fighting like cats and dogs among themselves.

They have always done so except during interludes when

ruled by stern authority. The Chinese have no talent

for fighting as that talent is understood by Kurds, Turks,

Riffs, Japanese, Afghans, Irish, Teutons, Paraguayans,

Kentucky hill billies, and the lesser nobility of truly ob-

jective carnage* The fact is that there are probably more

men under arms, making or taking a living by the pro-

fession of arms, in China than in any other country on

earth. Nobody has any reliable figures on the subject,

but there is ample evidence to indicate that China's

standing armies probably double the total of Russia,

foremost among strong nations today in armed man-

power* China's innumerable bandit troops, operating in

gangs ranging from a half dozen to several hundred

men, may reasonably be estimated at a figure well into
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the hundreds of thousands, if not exceeding a million.

It has been surmised that China has more men of all

varieties under arms than in all the other standing armies

of the world combined. That may or may not be true.

In any case, the total is colossal, and its daily depreda-

tions mean a terrible addition to the many hardships

otherwise weighing upon the population.

Rarely is there fighting to a finish in China* After

shooting has begun, peace money is passed, go-betweens

commence their negotiations, opposing generals pause to

seek new allies or lay plans to betray existing allies,

troops desert from one side to the other as better pay is

offered and back again if promises are not kept* Mean-

while, each general is busy squeezing what he can out

of his "supporters'* by way of out-bribing the opposi-

tion, or else by way of getting cash for more rifles and

ammunition. In time the fighting may be renewed in

similarly desultory fashion. Or a sudden threat by a rival

general in a neighboring province, anxious to expand
his looting ground, may cause both contestants to merge
forces In an impromptu alliance of mutual defense.

News dispatches seldom point out these significant

details. But by keeping in mind the names of the gen*

erals concerned, American readers may note the fre-

quency with which they are on different sides, and that

attacks announced in the most ferociously determined

language will be called off without explanation.

In a previous book I went into considerable detail,

citing examples from first-hand flcqtiainrflncf, to show

the effects of China's constant civil strife upon the pop*
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ulation. There is no point in duplicating that descrip-

tion here. For an understanding of Far Eastern affairs,

however, it is important to recognize that China's con-

tinuing chaos remains the most significant feature of the

trans-Pacific scene. It has a bearing upon the policy of

every world power there.

Financing of this ceaseless strife is by methods which

lecturers and writers commonly omit dwelling upon.

Most of the time during the last dozen years money has

been raised by compulsory cultivation of opium. Out

of sight of the cities where visitors from abroad might

see it, opfypa cultivation has been wholesale, with plant-

ing either under direct orders from officials or encour-

aged by a system of fines upon fanners failing to devote

a prescribed acreage to poppies. I have no reports for the

1936 season as to the extent of present opium produc-

tion. But no facts from reliable sources hint that condi-

tions have changed much since last year and the year

before. Here and there, almost every year, opium plant-

ing is restricted or abolished by some of the changing

provincial regimes and at the same time additionally

encouraged by others. It is next to impossible, with

much of China closed to foreigners because of banditry

and war, to get reliable information for the country as

a whole upon anything, and especially upon something

about which missionaries the chief reliance for facts

from the interior are reluctant to discuss for publica-

tion*

In tome areas the Chiang Kai-chek Nationalists have

prohibited opium production. Whether this is a move
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to gain favorable sentiment abroad or a response to the

urgings of right-minded Chinese at home, I am not pre-

pared to say. In any event, the gesture is praiseworthy,

regardless of the fact that the Nationalists, as a whole,

like most other factions in China, derive an immense

amount of their revenue from opium* Soldiers in many
of China's armies are paid in opium. Addicts in the pop-

ulation at large are estimated at from 30 to 50 million

persons. Use of the drug has greatly increased through

the practice, in recent years, of compelling communi-

ties to purchase prorated amounts from war chiefs who
have enforced production and delivery* Not every gen*

eral commanding a district Is guilty of this offense. But

so many are that we are justified in referring to it as one

of many unfortunate institutions of the country today.

Besides enforced cultivation or encouraged cultiva-

tion of opium, a serious subtraction from the needed

food acreage and a vicious social and economic influence

all around, Chinese officials raise money by taxations

little short of wholesale confiscation* "Yearly" taxes in

ruinous amounts are so frequently collected that in

many parts of the country taxes have already been paid

for sixty and seventy years ahead* Tax collection privi-

leges are frequently farmed out to bidders, who set about

getting as much as possible in extra cash for themselves.

The sky is the limit, and such depredations by particu-

larly ravenous officials leave actual starvation in their

wake.

Many of the troop units fail to carry commissary

equipment of any sort The soldiers forage off the people,
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and quarter themselves wholesale upon families already

but little ahead of destitution. It is a commonly heard

remark that most rural Chinese prefer the ravages of

bandits to those of the soldiers. That the soldiers happen

to be those of a "friendly" army often makes little dif-

ference in practices observed. Soldiers are in the army to

eat, and if possible plunder. Traditions of the country

are such that individuals possessing a bit of authority are

not expected to exercise it in any but the crudest and

most despotic manner. So the victims of these plunder-

ing private armies watch their routine savagery with

terror and despair, but without astonishment. A long

time has passed since the victims knew a more tranquil

existence.

Various pro-brotherhood apologists for the Chinese

have objected to my inclusion of these sad details in

published work. It is contended that such details are

commonplace, familiar to every one with any knowledge

of present China* It is remarked also that publication of

them serves no useful purpose, and merely occasions ill

will

In many specialized aspects of the China scene I defer

most readily and respectfully to age and longer observa-

tion. But at the same time I am unable to comprehend

an avowedly sincere spirit of inquiry which is accom-

panied by the hint that the most significant facts should

be concealed. My remarks on the Far East are addressed

to readers who may wish to know the main details

not to readers who already know them* And the propo-

sition that these facts of Chinese chaos are significant,
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and in part interpretative of major Far Eastern develop-

ments, I submit to all concerned as a matter of plain

common sense.

The sad truth is that most Americans do not know

what is going on in China. Because they do not know,

they bring all sorts of pressure to bear upon our De-

partment of State, to efifect policies for which they

would clamor less if they knew something of Chinese

realities.

In considering Far Eastern affairs it is important to

reflect that chronic conditions there do not figure much
in our news. Only the unusual is news. The living hell

of China today is news only when sensationalized by an

unusually serious battle. Routine woes, though aggra-

vated by official cruelty beyond anything an average

American can conceive, are rarely mentioned, though

they are more important. A description of them de-

scribes China* And in describing China we describe the

chief source of uncertainty in Eastern Asia now* It is

necessary to know something of China's internal situa-

tion to appreciate what the Japanese have done there,

and what the Japanese and other powers may do there

in the future.

The outrageous oppressions of Chang Hsueh-liaag,

ruler of Manchuria in 1931, help explain the ease with

which a few Japanese troops routed him and conquered

the country. Chang had practiced the usual abomina-

tions of Chinese military chkfs. He ccm&cated what he

pleased 5 he juggled the currency to loot d* population;

he insdgftted every variety of miaou* tax to raise cash
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for bribing supporters and maintaining his huge private

army; he instigated every sort of butchery that might

suit his continuance in power. According to Chinese ac-

cusers, he was at a theater on the night his long program

of anti-Japanese sabotage resulted in a sudden Japanese

attack. Chinese reported that Chang kept his seat while

messages poured into his box asking for instructions.

He seemed apathetic to events, and was reported at the

same theater the next night, viewing his favorite actor,

while Japanese troops were sweeping forward in what

was the beginning of the conquest of Manchuria. Chang
had thoughtfully stowed away in other countries enough

of his loot to keep him in comfort. A sallow-faced

opium addict, perhaps he cared little for the outcome.

With the mighty ruler of Manchuria displaying such

indifference, it is not a source of wonder that his 200,000

troops offered scant resistance to Japan, nor is it to be

wondered at that many of them promptly deserted to

the Japanese side, aware that Japanese administration

was likely to be better than anything under Chinese

management preceding*

The case of Chang Hsueh-Iiang is typical of the ma-

jority of Chinese war chiefs in the matter of meaning-

less oppressions, ceaseless looting and lack of personal

patriotism. There is not a single one of mentionable

prominence whose record is importantly different. There

is not one now in power whose record does not intimate

that he would sell out, either to opposing Chinese fac-

tions or to foreigners, for the right cash offer. This seems

indeed a cynical statement, and one likely to be incredi-
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ble to persons unacquainted with the recent particulars

of Chinese politics. Warrant for it lies in the fact that

every outstanding Chinese leader has switched sides so

often nobody can keep count.

Even the No. 1 man of the present crop, Chiang Kai-

chek himself, reveals this sort of biography. Put into

power by an alliance with the Soviet, who lent him pub-

licity specialists and money and generals, he promptly
turned upon them, once in power. Some of the Soviet

agents in China were slain before they could escape.

Chiang Kai-chek has never once taken the field against

Japan. Instead, he has repeatedly maneuvered rivals into

positions where Japanese could demolish them, thus sav-

ing himself both risk and expense.* Since this about-face

in 1927, Chiang has directed the execution of countless

thousands of ignorant coolies for professing the com-
munistic doctrines that he himself helped teach them.

Advocacy of communism remains a capital offense over

most of China.

It is to be recognized that while Chinese are not a

difficult people to govern, a class of racketeering officials

has come into power there by tactics effecting complete

disorgajttization of the entire country. These officials

fight among themselves for loot. But there is no sign of

fighting for a principle anywhere in China at this time.

The land is deadlocked in chaos.

From officials of this class, any foreign power caring
* Readers v!x> irish to cocundt a brief biographical sketch of

Chiang Kai-chck will find an article in the January, 1934 number
of Current History informing. It is **Wedt China** Strong Mm/' by
Edgar Snow.
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to do so can buy enormous privileges. In fact, even legit-

imate business privileges in China must often be ob-

tained by handouts of bribes. The penalty of not paying

the bribe may be official obstruction of such seriousness

that the foreigner engaged in business there might as

well depart if he fails to pay up when asked.*

The main point, however, is that under conditions of

this kind, trouble between foreigners and native officials

is a certainty. The trouble is aggravated by the relentless

anti-foreignism of many of the officials, who find it a

popular political ticket. The woes of the country are at-

tributed to the foreign power that chances to be the

propaganda target of the moment.

During the decade 1921 to 1931, probably Japan

suffered no more from Chinese anti-foreignism than

other nations. Certainly the British, and also Americans,

experienced very serious losses of life and property as a

result of officially directed anti-foreign publicity. Prob-

ably nothing connived by Chang Hsueh-liang against

the Japanese in Manchuria exceeded the ferocity of

Chinese attacks upon the British at Hankow in 1926-

1927. And, for that matter, probably nothing suffered

by the Japanese in Manchuria equaled the attack by

Chinese soldiers, openly under command of their officers,

upon Americans in the home of Mrs. Alice Tisdale

* I could cite many instances of which I have personal knowledge.

One of our important exporters of aircraft to China, though en-

gaged in perfectly legitimate business, has been obliged to bribe

heavily to avoid those mysterious "difficulties" encountered by all

who don't know what wires to pull and how*
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Hobart * at Nanking in 1927. At that time, Russian

agents in China had successfully placarded the country

with slogans urging massacre of foreign devils from

capitalist countries. Chinese political organizations

openly voiced the same sentiments. All China had turned

anti-foreign with unexpected fury.

Faced with continuing destruction of life and prop-

erty, Japan answered with troops and field guns the sort

of atrocities America and England had endured with but

mild protests. Japan answered the Chinese in 1931 the

way we answered the Spanish in Cuba in 1898, Prior

to September 18, 1931, the date of Japan's reply attack,

Japan had suffered greater losses of life and property

than those we considered adequate for a declaration of

war against Spain and greater than the losses we con-

sidered justification for war upon Germany.

There was never an open declaration of war between

China and Japan. That part of the world makes a

specialty of undeclared wars* The Chinese themselves

launched a first-rate one in the summer of 1900, It will

be recalled that an organization of Righteous Fists

(Boxers) made such headway in killing foreigners that

the Empress Dowager was impressed. She ordered im-

perial troops to surround the foreign quarter of Peking
and open fire all without warning, in any sense

of formally declared hostilities, and totally without so

much as a formal bill of complaint. In the weeks of

* The *ame who wrote Oil for tbt L*mp* of CUw, Aa *cctxmt
of this attack may be found in TPiftM tbt W#$ of NMg> an
earfier volume by Mr* Hobart.
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siege many brave Americans and other foreigners

perished. From start to finish, many hundreds of

foreigners lost their lives in China in 1900. Recalling

this affair perhaps the only instance in all history of a

recognized government ordering the butchery of an en-

tire corps of formally friendly diplomatic representa-

tives many older Americans in China in 1931 failed

to share our excessive home indignation at Japan's "un-

declared war." Indeed, they had only to think back to

1927 for an example of undeclared warfare by the same

Chinese political crew that voiced such horror of it, on

the part of Japan, four years later. Good memories, plus

many other causes, explain why average Americans in

the Far East, missionaries excepted, do not show the

violent pro-Chinese bias commonly noted at home.

I may well add here that American business men and

government men in many cities of China entertain a

certain feeling of gratitude to the Japanese because of

their police work. American homes and business prop-

erties are in many instances safer because they are near

Japanese property. Hoodlum native officials and bandits

have little to fear in looting American property*

Usually, the worst that will happen will be a note from

the local American consul to the head mogul of the

province. And the head mogul, if not himself a per-

petrator of the offense, will be too much concerned with

keeping up a show of anti-foreignism to do anything

about it* In the same fashion, Chinese bandits, rap-

$callk>n soldiers or fanatically misguided patriots may

kidnap or kill a brace of Americans now and then at 00
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great peril to themselves. But with Japanese the matter

is different. Japanese may land a party of marines im-

promptu. They might even do a little shooting. They

are ready to bring such pressure to bear upon negligent

officials that these officials will be forced from office

by Chinese higher-ups who want to stay on the right

side of Nippon.

I remember an occasion in Amoy, in 1932, when

a communist army that had made a raid out of its usual

mountain haunts was threatening to attack the city.

The foreign colony including Americans, Europeans

and Japanese lived on an island in the harbor* Reports

came that the attacking communists were only a few

miles away. Americans were uncertain what they would

do. Most of them expected consular orders to evacuate,

leaving their homes to be looted. The usual American

(and latterly British) practice is to have our residents

board a gunboat and be hauled off to the Philippines or

elsewhere until it is safe to return*

But while talk of evacuation was in progress among
Americans and British, six Japanese war craft steamed

into the harbor and anchored between the island colony
and the communist-infested mainland. Within a few

hours news came that the communists had abandoned

thoughts of an attack, and were in retreat toward the

mountains out of which they came* A coincidence?

It happens too often.

And by the way, such Japanese gestures are commonly
of great service to the Chinese themselves thoee of

them who prefer working to soldOiering* In the case cited.
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had the communists taken Amoy, many thousands of

Chinese would have been slain, and scores of thousands

rendered homeless. For, contrary to popular impres-

sions, Chinese communists do not spare the poorer classes

of inhabitants in their path. They loot and kill with the

indiscriminate ferocity of all other factions in the

country. In fact, they often exceed all others.

Countries with poor internal relations commonly come

to grief in external relations. China is not only no ex-

ception, but the prime example*

Leaders fighting other factions will seek foreign aid.

In return for this aid, they promise all sorts of favors.

When a foreign power obtains favors in this way, native

patriots, if any, are indignant. Politicians seeking to oust

incumbents charge them with selling out to aliens a

charge generally correct. In time political standards are

wholly debased. New politicians practice all the felonies

of which they have accused opponents. Spoils come to

be taken for granted. In fact they become a necessity,

as cash revenues, for all who wish to remain in power.

Each military chief must loot and graft as thoroughly

as his rival, else he will fail to finance his defenses.

It is very difficult, in any country, to fight corruption

with honesty. In China, affairs have sunk so low that the

feat would have all the aspects of impossibility, even if

it were attempted. During some years of close attention

to Chinese doings, I have discovered nobody attempting

it. The Chinese are an extremely practical people. They

waste less time with futilities than any other on earth.

Everything there is coolly, pragmatically objective,
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though not exactly in the William James manner.

Chinese traditions and traits provided the present

gang a valuable running start of talent in the matter

of treachery and oppression, and this innate talent has

been much enriched by recent experience. The reader

who cares to burrow into the minutiae of China's past

dealings with European nations will find the record

mournfully spotted with sales of privilege* Chinese not

participating in the profits of such sales, whether from

integrity or ill luck, invariably raised an anti-foreign

clamor. Other Chinese, who objected merely to the alien

cultural influence of foreign devils, joined in this anti-

foreignism. So anti-foreignism has been for centuries,

intermittently, a good political ticket. But while some

Chinese have been busy using anti-foreignism to rally

local popularity, others have been busy offering to pro-

tect foreign investors from such anti-foreignism for a

price* Now and then there has been evidence that the

same officials who stirred anti-foreignism have been the

ones to sell protection from its effects. Suspicion in this

connection seems warranted in regard to several Chinese

leaders of present prominence*

The so-called Open Door policy was intended as a

safeguard against one power buying more than another

power in Chinese privileges. Privileges have always been

for sale. For example, the chief Chinese negotiator is

stated on good authority to have reaped an immense for*

tune when he sold Chinese Eastern Railway rights to

Russia forty years ago* Of course the Open Door an-

ticipated military aggressions aba But military aggros*
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sion has seldom been necessary, to any great extent, in

getting material advantages in China. Cash in the proper

palm has worked better.

So far as conquering China is concerned, almost

any nation of moderate strength could have done that

at any time during the last hundred years, just as almost

any nation could do it today. But apparently no Euro-

pean power desired rule over China upon repeated occa-

sions during the nineteenth century when China was

beaten. This unusual display of respect for the sov-

ereignty of a weak and extremely provoking people

must be attributed largely to the efforts of Christian

missionaries. Reviled in China today as ''tools of

capitalistic nations/' and by our more extreme liberals in

America with the same accusation, it is ignored that

missionaries, more than any other single force, saved

China from dismemberment in decades past.

It will be recalled that the British employed no more

force than necessary a century ago to bring China to

terms in what are mislabeled the opium wars. Terri-

torially, the British got Hong Kong, a rocky island then

considered worthless. They withdrew from mainland

areas that had been occupied in the strife.

In 1817-8 the Chinese were again beaten by the

British. In 1884 the French administered another beat-

ing to the Chinese. In 1894- f China was beaten by

Japan. In 1900 the joint armies of the powers, relieving

the Chinese siege of the legation quarter of Peking,

routed Chinese forces so thoroughly that the Empress

Dowager and her associates took to the hills.
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Considering the score all along, China has lost less per

unsuccessful war than any other country of modern

times. This fact is in interesting contrast to the popular

impression that stronger nations have been ravenously

picking on the Chinese. What other country would

have escaped so lightly after its government had calmly

ordered in peace time the slaughter of all foreigners

resident in its chief city, including diplomatic repre-

sentatives and their families, as did China in 1900?

Reading the record, the wonder is not at what powers

have taken, but at their forbearance in taking so little.

China proper is still intact after more than four cen-

turies of intercourse with the western world. Korea,

renamed Chosen, was never, strictly speaking, a part of

China. Nor was Manchuria, In 1644 the Manchus, con-

querors from Manchuria, placed one of their number

upon the throne of China. So China, in a sense, belonged

to Manchuria, not the other way round.

It is a very interesting historical coincidence that the

citations of grievances causing the Manchus to invade

China early in the seventeenth century bear striking

similarity to those set forth by Japan today. Border trou-

bles, official promises from China accompanied by cov-

ertly spiteful outrages engineered by Chinese officials

blind to consequences such incidents mark both epochs.

In the year 1617, Nurhachu, powerful Manchu chief,

compiled a list of "seven hates" against the Chinese.

Angered at what they considered evasions, the Manchus

entered upon the campaign which placed them in power
in China 27 years later. Compare this circumstance with
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Japan's famous "21 demands" of 1915, related to Japan's

activities against Chinese in 1931. A Japanese official

who participated in the "21 demands" negotiations

assures me that Chinese authorities had arranged con-

cessions ahead of time, and requested the Japanese to

publicize terms as "demands" in order to save their faces

with the pretense of yielding to hopeless odds. From per-

sonal acquaintance with Chinese officials, I can believe

this. It is exactly the sort of procedure their tempera-

ment would suggest.

Most aggressions against the Chinese have followed

intolerable provocations. Every foreigner obliged to have

representative dealings with them has found the Chinese

the most exasperating people on earth in official inter-

course. Conquests ensue because, after unbelievable out-

rages, Chinese officials readily sell out when threatened

with reprisals. As a fiction writer in The Saturday Eve-

ning Post recently remarked in connection with China's

Great Wall, its efficacy was never really tested, because

every general posted to guard it sold out to the highest

bidder before its defensive value could be demonstrated.

Aside from a few international settlements but a

few hundred acres here and there in all and a few

small, specially leased spots
* for the use of designated

powers, China proper has not suffered, up to this year,

territorial encroachments after experiencing one defeat

after another through generations.

Within the present century China has finished losing

appendages gathered during Her own period of expan-

* The United States has no leased territory in China,
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sion. She has lost much of Mongolia to the U.S.S.R.

Korea and Manchuria have gone to Japan. But these

severances by foreigners are very meager compared with

those forced by rebelling native leaders. During the last

few years, there have been a number of outright secession

movements. Some of the secessionists return to the fold

now and then. Some remain in a state of quasi-inde-

pendence. Manchuria was avowedly independent for a

time during the period just before it was taken by Japan.

The parceling off of China has gone forward far more

rapidly by forces within than without. If this insur-

rectionist dismemberment of China continues, the

country will soon be regionally divided much as it was

before the Chinese Empire was founded, far back in

pre-Christian times.

Since he has been in power (something over nine years

at this writing) , Chiang Kai-chek has never been able

to extend his authority over all the country that is

nominally Chinese* At times he has probably had as

little as a tenth of China definitely subject to his orders.

At this writing,* he may be said to be in control of

perhaps half China, This fraction varies from rebellion

to rebellion. Next week it may be different.

This tendency toward disintegration simplifies Jap-*

anese expansion* An important point to recognize is that

many Chinese of the coolie and merchant class secretly

welcome Japanese rule. It brings law and order. All the

average Chinese asks is the privilege of working, eating,

gossiping and dying in peace. Traditions are according

*
September 11,
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to family (clan) , with but scanty reference to national

loyalties as such are understood in most other countries.

The color of the flag over him, or the name of the

government it symbolizes, are of negligible importance.

The question in the average Chinese mind is, how much
will the new officials squeeze me? And in the answer

lies the explanation of why Chinese soil may be taken

so readily by aliens* For no alien rule ever approaches

the native product in extent of oppressions. While the

fighting was on near Shanghai, in 1932, Chinese coolies

were reported glad to have jobs digging trenches for the

Japanese. Elsewhere, during the same strife, I saw droves

of coolies lined up to get passes to go into Japanese-

ruled areas to work, where they could expect to be

better off than under their own officials. At the same

time, I saw Chinese of the upper classes fraternizing

very amiably with Japanese officials at public receptions.

After Japan delivered a bad beating to China in

1894*5, Chinese students wanted to go to Japan for

higher education. Within a few years they were flock-

ing to Japan by the thousands. Apparently the same

psychology has been operative since the Manchurian de-

feat. According to figures in the Japan Times and Mail,

roughly 9,000 Chinese entered Japan in 1933 and 12,676

in 1934, The number of these who came as students is

act given, but the figure is known to be considerable,

and is increasing. Scores of Chinese army officers now
active were trained in Japan* Chiang Kai-chek attended

Tokyo Military Academy for four years.

Speaking of foreign education of Chinese, I might
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mention that the extent of it refutes the popular sup-

position that China's prime need is more education.

China has scores of thousands of academically well-

equipped men and women. Chinese military and naval

officers certainly do not lack good training. Its effects,

however, are unencouraging. During the Chapei fighting,

one of China's most unfortunate exhibitions was that of

a general who had been an American courtesy student

at West Point. Purely by accident, he explained after-

ward, he wandered alone into the hands of Japanese

guards and was relieved of a bundle of Chapei defense

plans* Chinese higher-ups threatened to shoot him, but

he squirmed out of the mess somehow. Reversion to type

is woefully frequent among Chinese who have had the

very best of foreign training, and this applies to training

of all sorts* Retired British officers serve in an advisory

capacity in the Chinese navy/ Under foreign manage-

ment, Chinese respond well to discipline and keep things

shipshape. When this outside supervision is relaxed, the

best of Chinese ships and men promptly slump to rats

and rust.

In plain language, there is something missing in the

Chinese. They simply don't have what it takes. They
are splendid, conscientious students. Swarms of them

acquit themselves well every year in American univer-

sities. They have many more A-l trained engineers, I

should estimate, than were in the United States when

* From experience with Chinese business sta&darcli thett officer!

insist upon hiving their pay deponted in adrtnce in ft foreign bonk
at all times.
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we built the Union Pacific through to California in

1869, and very likely more than we had when we

finished the Brooklyn Bridge. Yet, left to their own

devices, these academically able Chinese show but feeble

proficiency, with results extremely discouraging. The

explanation is baffling. The Japanese, who in average

foreign experience seem slower-witted, are man for man
so much more reliably competent that there is hardly a

comparison possible.

At the recent peak of education by American and

other foreign philanthropy, there were more than four

hundred thousand Chinese students enrolled in what are

called mission enterprises. We have paid more than half

the cost of this work, which is now largely social service

in character, not religious. No profession of religion is

required of students, and in numerous schools only a

small fraction are professing Christians. There is a pro-

portionate emphasis on college and university curricula,

in addition to lower school and high school branches. It

might be supposed that the annual output of so many

foreign-educated students from institutions manned by
thousands of capable foreign teachers, not to mention

Chinese trained in America, would show a favorable

influence in the life of the country. Yet to the most

hopefully searching scrutiny such is not the case. On the

contrary, China's political integrity is by abundant evi-

dence lower today than at any time within recent cen-

turies. And that is saying a lot. Indeed, it is obviously

futile to talk of remedying existing conditions by more

and better academic education when the perpetrators of
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China's worst excesses are mainly men of education. This

irrelevance of academic education to social welfare,

within limits, is likewise apparent in America. By a fair

system of indices, it is evident that our political corrup-

tion has increased decade by decade in nearly exact ratio

as we have increased the proportion of college graduates

to the general population.

But the term political corruption as applied to

America gives but a feeble hint of what the term means

in China. Indeed, conditions there must be known first-

hand to appreciate realities* The American who finds

many Chinese "very nice" as a tourist has a few surprises

in store if he engages in a profession or business in China*

In 1867, when Japan's modern era began, Japan's en-

tire resources of men possessing "Western science could

have squatted on a single handful of mats* China was

much better off in the matter, for foreign schools Had

long been operating there. But the Japanese leaders, be-

hind as they were, had something the Chinese had not,

and still have not* Call it vision, character, loyalty, what

you will Japanese have from the outset shown it in

abundance, and the Chinese hardly at all.

There is strong objection, among our test-tube and

knee-whacking savants, to connecting specific qualities

with the word race* They have not as yet proved their

contention they have merely asserted it. Perhaps the

matter is not scientifically provable one way or the other*

Certainly, if racial differences were provable, all evi-

dence in team of raw realities would remain safely out

of print in a land of mixed populations, such as Ai
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where scholarship must make all possible concessions

to political expediency.

For Far Eastern reckonings, however, we note with

interest the manifest truth that great differences of

traits characterize the Chinese as compared with our-

selves, and as compared with Japanese. We are all human

beings, and possibly the quantum of our intelligence is

the same. Yet within the species we show as many dif-

ferent expressions of this quantum as are apparent in the

assortments of aptitudes among pointers, fox hounds

and collies, all of which are dogs, obviously, but pos-

sessed of very dissimilar qualities. With coaching, almost

any dog can be made to do what any other dog can do.

But outside his field, he is working with his biological

brakes on, and his best efforts are a sorrowful showing
beside those of a breed innately qualified for success in

that field.

This kind of analogy applied to races makes our

academicians and brotherhood strivers froth with indig-

nation. But we must acknowledge that it has a bit of

support in the testimony of history. No race is display-

ing abilities today, in fundamentals, different from those

its earliest history would lead us to anticipate. Thou-

sands of years of effort by successive conquerors have

failed to make a soldierly people of the Egyptian

fellaheen; seemingly no magnitude of repeated atrocities

could make Armenians cooperatively belligerent;

neither bayonets nor religion ever successfully enslaved

the American Indian, though African blacks of corre-

sponding backwardness and equivalent environment
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were enslaved with ease. Our earliest data indicate that

the Germanic tribes showed a love of discipline, while

the Irish resented it, and many centuries of substantially

similar political and religious institutions simultaneously

imposed upon both failed to obliterate these primitive

characteristics. The list of such examples of persisting

qualities is long, for it takes in every race and its sub-

division.

I raise this point, anathema to our professors of an-

thropology though it may be, by way of defining China's

political prospects in terms of Chinese temperament.

Within reliable history, the Chinese have not been a

military people. They are unlikely to become one soon.

So they cannot be expected to resist conquest by force*

At the same time, other Chinese characteristics decidedly

invite conquest. Racially proud in a cultural sense, they

seem to have less pride than others in a political sense.

The Chinese leader who will not sell out to a foreigner

when pinched seems an exception. The Chinese leader

who will subordinate personal ambition and clan pros**

perity in the national interest seems likewise rather rate.

Allegiances of family are so binding in China that they

are generally heeded, in a crisis, even at the expense of

what we should consider the gravest political treachery*

Thus we cannot say that the Chinese are lacking in

loyalties the proposition is that their loyalties are sel-

dom of a sort to be of value in building up the country
or in holding it together*

We cannot expect China to become outstandingly

strong economically at any early date, became of the
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passion for large families. An estimated four hundred

million people are living from resources suited to a popu-
lation of perhaps a sixth that number. Hence there is not

that surplus above sustenance in agriculture necessary to

exchange for manufactured goods. As far ahead as we
can reckon, living standards will remain low. No impor-

tant improvement can be expected from better methods

of cultivation, Chinese methods are already very good.

With their careful manual labor their yield per acre

is high.

This desperate poverty cultivates an emphasis on in-

dividualism, which is an added obstacle to national unity.

Chinese in the mass are readily responsive to propaganda

in favor of looting foreigners, and this looting, when it

takes place, is cited by uninformed persons as an ex-

ample of China's increasing national spirit. The fallacy

of this conclusion is evident in the fact that leaders in

anti-foreignism seem invariably prompt, when oppor-

tunity arises, to sell out to foreign aggressors. So we

must believe that anti-foreignism is more often a pretext

than an objective. Furthermore, resident nationals of

countries that have helped China, such as the United

States, fare no better than the nationals of countries

that have been aggressive toward China. In fact,

Americans have been treated with more contempt in

China during the last ten years than the nationals of

any other country, though our government has backed

China with both loans and diplomatic pressure in inter-

national negotiations,

It sounds cynical to say so, but there are abundant
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facts warranting the statement that Chinese have most

respect for those who deal with them most sternly.

Reasons for this lie in traditions rooted deep in the past

of most of the populations of Asia and not altogether

unknown in other parts of the world. But particularly

in China, stern authority, and even force, have been

taken for granted as the functions of those in position

to exercise them. Our indulgent attitude toward repeated

confiscations of our property and indiscriminate killings

df our citizens in China is an attitude neither under-

stood nor properly respected by Chinese. Educated

Chinese may have a glimmering of it. But this does not

keep them from taking the fullest advantage of it.

Many of the most ardent anti-foreign propagandists

have been men and women educated at American ex-

pense. In reading much of their literature, I have never

seen America mentioned as an exception among China's

alleged enemies. As a target, we rank as a favorite, be*

cause we do not hit back. Even while the Chinese and

Japanese were fighting here and there in 1932 and 1933,
I saw Japanese in China, away from the battle lines,

treated with far more courtesy than was meted out to

Americans. It was noteworthy, too, that Chinese desiring
to travel preferred Japanese vessels to their own. Chinese

pirates, numerous along the coast, feared to attack craft

carrying the Japanese flag.

These pirates are much bolder toward vessels of

registry other than Japanese* and from time to time
seizures occur* The British operate much of the Chinese

coastal shipping, and are heavy loaers from piracy. For-
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merly British gunboats would assume the duty of

chasing pirate craft to their lairs and shelling them at

will. This procedure was helpful to legitimate Chinese

shipping as well as to foreign shipping, for it accom-

plished what the Chinese government could not or

would not. But of late the British have swung around

into a diplomatic stand nearer our own.

In this summary of conditions in the Far East today,

I have felt obliged to mingle many references to the

past. It is important to recognize that there is not much
that is startingly new in Chinese affairs. Events as re-

lated in press dispatches and magazine articles seem

momentous, and in a sense many of them are mo-

mentous. But there is a rhythm of adjustment in China

that gives all changes there an aspect of naturalness.

There is just one way to make a living for most Chinese,

and that is by the hardest sort of manual toil, most of

it on tiny farms. This is never relaxed upon a large scale

even briefly, else the majority would starve. This toil

goes on with the same methods and with the same in-

tensity, regardless of political changes reported from the

big cities.

An estimated 98 per cent * of China's population is

illiterate. And even if all could read, what would be the

significance of a new government or a new treaty to

people who dare not unbend from their dawn-to-dusk

* Estimates vary. Some are more generous, stating that %5% of

China's population can now read. It is doubtful that 85% can read

an average newspaper, however. Almost every Chinese will recognize
a few characters, just as illiterate Americans might recognize arrows

on road signs, dollar marks, etc.
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wrestle with imminent starvation? Political ideas, after

all, are a luxury of men and women with a few moments

to spare for reflection with at least a little yardage

ahead of the grim wolf. About the only political think-

ing done by the majority of Chinese is the dread, so

often fulfilled, that the newest regime rising to power

will be worse in oppressions than the last.

Terms such as the "masses of China now accept the

theory," etc., so often used in foreign affairs discussions,

are woefully absurd in view of hard realities*

All such particulars the passion for multiplication of

species an innate individualism so strong that it leaves

little sentiment for national loyalty meekness under

oppression fighting for gain always and never for prin-

ciple combine to keep China poor and to keep a gang
of the world's worst scoundrels in power there* And
these facts explain the ease of Japan's advance. The

Japanese are strong in practically every item in which

the Chinese morale is notably deficient.

Right now Japan is improving its position in North

China by what are called autonomous areas of nominally

Chinese soil. In Hopei and Chahar, Chinese provinces

adjoining Manchukuo, local Chinese authorities have

declared a sort of independence of Chiang Kai-chek'a

government and the rest of China. It is reasonable to

believe that the Chinese heads of Hopei and Chahar find

this arrangement profitable, or at least highly expedient,

in relations with Japan.

lot these autonomous areas, Japanese goods come over

the border from Manchukuo without duty or at very
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low duty much lower than exacted of goods entering

China along other fronts.

China's Nanking government refuses to recognize the

independence of the Hopei and Chahar areas. Thus, in

theory, goods from Hopei and Chahar are entitled to

pass into the rest of China as domestic goods, not foreign

goods. The situation is much the same as if Maine de-

clared independence of our federal government and

began to admit goods duty-free from Canada. If Wash-

ington then assumed that all Maine goods were smuggled

goods, and attempted to erect a tariff wall against Maine,

such action would be inconsistent with the contention

that Maine remains an integral part of the Union.

This autonomy stand by Chinese officials in Hopei and

Chahar is upsetting the flow of trade in North China.

Chinese merchants in the affected area are naturally not

resistant. Nor are average Chinese consumers. They are

getting imports at a lower price. The loser is the Chiang

Kai-chek government, which is short customs revenue

as a result of the odd development. Japanese do not

oppose the arrangement, because with no duty or very

low duty they are able to sell more goods to Chinese.

Chinese of the class purporting to speak for their

country voice violent indignation at Japan. That is un-

derstandable. Foreign observers reflect, however, that un-

friendly acts charged against Japan are possible in nearly

every instance only because Chinese officials eagerly sell

the privilege.

It is possible that this "autonomy" business will spread
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from area to area as Japan advances.* Provincial Chinese

officials may one by one declare independence of Nan-

king, extend all sorts of privileges to the Japanese, and

eventually petition to be annexed to Manchukuo. There

are prospects that Japan may within a few years occupy

much of North China by this process. And if Chiang

Kai-chek threatens to proceed against these seceding

generals and governors, the chances are that they will

promptly go over to the Japanese side with their troops*

If they are attacked while under the banners of Man-

chukuo, Chiang Kai-chek is put in the light of an ag-

gressor against Japan's protg& Thus Japan does not

need to fight for anything. As affairs stand now, Chinese

generals are ready to hand over what is wanted for the

asking. Traditions of the country are so generous, in

the matter of tolerance of corruption, that a military

chief who enriches himself in this fashion may live the

rest of his days in peace in some safe city, untroubled

by remorse, provided he looks after all his relatives re-

spectably. One thing we can say of the Chinese they

are broadminded. Naturally there is no public condone-

*
Reading proofs of these pages just prior to publication, I find

this anticipation in process of fulfillment. On page 1 of the Ntw
York Times, September 28, 1936, a Shanghai dispatch from Mr.

Hallett Abend describes a proposed extension of the autonomous

Hopei-Chahar area to include Suiyuan, Sbanri and Shantung* As
Mr. Abend relates it, the new arrangement provides that "this area

- . . be entirely divorced from Nanking's control except in the matter

of flying China's national flag.*' This is a development almost as

significant as the conflict in Manchuria in 1931, or Italy's war in

Ethiopia. But for many and various reasons our press gives it little

attention*
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ment of such practices. But a good measure of irregular-

ity is taken for granted, and public sentiment attaches

no severe penalties even for outrageous excesses.

If I were asked to put into a single sentence a partial

explanation of China's predicament, I should put it this

way:

Nine times out of ten the purpose of a man's army in

China is to make him such a nuisance that somebody

will pay him to quit.

The advantage of being head of the Nanking govern-

ment, the one we recognize, is that it gets the customs

receipts. By an arrangement begun about seventyrfive

years ago, customs charges have been collected mainly

by foreigners hired for the purpose mostly British and

Americans. With all the turmoil and changes of regimes,

no faction has voiced serious objection, to this system,

established by the Manchu dynasty. The reason is that

Chinese trust foreigners more than they trust one an-

other* Foreign customs officers turn over all money col-

lected and render a faithful accounting. Never once

have I heard of its being seriously questioned, despite

much anti-foreignism.

Thus Chiang Kai-chek has money to pay here and

there to keep rivals from attacking him. He has a good

bit left over for his own purposes. Lesser military chiefs

like the customs arrangement because it assures Chiang

money to pay them whenever they can make themselves

sufficiently menacing to demand a handout.

As a forecast, it would seem reasonable to thoughtful

Americans in China, I think, to say that we cannot ex-
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pect very vigorous and continued resistance to Japan's

advance there. During months to come we shall prob-

ably see frequent headlines announcing Chinese threats

of war against Japan. Generous salt should be sprinkled

on these items. China's internal politics is now much a

matter of each factional leader trying to make his op-

ponents lose face as "friends of Japan." Actually, Japan

has no friends among Chinese leaders, though Japan has

a number of Chinese leaders on the string who serve

Japan's purposes well. We may say that various out-

standing Chinese leaders have the Japanese government

as a paying client, secretly watchful of this client's

interest.

By way of personal comment, I shall not be astonished

at increasing rumors of a deal between Chiang Kai-chek

and Moscow* Such reports should begin to thicken dur-

ing the winter of 1936-1937. But for some time to come,

at least, these rumors will considerably exaggerate the

actuality*

From 1927 to 1932 diplomatic relations between

China and the U.S.S.R. were suspended. With the usual

inconsistencies of things Chinese, after Russian consuls

had been expelled from China, Chinese consuls continued

to function for a period in Russia. Apparently to show

no hard feelings, when relations with China were re-

sumed Moscow again gave its envoy the title of ambas-

sador, whereas all other nations retained only ministerial

representation* As far back as 1924 Russia's envoy was

named ambassador. No other nation imitated this com-

pliment until Italy did in 1934. In 1935 At
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Great Britain, France, Germany, and Japan followed.

Washington promoted our minister there, Mr* Nelson T.

Johnson, to be ambassador. Incidentally, he is a very

competent man, well deserving the $5,500 salary increase

allowed for the higher title.

Shootings along the Manchukuo-Siberian frontier will

probably recur for some time to come. Both Moscow and

Tokyo take these for granted, and they do not have the

significance attached to them by our sensational press.

Much of the border country is a wilderness, imperfectly

surveyed. In places there is no well-defined and agreed

border. Both Japan and Russia maintain military out-

posts along the vaguely assumed line of separation- Each

strives to push its outposts as far as possible into the

other's territory, so that claims of occupation and

priority may have weight when the boundary is finally

established.* Now and then an outpost of one power
is extended well behind a straight line connecting the

two nearest outposts of the other. A raid will be

launched to drive back the invaders. Perhaps a few shots

are exchanged possibly a soldier or two wounded or

killed. This is a "border clash" of the kind we read about,

along with reports of "grim tension." in Tokyo military

circles. The situation is much like that existing along

our Mexican boundary in recent years, where our bor-

der patrolmen have fired upon Mexicans now and then,

as a part of the day's routine, being fired upon in return.

Either nation could make one of these Manchukue

* Recent dispatches from Tokyo assert that a mutually satisfac-

tory boundary commission is now in formation,
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border incidents a circumstance for war. But neither

Japan nor Russia wants war with the other just now.

Each has much to do in consolidating past gains. Fur-

thermore, I am very doubtful that either possesses the

violently militaristic spirit attributed by factions of our

press. Russia is doing very well in improving its world

position by plugging "the new liberalism" in every

country. Japan is doing very well in trade gains, and in

home advances also. Why should either hazard these

gains by recklessness now?

If war between Japan and the U.S.S.R. should come

soon, it would be a product of accident, not policy.

World powers do not fight, either in Asia or Europe,

until the alignments of all other powers can be reliably

forecast. The uncertainty of America's position is in

itself sufficient to make Japan cautious even if Japan

wanted to fight.

Japan is commonly called the mad dog of Asia, et

cetera.

Yet no European or American nation has picked its

wars so judiciously-~getting so much for so little with

every blow struck* The principle of judo great pressure

by gentle methods Is strikingly evident in Japan's

modern history. In contrast, the western world has paid

the price of the most frenzied outlays of man-power
and resources for very flimsy gains or no gains at all

Look at the World War*

Japan has risen from near-bottom rank to world em-*

pine rank with amazingly little bloodshed. There were

no really important casualties in taking Manchuria.
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Japan defeated Russia without visible strain upon the

nation and, on the whole, with very small losses. With

but a few shots Japan gained nicely in the "World War.

No other empire in history has cost so little. Without

extensive disruption of national life, Japan in 1867

accomplished as great a change of political and economic

systems as Russia accomplished in the period 1917-1924

at the cost of perhaps twelve million lives, plus appalling

suffering and wholesale disorganization. If we draw a

comparison with China, we see that in attempting to

repeat the renovation of an old order in the manner of

Japan, the Chinese have killed one another to the extent

of probably fifteen million or more lives since a republi-

can label was pasted upon the heritage of a decrepit

throne in 1912, and the job of adjustment is yet un-

finished. Both internally and externally, the Japanese

seem to get what they want more smoothly than any
other people.

And speaking of the republican label on China, noth-

ing is more ludicrous in the light of fa<;ts. The head of

the "republic" is the man who can grab the job for

instance Chiang Kai-chek, who fought two years for it

in 1926-7. A "congress"* of the No. 1 man's henchmen

elect a figurehead "president," it is true. But beside the

dictator, the nominal president is insignificant. He never

intrudes himself in really important business. There has

never been an election in China as the word election is

understood in more civilized countries. The state of mass

ignorance in China* with very few persons able to read,

obviously precludes the exercise of popular franchise.
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An election by vote would mean nothing. Military chiefs

in command of private looting grounds would simply

continue as they were, holding their gains in a status of

torpid secession or militant insurrection.

However, the word republic, as applied to China by

honey-voiced Chinese speakers in America, has great

publicity pulling power. Listening Americans visualize

a sort of Washington-Jefferson set-up, in which a

dynamic crop of celestial young bloods are striving to

recondition a mighty nation in the name of peace and

plenty battling against tremendous odds, chief of

which are those monarchistic Japs, foes of freedom. By

long usages of oratory, average Americans consider the

words republic, constitution and democracy as synonyms

of good government, well-disposed rulers, and the widest

possible measure of personal freedom for individuals*

Our inquiry respecting a foreign system is never

whether it provides security for legitimate enterprise,

keeps thugs and scoundrels in jail, assures individual op-*

portunity proportionate to national resources, and gives

taxpayers a maximum return in schools and sanitation

and civic justice* Instead, all these points are answered

by inference as soon as we learn that a system bears the

name republican or democratic, and it is popularly as-

sumed that all poor devils with a king or emperor at

the head of affair* eke out their existence in pitiful

bondage and terror.

Hence the enormous publicity advantage for China's

racketeers, so far as American sentiment is concerned, in

calling their shambles of grief and despair and despotism
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a republic. That, and that alone, is sufficient to have

most of our population rooting for them in any contest

in which the opposition bears a contrary political label.

We may note, by the way, that one of the best pulling

phrases evolved by Woodrow Wilson was that calling the

World War a struggle of democracy against autocracy*

Appraising the political structures of some of our pals

in that enterprise especially the structures of Russia

and Servia the concept is a bit puzzling. But the in-

consistencies of hokum have never been a drawback to

its popular appeal. Because of our relentless gullibility

in the matter of loans, diplomatic support and related

indiscretions, several foreign gangs seeking favor here

contrive publicity labels suited to the purpose. America

today holds the balance of power, both in Europe and in

Asia. A few weeks ago the Moscow moguls announced a

new soviet "constitution,*' described as somewhat on the

order of ours, "only far more liberal." That news

enabled millions of Americans to breathe with relief.

They'd been under the impression that the Moscow

set-up had at least faint kinship to a dictatorial regime.

But "constitution," through much recent oratory, has

been given new emphasis as a synonym of life, liberty

and pursuit of happiness according to individual prefer-

ences. So any bunch operating under a "constitution"

stand in new favor.

China, too, has a "constitution." But the word most

worked by publicity agents for China is republic. For

American eyes and ears, nothing can trump that one*

America is the balance of power in Asia, in that many
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moves by concerned governments there depend upon
their estimates of our support or opposition, and the

extent of this support or opposition. This makes America

a publicity target. In chapters to come I shall try to

indicate why we are responsive to some kinds of pub-

licity and unresponsive to other kinds. I shall try to

indicate, too, how political conflicts within America

cause us to interpret foreign affairs in terms of issues

controversial at home.

World Wars and all wars today are fought, as always,

with weapons that kill. But preparations for such wars

in modern times are laid with weapons that do not

kill immediately but merely convince. I mean pub*

licity weapons. Printer's ink is the forerunner of gun-

powder throughout the world now. The linotype

machine is the advance field artillery. By it we are told

what we shall oppose and what we shall befriend what

we must be willing to slay and what we must be willing

to die to preserve.

One of the greatest battles of all time is being waged
right now in America* This is the battle for American

popular credulity.

So for further inquiry into our interpretations of the

Far East and popular fallacies involved, we shift the

focus to America and the many publicity forces here.



CHAPTER II

JAPAN AND OUR SCISSORS
DIPLOMACY

IN FOREIGN affairs Washington usually tries hard to

please our popular preferences, which are conditioned

By our popular newspapers.

To ascertain what we want done, Washington relies

mainly on press news and opinion.

In the Department of State a staff of readers, whom
for appropriateness and convenience we may term the

Scissors Squad, culls through papers which are supposed

to articulate American thought. That these sheets artic-

ulate American thought is a matter open to doubt, but

that they articulate American sentiment, which is more

abundant, is unquestionable.

The organic structure of our government makes this

following policy, rather than attempted leadership,

highly advisable for the party in power.

Foreign policies seem more vulnerable to senatorial

attack than domestic policies. It has become a tradition

in Washington that diplomatic initiative on the part of

49
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the Administration, except in contriving an occasional

"peace pact" for publicity purposes, should be prudently

avoided. The last White House occupant to try to re-

cruit popular support for a personal conviction im-

portantly affecting our stand abroad was Woodrow

Wilson.

Mr. Wilson died in the effort, and his failure is well

remembered along Pennsylvania Avenue. The rule is to

let the people speak first, via the newspapers, and act

only after clamor for a particular policy has reached

the proportions of an estimated majority, or has reached

the point where it represents the specific demand of a

militant minority able to crush opposition.

This means that for better or for worse the American

Department of State is amazingly democratic. It is the

most democratic thing in Washington. Its every move

is regulated by a countrywide plebiscite, taken 36f times

a year by the Scissors Squad*

The plebiscite registers for our diplomatic guidance

all expressions of sensationalism for circulation, plain

and fancy yokelry, honest stupidity and dishonest

putridity*

We have plenty of officials in the Department of

State who appreciate that newspapers do not always

confine themselves to expressions of spontaneous public

conviction, and may in cases assisr in generating a little

of the sentiment they allegedly reflect. But as our

machinery for handling international affairs is rigged,

it is not the task of our public servants assigned to it
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to inquire the why of popular commands, but to heed

them.

The judgments of Journalism, whether of complexion

yellow, white or red, are for Washington the Will of

the People. Thus in precise function our diplomatists

are merely well-groomed and sometimes dignified

messenger boys, busy relaying editorial verdicts to

foreign capitals in ponderous departmental paraphrase.

Our diplomatists feel obliged to divine their instruc-

tions from our newspapers in the manner that early

Roman augurs consulted chicken entrails, only with less

latitude of personal interpretation, and probably with a

worse average of results. Because pure chance in the case

of the chicken entrails allows a 50-50 prospect of favor-

able judgment, whereas obligations to sensationalism on

the part of the average newspaperman add greatly to

the natural hazards of his ignorance, and multiply the

probabilities of error in any decision based upon his per-

formance.

These particulars help explain what we hear called

our "present somewhat strained relations" with Japan.

By checking backward through the last few years, any

interested reader may observe that every bristling note

addressed to Tokyo by our Secretary of State has fol-

lowed what amounted to a demand for it in the Amer-

ican press. In each instance the language of a bristling

note has been shaded to the innuendos to be found in

the composite voice of American Journalism.

At this writingsthe summer of 153 6 there is a lull
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in anti-Japanese sensationalism. The lull is of course

attributable to the dispatches from Europe, where

Spain's cadaverous goings-on are sufficiently exciting to

monopolize front pages. And our Department of State

men know they can maintain amiable relations with any

nation, Japan included, which sensationalist editors will

allow to remain off the front pages. Not being baited by

editors into writing anti-Japanese notes, Washington is

quite content to let the Japanese go their way in Asia.

Obviously, circulation-boosting sensationalism, in re-

spect to Japan or anything else, can persist only when

the audience the America public is receptive. By and

large Americans "dislike" Japan, and show a distinct

relish for any kind of unfavorable news or opinion about

Japan*

"It's because of what Japan has done, and because of

Japan's attitude,'* the average person explains*

But that statement does not go far into the real issues.

We have heard constantly of what Japan has done, and

of Japan's "attitude/* For certain precedent reasons we

have wished to hear these things* In brief, why do

Americans "hate" Japan?

True, as sentimentally concerned spectators we saw

the Japanese take a large piece of nominally Chinese

territory in 193 1. Now without undertaking the propo-

sition that comparisons provide extenuations, it is in*

teresting to note the multitude of aomewhat similar

grabs, by other powers, of which our press has taken

scant notice through recent years;
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1. Soviet Russia, several years previous to Japan's grab
of Manchuria, took a big chunk of Mongolia. News of this

seizure caused hardly a ripple in our daily papers. Perhaps
the Soviet authorities acted in humanitarian fashion, to save

the natives from capitalist exploitation. But the distinction

is one not yet recognized in international diplomacy. So

why in international news? What is more, the Soviet seizure

was engineered in the same manner as Japan's. In each case

the conquering power merely came to the "aid" of natives

"fighting for autonomy."
2. French military aggression in parts of North Africa

long autonomous engaged little attention in American

papers during the late 1920's and early 193 O's. News of

the desert fighting, as the French drove inland into the

desert, appeared in column-end scraps now and then. A
few feature stories and magazine articles appeared on the

subject, and these provided themes for moving pictures.

But there was no violent, 86-point type upheaval over such

French advances.

3. Italian adventures in the Irredenta, that part of

Europe just north of the Adriatic, stirred no violent press

indignation in America just after the World War. On Sep-

tember 12, 1919, D'Annunzio took military possession of

Fiume, in flagrant defiance of all international agreements.

Adjacent territory went to Italy in defiance of all cove*

nants providing for a plebiscite.

Additions to this list of territorial seizures by various

powers since die World "War will occur to reflective

readers I have listed the major ones. Fighting for

territory has been in progress on every continent, with

the exception of North America, at different times ever

since the Treaty of Versailles was signed. The political

significance in each instance has by no means governed
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the attitude of our press. Important developments have

been all but ignored in some cases, and in others given

great prominence.

But why was Japan's occupation of Manchuria given

such startling headlines in our papers?

There were many reasons. The main reason is similar

to that explaining the startling headlines devoted to

Italy's war in Ethiopia. Of course either event was news

big news. But the acrimony behind editorial comments

in each case deserves comment*

To begin, reflect that much of the American public is

becoming more and more what is called "liberal.** This

term, as generally accepted, means hostility to forms of

government which sternly protect the profits system of

society. An immense number of our book-writers are

decidedly liberal in this sense now* Many of our

columnists are of the same mind.

Rather rapidly, national sentiment is shaping pro*

Soviet or anti-Soviet, with the pro-Soviet contingent

making fastest gains.

This means that Japan is resented by our liberals on

two counts. Japan is perhaps the world's foremost

stronghold of capitalism and the profits system. As the

second cause of anti-Japanese feeling among our liberals,

Japan is recognized as a powerful threat to Soviet

Russia.

Thus our liberals, ia the pro-Soviet sense, especially

deplore territorial gains of any sort by anti-communist

Japan. Dozens of American editors who are definitely

not pro-Soviet are anti-Japanese also, for other reasons.
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But the liberal press led in the anti-Japanese acrimony

in 1931, and really set the pace of journalistic vehe-

mence. Friends of Soviet Russia groups launched such a

barrage of protesting telegrams, letters to editors, de-

mands for intervention and the like, when Japan began

advancing in Manchuria in 1931, that the hubbub re-

quired all editors to join with giant headlines. Most of

them joined with editorials as violently vindictive as

they thought public tastes of the moment justified.

At first mention of this matter of "liberal** influences

upon our national news estimates of Japan, I am well

aware that I shall be charged with exaggerating its im-

portance. I am not yet through with the evidence.

Consider again the Italian seizure of Fiume in Sep-

tember of 1919. At that time Mussolini was not in

power. And at that time, we had in America only a few

scattered groups of pro-communists, who then had no

voice in our standard publications. No advocate of col-

lectivism in those faraway days could dream of address-

ing a respectable women's club. Reddish radicalism was

taboo. It was not organized upon its present scale, and

so no editor or politician felt obliged to bend before it*

The citizen who openly avowed allegiance to Marxism

faced jail, and the non-citizen faced deportation. Amid

such conditions, in 1919, the Italian seizure of Fiume

was an item for headlines, but not an item for the vitu-

perative editorial treatment reserved for Italian con-

quests in 193? and 1936, after pro-Sovietism was well-

organized in the United States, and after Italy, under
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the anti-communist Mussolini, had become anathema to

what we call liberals the world over.

In 1919 there were possibilities that Italy might go

communist. So pro-communist, or "liberal" writers here

felt no grief at the addition of Fiume to a prospectively

pro-red Italy.

This pressure of pro-communists upon our press is

indicated in a measure by the difference in our journal-

istic estimate of territorial aggression, accordingly as it

is or is not undertaken by an anti-red nation.

Japan, being vigorously anti-red, receives more news-

paper abuse than would be meted out here if the pro-

communists had no influence among us.

I do not mean to imply in this statement that all our

critics, or even half of them, are upon the side of Rus-

sia. Quite the contrary. I mean that pro-Russian senti-

ment is operative throughout America today in ways
few people suspect* It generates impressions, conclu-

sions, likes and dislikes, in such a manner that most per-

sons influenced by them are not aware of the source.

Men and women who would recoil in horror at the sug-

gestion that they are governed in part by pro-Russian

sentiment are nevertheless thinking and feeling exactly

what pro-Russians wish them to think and feel in re-

spect to Japan, And of course those who consciously ride

with Russia are increasing in number daily.

But there is more evidence to relate in the matter of

our national news estimates,

I have referred already to Russia's grab of Outer

Mongolia, a conquest which may be said to have been
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completed in 1923. From 1919 on, Soviet troops battled

to gain Outer Mongolia, which had already proclaimed

independence of China. Resisting the Soviet troops was

the famous leader and alleged maniac, Baron Ungern
von Sternberg. When Mongolia's Living Buddha died

in 1923,* the event seems to have assisted Soviet aims.

Exact information is fragmentary, but it is known that

the country fell under Russian dominance.

Subsequently, when Russia was trying to put China

under the red flag, the Moscow authorities affected to

renounce claims over Outer Mongolia this, apparently,

by way of placating the sentiment of Chinese who had

been offended at the seizure. Despite this renunciation,

however, it is agreed by all authorities that Outer Mon-

golia is today dominated by the ILS.S.R. Urga, the capi-

tal of Outer Mongolia, maintains a government called

independent, but recognized only by Moscow, just as

the government of Manchukuo is recognized by no

world power except Japan.

How many readers of American papers know of this

Soviet encroachment upon a piece of territory larger

than Manchuria, now called Manchukuo?

The fact that almost nobody, aside from a few special-

izing students of Far Eastern affairs, knows of this

Soviet move, while everybody knows of Japan's Man*

churian move, attests the force of our liberals in caus-

ing certain kinds of news from Asia to be played up or

played down.

Of course Outer Mongolia has no seaboard we have

* Statements conflict* I sun unable to leant the exact date.
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no business connections there our tourists never visit

it. But this isolation is hardly sufficient to explain the

fact that an important political development Soviet

intervention almost completely escaped editorial no-

tice in America. And as a matter of fact, we have

scarcely more interests in Ethiopia than in Outer Mon-

golia. And Ethiopia, prior to recent fighting there, was

about as much off the beaten path of our tourists. So

we see that substantially the same activity by reds and

anti-reds receives very different attention in our press.

Manchuria, invaded by an anti-red power, became a

front page hour-to-hour sensation, with thousands of

barrels of ink consumed in vilifying the Japanese.

Ethiopia, invaded by an anti-red power, likewise be*

came a front page sensation, with vilifying of Italy.

But the U.S.S.R., a red power, could invade and sub*

due an area three times the size of Ethiopia, and also

three times the size of Manchuria, with almost nothing

said about it in our newspapers.

That seems more than an accident. Tracing the source

of our national news interpretations, so far as such an

effort deals with evidence and not mere surmise, I find

abundant cause to state that our increasingly "liberal"

trend is exerting a tremendous influence upon our feel-

ing toward Japan.

This trend in our press is important, because it means

a trend in our diplomacy in exactly the same direction.

Our diplomatists, as I have already pointed out, are

simply paid to whisper, in full dress suits, over mahog-

any tables, what a preponderant number of our editors
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have already shouted in shirtsleeves over trass cuspidors.

I estimate that more than fifty per cent of our hos-

tility to Japan emanates from what we call our "new

liberal"
*

group of writers and speakers.

What accounts for the opposition to Japan among

persons not influenced by our pro-communists?

"Well, plain racial antagonism covers much.

The U. S. Census of 1930 gives California a Japanese

population of 97,456. This is a gain of about 26,000 over

the number for 1920.

The U. S. Census for 1930 gives all the United States

a Japanese population of 138,834. This is a gain of but

28,000 for all the United States over the figure for 1920.

Hence the increase in our Japanese stock is concen-

trated in California. The state of Washington, which

ranks next to California in number of Japanese, had

17,837 of them in 1930 and 17,387 of them in 1920,

showing but little increase.

In 1930, Arizona reported only 879 Japanese, and

Oregon reported only 4,958 in the same year. Colorado,

Utah, Idaho, New York and Wyoming were the only

other states showing more than 1,000 Japanese in 1930.

Twenty years ago, most of our racial hostility to the

Japanese emanated from California. Of course there is

no meter or other device to measure racial feeling, but

it seems to me that anti-Japanese feeling has subsided

*I am aware of the varying meanings assigned to this term. I

endeavor to use it here as it is understood and used by most of our

liberals themselves. By it most of them imply opposition to authori-

tative, centralized government, except as such is exerted to oppose
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rapidly through recent years in California. It is now

strongest, I believe, in Washington and Oregon es-

pecially "Washington.

This shift of the regional center of anti-Japanese feel-

ing has no provable explanation.

My own inference in the matter is that Japanese have

been economically important in California for a longer

period than in Washington, and therefore command

more editorial respect.

As every student of American history knows, no im-

migrant population risen to economic power will be

seen for long in an unfriendly light by editors.

Japanese in California are mainly farmers, and ac-

cordingly they do relatively little advertising* But the

little that they do, if not sufficient to draw editorial

praise, is at least adequate to moderate editorial abuse.

In Washington State, Japanese are economically impor-

tant, but this importance has been more recently ac-

quired. Within a few years, X predict, after Japanese

there have all the press privileges of old-timers, Amer-

ica's center of anti-Japanese feeling will shift to some

other part of the Wat, where Japanese are comparative

newcomers.

As a symptom of this last forecast, note that violence

against Japanese settlers has lately flared in Arizona* Ac-

cording to dispatches, night raids against them have

occurred there in several localities. Efforts have been

made, too, to erect legal obstacles to Japanese land ten-

ure in Arizona. With this news, take into account the

small number of Japanese in that state only 879 in
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the year 1930. Thus Japanese in certain areas are nu-

merous enough to arouse economic alarm, without be-

ing numerous enough and economically strong enough
to command what we may call press protection.

The newspaper which does not care to offend too

much its local Japanese population, in expressing anti-

Japanese sentiments, lets its white readers know it is on

the approved side of the fence by denunciation of Japan

the nation, on the other side of the Pacific.

Thus a domestic question the question of low-wage

competition by Japanese in America becomes the

source of international ill will.

What our veteran specialists in the Department of

State would like to do, in any given instance, may not

become known to the public. They may know many

particulars of which the average editor is unaware. But

our Department of State men carry out orders as these

orders are received from the Secretary of State and from

the President. And the Secretary of State and the Presi-

dent may weigh the sentiment expressed in newspaper

clippings, in respect to what the "public" wants done,

more carefully than they weigh dispatches from our

government's observers abroad, who supply information

permitting a decision as to what ought to be done.

The expression of desired policy by the head of a

powterful newspaper chain in America may exert more

influence in an important decision than the most care-

fully compiled report from an American embassy or

legation abroad. The unwritten motto of those who

guide ow diplomacy in Washington is to give the Amer-
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ican people what they want, irrespective of the igno-

rance prompting demands. And for Washington, what

the "people" want is merely a euphemism for what a

preponderance of newspapers want. It is assumed that

if the public does not already want what the newspapers

demand, the public will want it shortly, after the news-

papers have sufficiently reiterated it.

Our bureau chiefs and other division specialists in the

Department act as a braking power against the

whooped-up frenzies of our sensational press. Most of

these specialists have spent many years abroad. Those in

our Division of Far Eastern Affairs are men who have

long periods of service to their credit in China and

Japan. And I doubt that a more pro-peace group of

sane individuals could be rounded up anywhere in the

world. The popular conception of them portrays a hud-

dle of elaborately dressed gentlemen, each with a sinister

George Raft smirk, whispering over a batch of maps
and ribboned papers with a paunchy munitions maker

or two, perpetually plotting international alliances and

coerced concessions and military holocausts when not

dating whorish countesses who fidget in anterooms and

steal valuable secrets*

But as a matter of fact our division specialists have

about the function in our government that train dis-

patchers have in a big railway system. The routine paper

work is unending. Cablegrams of information from the

field never let up "Revolutionaries under General Sing

Song now only ten miles from Boo Hoo Fu Requesting

Embassy send vessel to stand by in case evacuation of
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Americans here becomes advisable" "Local authorities

promise action to stop infringement o U. S. trademark

in matter Nowurms brand canned peaches" "Tele-

graph offices at Itchi-Itchi report no word of American

fliers" "Missionaries at Chuchu Baptist Hospital known
to have escaped in bandit raid" "Tokyo press treating

fishing craft seizure as insult" "Cholera epidemic in

this part Ting Ling province assuming major propor-

tions."

Most answers every reply from the Department of

State to an officer in the field is called an instruction

are of rubber stamp formality. There is rarely occasion

to deviate from the obvious. With the exception of the

Secretary of State, generally a political appointee, men
who give the answers are sitting where they are more

because of their proved reliability than any other reason.

Above all else, our Department of State wants relia-

bility, and for that quality rare, by the way it is

ready at times to sacrifice what many persons would

consider desirable attributes of brilliance.

We have relatively few really brilliant men in the

Department of State, and the routine of the work does

not conduce to a display of brilliance, even where it is

present. In fact, what is called genius in diplomacy, like

so-called genius in every other field of government, is

generally nothing more than the miracle of common

sense in high places.

The division specialist's work is to give his chief the

Secretary of State the significant particulars of any

development about which the Secretary might wish to
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know. On occasions of rare importance, the division

specialist may be summoned to an audience with the

President himself. Supplying information that is the

task of the subordinate executive in the Department of

State in all momentous decisions. In routine matters

such as selecting the proper rubber stamp answer to this

or that report from the field the bureau head or assist-

ant head is left to his own responsibility. But such re-

sponsibility is so clearly defined that there is not much

chance to deviate from assigned policies.

The organic structure of our government, as it now

operates, is not a kind to facilitate intrigue. In the

main, our Department of State men in Washington ac-

count for their office hours in the routine fashion of

workers in other departments. True, it so happens that

in a social sense a Department of State expert on some

sort of treaties will outrank an Agriculture specialist

on cattle ticks or the scientific construction of hog pens.

He rates a few extra perquisites in the form of invita-

tions, and he has frequent access to the best of dinners

and drinkables for the mere cost of changing his shirts

and keeping his suits pressed. But in office hours routine,

the State man's lot is almost as thoroughly a rubber

stamp life as that of his colleague in public service in the

Treasury, the Post Office Department, Commerce or

Agriculture*

Every Department of State man I ever knew revealed

innate conservatism in his ideas of foreign affairs. Far

from wishing trouble! Department of State executives,

by the habitations of long experience, instinctively long
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to steer clear of it. Whatever their particular jobs, they

have spent years in day to day efforts at minimizing,

rather than aggravating, potentialities of friction be-

tween America and other countries.

The truth of these statements I know from adequate

observation, and what I say will be readily confirmed by

persons possessing more intimate knowledge of Wash-

ington than I can claim for myself. The simple fact is

that our Department of State men no more desire in-

ternational difficulties than firemen desire fires. Their

entire experience instills a deep-set philosophy of pre-

vention.

Compare this outlook with that of the editor of a

newspaper which relies for circulation upon any variety

of distortion or exaggeration that will build a sensa-

tional headline, and in the obvious answer you have the

chief threat to good international relations at this time.

In brief, the first question the veteran Department of

State man asks himself is, what can we do to smooth this

newly-arisen difficulty abroad? Simultaneously, the sen-

sational newspaper's editor asks himself, what is the

most alarming and indignation-stirring twist I can give

this news?

Interestingly, uninformed citizens are led by certain

kinds of newspapers into deep suspicion of what they

term our "diplomats." They are in constant dread that

our "diplomats" will drag us into war. And at the same

time, conservative and upon the whole hard-working

Department of State men often wonder when next "the
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public" will yield to sensational press distortions and

demand a course of action inviting hostilities.

The conscientious bureau officer never knows when

our reckless, circulation-bent press will whoop up fren-

zies of pro-war sentiment over some event which, if left

to conservative Department of State policy, would be of

minor significance, and soon forgotten.

Let us see to what extent I draw upon acceptable and

familiar evidence for this indictment of a certain class

a dominant class of our newspapers:

Go overAmerican newspaper files between early 1915

and April of 1917, and you will be struck by the fact

that an immense number of our editors recurrently pro-

tested the mildness of our Department of State expres-

sions to the Central Powers. And these protests did not

come entirely from what are called yellow journals.

Some of the newspapers that now affect to be ring**

leaders for peace, yapping that diplomats and munitions

makers stampeded America into the World War, were

editorially the most savage of war-mongers back in 191 J

and 1916. For months prior to our actual entry against

Germany, many of our papers were demanding a decla-

ration of war in plain language* But knowing well that

the public memory spans but a few hours or days, these

same papers now lament in sanctified tones that we were

drawn into avoidable conflict "by the connivings of

leaders who betrayed their solemn trust/*

William Jennings Bryan was ridiculed to the limit

when as Secretary of State he protested the sending of a

note that might lead to war. Later, our supposed best
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papers were not far from unanimous in attacking legis-

lators who opposed our final declaration of belligerency.

Some of our leading papers are now claiming that the

strong pressure of financiers and munitions makers in-

flamed the American public by skilled publicity. If so,

such publicity operated very successfully at the time

through these same papers. Thus if the present claims of

these papers respecting pre-war publicity are correct,

that is an inferential admission that they sold out to the

pro-war ring, for their files of 1915 and 1916 show them

to have been full of such publicity at the time.

And if these papers accepted and printed such pub-

licity in 191 J and 1916 unknowingly, that is a very

sorry tribute to their sagacity and competence. The con-

clusion is left that if they were untrustworthy then,

nothing has transpired since to make them more trust-

worthy now.

If any career man in the Department of State has

exerted himself at any time during this century to pro-

mote conflict between America and another nation, I

have yet to learn of it. Ambassador Walter Hines Page

at London, be it recalled, was not a career man. He did

not have behind him any of that training in caution and

conservatism instilled by veteran experience in foreign

affairs. Instead, his experience was of exactly opposite

character he had been a journalist. And a journalist he

remained, as his published letters admirably attest, even

while he served as our lookout and Reporter No. 1 at

the Court of St. JamesV Therein lurked the catastrophe

of his appointment.
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Secretaries of State, Ambassadors and Ministers are

more commonly than not political appointees, without

significant experience in international dealing. The rec-

ord of appointees in these roles shows here and there one

of radical temperament. The all-time champion radical

among them was doubtless William Henry Seward

(1801-1872), who was named Secretary of State by
Abraham Lincoln in 1861. On April 1, 1861, when the

threat of war between the states hung heavy, Seward

proposed to President Lincoln a war of all the Americas

against Europe, not because a grievance existed, but be-

cause such an undertaking, argued Seward, would dis-

tract attention from our domestic issues.*

Generally, Secretaries of State are professional poli-

ticians. This means that they are accustomed to hear and

affect to heed the bawling of the mob. Hence in a crisis,

a Secretary of State is likely to pay much attention to

the domestic politics of the matter, scanning newspapers

to ascertain what he thinks the mob wants done* At the

same time, the veteran Foreign Service man studies the

crisis with differently adjusted mental machinery. In**

stinctively, he draws upon his experience and knowledge
to determine -what should be done*

Against a powerful trend of national sentiment

fanned to frenzies by numerous newspapers, the veteran

Department of State man knows that his judgment will

count for little. His knowledge will be employed to

carry out orders from above, not to formulate a policy.

*
Principal biographies of Sward refer to ttia enterprise* It is

mentioned in dhe Encyclopaedia Britannic* under Sfwrn/, IT. H.
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For policy will be fixed by the President, acting either

alone or in conference with the Secretary of State.

Of course no prediction can be authoritatively deliv-

ered for the future. The foregoing remarks upon the

modus operandi of our diplomacy* and its subservience

to the press, are based upon the record of the United

States thus far in foreign affairs. Among the historical

particulars, we find rash Secretaries of State being over-

ruled by more conservative Presidents, and sometimes

instances of conservative Secretaries of State being over-

ruled by war-minded or otherwise defiant Presidents.

But while Secretaries of State and Presidents vary, as

they come and go, with conservatism or boldness a mat-

ter of individual temperament, we find no correspond-

ing shifts among career veterans of the lower brackets.

They are always conservative. But given instructions,

they must obey, whatever their private opinion upon the

prudence of an assigned course of action.

These facts may be well borne in mind by the person

who would understand what is called American diplo-

macy. It is necessary to realize that the men whom we

pay to make foreign affairs a career are not the men who

decide what shall be done on any occasion of more than

routine importance.

In a crisis, instructions will come from the President,

relayed by the Secretary of State. But the President him-

self is ceaselessly under pressure from that mighty thing

called the Press. Our history reveals that we have had

few Presidents, indeed, who have failed to bend before

it, and finally obey its demands.
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In America, more than in most countries, professional

politics has been progressively supplanted by profes-

sional journalism. Meanwhile the fierce competition for

circulation among newspapers has called forth ever

greater sensationalism.

Perhaps we have as many worthy newspapers as at

any time in our history. Certainly we have today more

writers of sanity and good ability. But both our worthy

papers and our competent writers are of diminishing

relative influence they are less and less significant in

the rising tide of circulation-at-any-price journalism*

The student of this trend will be heartened by the in-

creases in circulation of our few newspapers and maga-

zines of merit until he sees the feebleness of these in-

creases beside the mounting readership of organs that are

obviously vicious.

The intelligent man or woman is inclined to dismiss

thought of our sheets which specialize in vulgar sensa-

tionalism with the comment that they circulate only

among the rabble. This comment, instead of indicating

the innocuousness of mob sensationalism, emphatically

reveals its mischief. For the mob is unable to ctiscrimi-

natea unable to supply contextual particulars by way of

moderating such distortions and exaggerations as reck-

less editors may devise. Thus the mob is as easily stirred

by absurd inventions as by authenticated facts it does

not distinguish.

And in this connection, it is worth remembering that

the vote of the most ignorant man or woman is worth

as much as that of the most intelligent Collectively, the
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votes of our ignorant are more important, because they

are more numerous.

Our mob population and its studious caterer, the sen-

sational press, normally pretend a staunch advocacy of

peace. But our history discloses the flimsy character of

this pretense. Our mob revels in exhibitions of bold de-

fiance of other governments, irrespective of justification,

and editors are never wanting to gratify such tastes when

opportunity permits. The war of 1898 with Spain, when

the Madrid government offered every plea within the

limits of traditional dignity to arbitrate, is remembered

as a good example of a press-provoked conflict. Conflict

with England was narrowly averted when James Polk

was elected President by the 54-40-or-Fight rabble

which demanded Britain's acceptance of that latitude as

the northern boundary of Oregon. Recurrently, in dip-

lomatic exchanges with Great Britain, France, Germany,

Mexico and Japan, a section of our press has methodi-

cally set about spreading sentiment for war among the

ignorant.

The word ignorant here is not synonymous with //-

literate* In fact when a campaign of belligerent sensa-

tionalism is launched, clergymen and school teachers are

invariably among the first to respond. These lead in mass

meetings, sending messages of protest to Washington,

and writing letters to editors signed Pro Bono Publico

and Constant Reader. And when war results, these peo-

ple are the loudest in complaints that they were dragged

into it. For confirmation of this by specific example,

scan a representative file of American newspapers
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through 1916 and early 1917, or a file covering the later

weeks of 1897 and early 1898.

Comments in this chapter are not offered objectively

to remind readers of the deficiencies of our press. Its de-

ficiencies are rather common knowledge among the

thinking, and to dwell upon them in a complaining

spirit is academically futile, because the only power im-

mediately in position to do anything about the matter

is the press itself, and we can not logically expect a great

surge of reform from within. An immense number of

papers perhaps the majority find the present order

of things decidedly satisfactory. In any argument upon
the subject they will have not only the last word, but

nearly all other words. Editors and publishers are a

strong fraternity, and even the best has a certain feeling

of fellowship for the worst, upon occasions when one is

under attack from without. The fraternity of news-

paperdom is its own Holy Rota, high council, tribune,

preceptor of morals, board of exemptions and Living

Buddha, Before this impregnable array of privilege the

average thinking man takes only one look, and then ad-

dresses his constructive energies, if any, in directions

where resistance to betterment is less iron-clad.

The simple answer to talk about a more conscientious

press in the United States is evident in the fact that the

majority of residents will buy a garish, bombastic and

inaccurate sheet in preference to one with better claims

to respectability. The circulation totals of our worst

offenders, in comparison with the totals of our reputable

press products, attest this point. Our makers of scnsa-
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tionalism at the risk of creating foreign difficulties, who

prosper by turning printer's ink into proletarian catnip,

have a ready extenuation of their activity: they say they

merely supply a wanted commodity, and if they didn't,

others would. That was the statement of shippers un-

loading opium in China in generations past; it was the

explanation of those who purveyed firewater to Ameri-

can Indians a century ago; and it has been the reply

through more recent times of our bootleggers, hop ped-

dlers, arms smugglers, and white slavers.

An understanding of our Far Eastern relations is im-

possible without taking into account the power of our

press over our Department of State. Acknowledging

that power, we are obliged to inquire what are the stand-

ards of ethics behind it, the vagaries to which it is sub-

ject, and the quality of its past performance in crises.

The evidence uncovered by these inquiries is not

cheering, and there are no signs that matters will be

better in the near future. In the face of familiar facts,

I do not see how a thinking American can expect assist-

ance from our press our press as a whole in preserv-

ing national sanity when crises come again. It is worth

remembering that after the ballyhoo build-up for our

entry into the World War was reviewed and lamented,

back in the 1920's, average citizens declared that public

immunity had been achieved, and that similar ingenui-

ties of journalism would fall flat if repeated. Sufficient

public response to shatter that optimism, however, was

exhibited in 1931-2, when many of our editors flocked

manfully to the kill, and contrived to put the smell of
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blood in their headlines so well that a large number of

Americans clamored for war. But for certain circum-

stances that rendered conditions unripe, they might have

got what they wished, and achieved conflict with Japan.

In China at the time, Chinese of various classes expressed

to me their impatience at our delay. Our newspaper

frenzies, quoted in Shanghai papers, led many there to

think our participation imminently possible. There was a

flurry of anti-Americanism when disappointment fol-

lowed, leaving us friendless in both China and Japan.

An estimate of our press, respecting its influences

good and bad in the matter of preserving amiable rela-

tions abroad, must be left to individual judgment* I do

not attempt to assign exact relative weights in discuss-

ing worthy and unworthy newspapers. My object is sim-

ply to indicate one of the major hazards of our trans*

Pacific dealings. Interested readers are invited to review

their own store of familiar facts pertaining to news-

paper reliability in crises. In this review, it is well not

to consider solely one's favorite newspaper* nor solely

the kind of organs circulated in homes of the well-

informed- A fair judgment calls for inclusion of the

papers educated people don't read, yet which are read

by millions of others.

However obnoxious a certain publication may be to

thinking readers, if that publication has wide circula-

tion it is a power one of the powers in our diplo-

macy.

Our Department of State has many influential

diplomatists who are not on its payroll In a sense, every
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significant editor and publisher in the United States is

one of our advisory staff assigned to foreign affairs. And
such is the structure of our government that these extra-

official counselors can sometimes dictate to, and be

obeyed by, those who are officially accredited.



CHAPTER III

ALONG THE LINOTYPE FRONT

I. The New Liberalism

AT PRESENT in America popular interpretations of

foreign affairs are largely conditioned by trends in our

domestic politics.

We live at a time and in a country permitting the

widest imaginable privileges of free speech legally. But

I doubt that our writers, as a crop, equal those of many
other civilized countries in availing themselves of our

free speech privileges in useful directions.

There are obvious explanations for this state of affairs*

Our population is much mixed* Hence many topics must

be avoided in harsh details by all writers who desire a

popular audience* For example, newspaper and magazine

editors commonly reject manuscripts which enter into

interpretations of foreign affairs in frank terms of racial

and religious momenta. Yet every person who has

watched with seeing eyes the significant developments

of the twentieth century knows full well that race and

religion explain much that is otherwise unexplainable,

7*
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Here in America it is expedient by reason of our

many dissimilar groups to avoid mentioning many
factors of race and religion in the foreign scene lest we

offend somebody within the domestic scene. This evasion

of the significant conduces to a fair measure of harmony

among our varied elements, and that is important. But

at the same time, the evasion results in a woeful number

of gaps in what is politely termed scholarly inquiry. In

general, a writer engaged in depicting a foreign em-

broglio is as much concerned with facts he dare not list

as with the subject matter he knows will pass editorial

muster.

What editor, while the scrapping in Ireland was thick

and hot in 1920 and 1921, would have accepted for

publication an article giving the kind of significant facts

that the most casual visitor could pick up along the

streets of Dublin at the time?

And what editor, early in 1932, would have dared

print the sort of facts concerning China and Japan that

leading writers themselves discussed with our best in-

formed residents of those countries while Japan was

attacking?

Parallels to those two instances are abundant. In fact,

we are in about the same predicament in the matter of

all news from abroad. Publishers of books are much

bolder. But even with books, most publishers do not

care to buck a strong tide of public sentiment, however

well the contributing author may have authenticated

his data. Book reviewers, like the general public, are sub-

ject to cyclical trends of mood, and there is sufficient
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unanimity among them, upon some subjects, to assure

a chilly reception for any volume arraying facts toward

an unpalatable conclusion.

Fashions in political and sociological writing are fre-

quently changing in certain respects, while remaining

much the same in other respects. There are times when

a writer may say certain things and times when he can't.

There are no discernible consistencies according to prin-

ciples.

Just now the fashion strongly favors pro-radicalism of

red tinge, and taboos pro-radicalism of anti-red tinge.

Emma Goldman's Living My Life, by a lifelong pro-

communist, was held to be an allowable and meritorious

publication. The consensus was that whether people

agreed with Emma or not, this is a country of free

speech, and she is entitled to be heard. But on the other

side of the fence, Adolph Hitler's My Struggle, when

offered in English in this country, was held to be objec-

tionable because it was by an author whose views defied

our theory of democratic government, and should not

have been published here at all*

In the foregoing comment I voice no favoritism for

either Emma or Adolph I simply remark upon the

strange inconsistencies apparent in a nation offering the

widest possible privileges of legitimate free discussion*

I shall explain the application of these fluctuating

fashions in free speech presently, so far as they affect

our popular notions of the Far East, We are in a pro-

liberal vogue, with the word liberal meaning anything

from mild socialism to 100 per cent sovietism. Thus the
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track is fairly clear for pro-liberal offerings. If any fairly

competent writer produced a work entitled, say, I'm for

a Soviet America, any one of a dozen publishing houses

in New York would grab it. However, a work of similar

competence entitled I'm for a Fascist America, or I'm

for a Nazi America, would be a proved white elephant

from the first rejection slip, and the author might peddle

it to every publisher in the United States without so

much as a nibble.

What accounts for this?

It is not altogether a matter of fractional numbers in

the reading public. There are several million Italian-

Americans, along with many non-Italians, who admire

Mussolini. Such a group of Fascist sympathizers would

be large enough, seemingly, to make a pro-Fascist volume

worth publication. Similarly, there are enough German-

Americans and ordinary Americans who admire Hitler,

or who are at least interested in his program, to read

open-mindedly a volume proposing imitations here, and

presumably buy it in quantities adequate to make pub-

lication profitable. Possibly there are as many pro-Nazi

and pro-Fascist Americans as there are pro-soviet

Americans.

But it is the pro-soviet, or vaguely liberal group, who

have the machinery of publicity in their favor just now.

This does not mean that every reviewer is a pro-

liberal. It means that a sufficient number of reviewers

are so to dominate the field. And along with reviewers,

there is a vaguely definable stratum of what we"may
call intelligentsia, an avocationally literary group, who
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assist in governing publicity trends. On the whole, the

population segment that directs American reading is

composed of active and ex-newspapermen, with an

alliance of persons connected with radio, the stage, and

other arts. Traditionally, in all countries, this population

segment is disposed to relish the new, the sensational, the

experimental, as a political and social spectacle. With

these elements, interestingly, we find in America now

a merging academic group professors in the speculative

studies, such as sociology, economics, and psychology.

By temperament most persons in the arts and in

journalism the field from which most reviewers are

recruited are impulsively generous, with strong desires

to better the lot of those termed underdogs. Thus

liberalism as a political philosophy, being more ex-

travagant in its claims of social betterment than other

creeds, or at least assuring bolder measures for the effort

at betterment, is circumstantially certain just now to

have the sponsorship of the group directing: reading

tastes.

This latter point is important in understanding pub-

licity concerning the Far East. China is considered the

underdog there, and according to our popular traditions

of ethics it is presumed that the materially weaker of

any two contestants must be the morally stronger.

But there are further influences, in our Far Eastern

literature, exerted by this trend to liberalism at home.

Our outright pro-soviets more powerful than com-

monly supposed in our current publicity are naturally

eager to see Russia prosper* Japan is a menace to Russia*
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Therefore it is an urgent necessity to throw American

sympathy in Russia's direction, because, in event of

conflict between Russia and Japan, American aid one

way or the other might decide the outcome.

Now many Americans are still obstinately opposed

to communism. So for this audience, it is better not to

praise Russia too much directly. Instead, Japan is reviled

to the utmost at all times. The idea is to make non-

communist Americans detest Japan so much that as a

choice of two evils, though not liking Russia, they will

prefer Russia to Japan.

As mentioned, by mutual understanding many items

concerning race are avoided in common public discus-

sion, and we hear often that the writer who would

mention race is guilty of a grave offense. But the offense

is against what politicians and editors naturally find

expedient in a mixed population. From the standpoint

of accurate scholarship and sincerity, it is an offense

not to mention race, because it is important in every

political movement in the world today.

I might add that our university faculties have an-

swered this American embarrassment on the subject of

race, and have of late turned out a number of texts

establishing that theories of racial differences are founded

upon fallacies. However that may be or may not be true

anthropologically, politically, for practical reckoning

as of this age, racial differences remain, and they will

continue to be important through the visible future.

The expediency of the professors, rather than their

science, is given an interesting sidelight by the fact
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that the psychologists and anthropologists in countries

of homogeneous populations uncover abundant data

confirming racial differences, while their fellow-pundits

in lands of mixed populations, working with the same

methods, find no differences discernible.

It is worth noting that those who denounce the theory

of racial differences are most commonly (there are ex-

ceptions) individuals who belong to races now lagging

behind in the world race in prestige. It may be guessed

that personal pride influences their views a shade, and

that they prefer to ascribe their rearward position to

accident rather than to inherent racial qualities.

Chinese and British Indians, for example, subject as

they are to the vague contempt of average Anglo-

Saxons, are nearly unanimous* when they take to science,

in discovering that racial differences are imaginary

jrather than real. And even within more powerful

nations, it is observable that the non-difference scholars

are conspicuously of racial minorities that are subject

in one way or another to discriminations on the part

of the majority stock.

Liberalism denounces racial distinctions. In the pro-*

.soviet sense it preaches not only brotherhood, but

absolute intrinsic similarity. Thus it exerts a strong at-

traction for the racial minorities in the United States.

According to published accounts, Earl Browder, Secre-

tary General of the Commumst Party of America, made
a revealing statement at the world pow-wow of reds in

Moscow in the summer of 1935* He declared that the

party membership in the United States showed a rise in
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the number of native-born Americans to 40 per cent of

the total. It may be reasonably surmised that the Com-

munist Party in America still has more than half its

membership among the foreign born. And of its native-

born members, the great majority are of racial minorities.

Liberalism gains power here by allying the racial

minorities, so far as it is able, against the racial majori-

ties. This process is facilitated by the economic promises

of liberalism. Because many of our racial minorities,

being late comers in the scramble, are economically

behind the major stock elements. Thus many of them are

actuated both by economic inferiority and racial dis-

criminations to combine for power against the older

major stocks. It is indeed interesting that, with the ex-

ception of Negroes, racial percentages in red ranks in

America show an impressive correspondence to the

popular discrimination practiced against each race re-

spectively. I mean that within rough approximations,

each of our racial minorities is represented in com-

munism in proportion as that race feels the sting of

racial hostility that has been meted out by the majority

elements.

It is fairly clear to any one making a detailed study of

communism that it is more a racial movement than an

economic movement. Decrying racial distinctions, it

merely erects new ones more favorable to its purpose.

Significantly, in every country where communism has

made headway, excepting China, its leadership is in the

control of a racial minority. With the variegated popu-
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lation we have in the United States, pro-red liberalism is

obviously destined to exert great power.

And this power will be exerted in favor of Russia,

and against Japan, Russia's potential enemy.

If any reader suspects that I have dabbled in conjec-

ture, rather than evidence, in the foregoing comments, I

recommend to him a detailed study of our liberal pub-

lications over the last two or three years. Diligent read-

ing of the Daily Worker, the New Masses, and other

English-language pro-red issuances will uncover an un-

expressed racial psychology behind the general move-

ment. The foreign language publications of our pro-red

liberals are even more pointed. Publicity for Mexicans,

Filipinos, and other economically inferior immigrants

leaves the conclusion that the appeal is mainly in terms

of race. The same is true of publicity for Negroes, who

are promised vengeance upon the now dominant white

element* Some of the red party pamphlets are more

pointed in racial inferences than their periodicals.

It may be noted that the large corporations selected

as targets for abuse are almost invariably those in old-

line American hands, with enterprises in the hands of

newcomers noticeably exempt. In fact, it is noticeable

that our present somewhat liberal administration, in

selecting concerns to "investigate** and "expose,** has

thus far picked old-line American businesses, passing up

corporations owned by persons of racial minority stock.

This has been conspicuous, even where practices seemed

equally deserving of governmental inquiry. One ex-

ception, I believe, was the Insull case* and that was an
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inheritance from the Hoover administration. These selec-

tions, of course, may be attributed to coincidence. If so,

they are by chance in favorable accord with the general

campaign policy of our left-wing liberals, from whom

everything pertaining to the traditional old-line scheme

of things, culturally and economically, is under attack.

This matter of liberalism must be considered in detail

to grasp even the rudiments of our Far Eastern relations.

Liberalism, in the pro-Moscow sense, is the supreme

challenge to traditional theories of government upon
this planet today, and there is not a country but what

will be rocked to the bottom by it within a decade,

either from within or by threats against it from without

coalitions of Soviet allies.

Its political assets are the most powerful the world

has ever seen arrayed within a single century. It allies

racial minorities within nations, and it allies the back-

ward nations of the world against the more fortunate.

It declares that those now backward are held so by the

determined policy of stronger countries. It teaches that

both individual and national misfortunes are a conse-

quence of capitalist oppression, and it promises liberation

and vengeance for those thus assertedly oppressed. A
religion itself a religion of faith in the most unrelent-

ing of dogma it avows extermination of all other re-

ligions. In this aim it draws upon one of the lingering

virtues of a decaying Christianity tolerance to speed

the day of Christianity's obliteration.

To the agnostic, this new liberalism promises an order

of things based on rationality alone, and simultaneously
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it wins many devout Christians with the promise of an

order based on brotherhood. As a matter of evidence, it

is interesting that an immense number of our clergymen

subscribe to it, and large sums of money are regularly

contributed by pious churchgoers who wish to help their

fellow-men, As it grows in power, politicians who

formerly reviled it now treat its adherents with respect.

Indeed, many politicians now go out of their way to

confer favors upon its followers. Already, pro-red

liberalism in America is so strong that politicians are less

and less using the word communism in public addresses.

Even Mr. Herbert Hoover, a few days ago, criticized the

"fascist" tendencies of our present administration, pre-

sumably dreading to be called a red-baiter if he used

any other, though it is difficult to imagine what symp-
toms of fascism in Washington he could have listed.

Such items, trifling in isolation, disclose collectively

the rising prestige of the pro-red cause in the United

States now. It is a proposition worth remembering that

in democratic countries, when a minority reaches a cer-

tain status of importance, politicians and editors cease

to fight it, but begin to compete for its favors. The

new liberalism is reaching that stage in America now,

and to look upon the event as a purely domestic develop-

ment is to ignore one of the most important considera-

tions bearing upon our Far Eastern relations.

As world trends are now swiftly merging, it is but a

matter of a few months before international alliances

will be almost exclusively of two sorts pro-Moscow

and anti-Moscow. Berlin will be the capital of anti-
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sovietism in the western world and Tokyo will be its

capital in Asia.

Red leaders, always more astute than their opposition,

recognize this fact well. And so excellent is their or-

ganization, shading out through various strata of lib-

eralism, that they can mobilize most of their force, even

the humblest, to give impetus to anti-Japanese senti-

ment.

Again, after this statement, I must take time out to

explain that I do not intend to hint that our anti-

Japanese sentiment in America comes solely by Moscow

instigation. That would be far from the truth. But I do

say, after a great deal of burrowing into evidence, that

an important measure of our anti-Japanese publicity and

its resultant sentiment may be traced to Comintern

strategists at work in America now. And as red leaders

build an ever more powerful publicity machine in

America, and an ever stronger organization, they are

able to exert increasing pressure upon the press and

every other agency involved in shaping popular opinion

here. Not only that in the name of this or that liberal

organization, many of which are not openly identified

with Sovietism, and may not be suspected of such

affiliations even by many of their most generous sup-

porters, they are able to send telegrams of protest, reso-

lutions, etc., to Washington in a manner to command

attention. Everybody in Washington quakes before

compact organization, however small in numbers com-

pared with our population as a whole, because organiza-

tion implies marginal power to swing a close election.
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As evidence o the power this new liberalism possesses

here already, we note that it has been able to name a

considerable number of pro-soviets I refer to those

avowedly so, in writings under their own name to im-

portant federal posts. In many instances some sort of

pro-red allegiance is necessary to obtain minor positions

under these appointees.

In foreign affairs, we note that in the summer of 1936,

as soon as pro-soviet Leon Blum gained power in France,

Mr. Roosevelt lowered tariffs on important imports from

France by about ?0 per cent. Almost simultaneously

he raised tariffs against anti-soviet Japan by about the

same amount on important items, and also erected new

obstacles to importations from anti-soviet Germany.
And while federal legislation still stands to prohibit the

advertising in America of the securities of any govern-

ment that has failed to satisfy its debt obligations to us,

this law is now unenforced in the case of U.S.S.R. bonds,

which we see advertised widely in our radical publica-

tions*

While I was in the American Foreign Service, prior

to March, 1933, there was a banned list of foreign

agitators whose records indicated that they were pro-

fessional trouble-makers of revolutionary stamp, and

the passports of these people could not then be honored.

Since that time, I note, such formerly banned cam-

paigners for revolution have entered the United States at

will, and are now valued assistants in the new liberalism

drive here.

Such scraps of evidence, taken singly, may be subject
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to the interpretation of coincidence. But collectively

the inference from them is unmistakable. Washington is

indeed now markedly favorable to all pro-Moscow

regimes, and somewhat discriminating toward those of

opposing complexion. The most significant recent de-

velopment affecting Far Eastern politics has occurred

right here in the United States. This development is the

swift rise of pro-soviet liberalism.

What are the effects of this next to be expected?

No one outside the confidential clique surrounding

President Roosevelt can offer a positive statement.

The rest of us can merely review possibilities.

There are conjectures that Washington might extend

strong material assistance to pro-soviet France, and pos-

sibly to the U.S.S.R. itself, if Mr. Roosevelt is reelected

in November. There are rumors of a cash loan to France,

and publicity feelers have been released to our press to

determine public (that is, editorial) reaction. Upon
the whole, talk of a loan to France has not been very

favorably received, and even the rather liberal news-

papers, excluding the outright radical sheets, have

avoided expressions of enthusiasm.

But if Washington cares to go further in its pro-

liberalism, internationally, there are ways and means.

Among possibilities, the two billion dollars in gold as-

signed to Secretary Morgenthau is of first importance.

It may be recalled that this sum was set aside by Mr.

Roosevelt, with legitimatizing congressional sanction,

"to stabilize the dollar in international exchange/* Mr.
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Morgenthau is empowered to buy and sell foreign ex-

change, all trading being secret, of course, with no

public accounting required. Under this set-up, Wash-

ington may translate the paper of any foreign govern-

ment into American gold credit at will. Whether

Washington will do so in a manner to assist pro-red

regimes, or has in fact already done so, is anybody's

guess.

Regarding this possibility of Washington's bolstering

the financial position of Leon Blum's and other pro-

soviet regimes via dollar stabilization tactics, I asked an

official of a Wall Street bank a man unusually well-

informed upon international finance what he thought

about it. He said:

"The Gold Reserve Act creates a fund of two billion

dollars over which the President and the Secretary of the

Treasury have absolute control without the necessity of

reporting to any other officer of the Government.

"An amusing element of control, however, is instituted

in the requirement that the Secretary of the Treasury shall

render an annual audit to the President personally* , * *

"Almost anything could be done with this fund either

to influence domestic politics or foreign politics without

the necessity of giving any (public) report/*

With this colossal financial power at the secret dis-

posal of our President and his sole confidant in its use,

note that the somewhat pro-new-liberalism British Gov-

ernment likewise has a fund for confidential money

pressure. And one of the early acts of the pro-soviet

Leon Blum regime raised to power this last spring in
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France was to put the Bank of France squarely under

the thumb of the new premier.

As world capital sympathies are now arrayed, we are

unmistakably linked with powers sentimentally or

politically allied with the U.S.SJEL With this in mind,

the financial power of the coalition, which we with our

present administration have enormously strengthened,

is of vast importance in reckoning the international

political events ahead.

Few of our standard papers, as we call those deriving

revenue from large-business advertising, are venturesome

enough, as yet, to assert open praise of the Russian sys-

tem. But a considerable number key their news in a

fashion to render the doings of Russian sympathizers

and allies abroad in the most complimentary light. At

the time of this writing, news from Spain is handled in

a way admirably illustrating the point.

Here is a headline from the vaguely liberal (though

anti-Roosevelt) San Francisco Chronicle, in its issue of

August 1J, 1936:

"FASCISTS MASSACRE 1000 LOYALISTS IN

SPAIN WAR. 3'

On the same day, anti-soviet Hearst's Los Angeles

Examiner headlined the same news thus:

"1000 REDS EXECUTED IN SPAIN WAR."

Of the chain papers, those of Mr. William Randolph

Hearst seem to lead in hostility to pro-soviet liberalism,

while those of the Scripps-Howard system seem to lead

in favoritism for it. Chief of the Scripps-Howard pro-

liberals is Heywxxxl Broun, whose daily column appears
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in many papers all over the United States. Mr. Broun

praises the new liberalism at home in his written utter-

ances, and praises it in Moscow in his spoken utterances.

Strict consistencies, as would be expected, are absent on

both sides. Thus Mr. Broun is an ardent advocate of full

visiting privileges for pro-soviet notables, holding that

whether average persons agree with them or not they

must be heard to maintain the institution of free speech*

and at the same time Mr. Broun is on record as a violent

objector to visiting privileges for notables of ardently

anti-soviet background. When Hitler's personal piano

player, Herr Hanfstaengl, came to the United States to

attend his class reunion at Harvard, Mr. Broun colum-

nized the strongest objections to his landing*

Mr. Broua has been elected head of the Newspaper

Guild of America, an association of the more liberal

editorial and reportorial employees of newspaper pub-

lishers. The Guild is strong in all large cities, and seems

likely to grow to great power. Members expect that it

will soon become integrated with the A. F* of L. When
that happens, a powerful leftist force will be added to

the already large leftist elements present in it* And every

individual of the added group, as a newspaper writer,

will be a publicity asset of the new liberalism.

In fact, the Newspaper Guild is able to exert consider-

able power now. Like many developments of the kind

loosely termed liberal, many of its objectives art of a

kind with which no fair person would quarrel As every-

body knows, wage and working conditions in the news-

paper business in America are the worst of all our ira-
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portant industries. Many corrections are in order. But if

the Newspaper 'Guild follows the course of many other

organizations founded to effect home reforms, it will

soon be implemented to assist in molding public senti-

ment pro or con respecting not only our national domes-

tic politics, but our foreign policies. In that case, it will

be favorable to Russia, assuming that its present leader-

ship endures.

Year by year the machinery controlling public

thought and sentiment in the United States is coming

into the hands of a smaller and smaller group of in-

dividuals in command at central points. Before the

World War, of course, chain newspapers in America had

achieved tremendous power a single publisher could

order editorial policies which would cause millions of

people in a dozen cities to think they had made up their

own minds about something.

Just after the World War, many of our important

metropolitan papers merged, and thus further nar-

rowed the control of public sentiment. But this develop-

ment was nothing beside the concentration of power in

a few hands with the advent of radio. The principal

radio systems the national hook-ups to date main-

tain something slightly nearer the "open forum'* than

any of our newspaper chains. But nobody knows how

long this will last. And already, so persons in the radio

business claim, significant pressure is being felt in favor

of some kinds of opinion and against other kinds. It is

stated that Washington political pressure is being ap-

plied in certain directions. As for this, I have heard
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many accusations, and I have encountered suspicious

evidence. But I have uncovered nothing that seemed

sufficiently authentic to warrant listing here. Persons

who might know what they are talking about are evasive

on the subject. Along with increasing concentration of

power in the hands of a few in our press and radio

services, recent years have seen equally great power ac-

cruing to individuals who head giant labor organiza-

tions. These leaders have unfailing access to the ears of

many hundreds of thousands of wage-earners. The wage-

earners look to the leaders to keep abreast of affairs and

tell them how to vote and how to exert their mass

strength. Naturally, most wage-earners are not pro*

found scholars. They trust those at the top in their or-

ganizations to discover and report upon their best in-

terests. By such an arrangement, a trusted labor leader

can at times exert as much power as a cabinet official,

or even as much as a chain paper publisher.

While centralized control of organized labor grows,

battling for factional supremacy in this centralized

control intensifies. In every large union or coalition of

unions, a very radical element desires rule more for

political power than for immediate economic objectives.

For with all politicians now out-dishing one another i&

competing for the marginal labor vote, labor leadership

confers the power to dictate to politicians* A significant

fact is that this new radical leadership bidding for su-

preme authority in labor ranks is conspicuously of in-

ternationalist philosophy. It is driving for the inter*
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nationalization of labor, with recognition of Moscow as

the central labor bureau of the world.

This last remark is not a statement of personal opin-

ion. For the past two years I have been gathering

"labor" literature of all sorts, most of it specimens of

what radical organizations hand out wholesale to wage-
earners. Its pro-soviet objectives are unmistakable. And
however sensationally this fact may be treated, it re-

mains true by evidence for the most soberly conserva-

tive investigator.

This pro-Moscow brand of the new liberalism seeking

dominance of unions is now victorious only in scat-

tered sectors. But it is making fast progress, and no spec-

tator can safely claim that it will fail to achieve full

control. Keeping in mind the fact that organized labor

is now a marginal power in politics equaling, if not

indeed surpassing, that of the American farmer vote, we
see that an internationalized union labor here, with

resultant pro-Russian sympathies, will exert a govern-

ing effect upon our Far Eastern policy.

The idea of international regulation of hours and

wages is now captivating several prominent people. In

the New York Times of August 24, 1936, we read this

as the beginning of a long dispatch from London: "A
solution of world economic warfare through interna-

tional agreements on minimum wages and maximum
hours was proposed today by Bernard M. Baruch. . . .

The American financier and 'friend of presidents' had

returned from a several days* visit with Premier Stan-

ley Baldwin," Coupled with this item, we note that Miss
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Frances Perkins, our Secretary of Labor, loosed hints in

the same direction after a stay in Switzerland in August
of 1936, where she attended an international labor con-

ference. Whatever the economic implications of such

a plan, it is inevitable that its political implications

would soon exceed all others. With "new liberalism** dev-

otees scrambling with speedy success for labor union

leadership in nearly every country, obviously such will

be heads of the internationalized unions if they appear.

We do not need two guesses as to where the central

headquarters for internationalized labor will be. As a po-
litical implement the plan, if put into practice, will

mean pro-Moscow coercion upon every government

adopting it. The proposal is given special significance,

and for traditionalist Americans very grave significance,

by the fact that so prominent a political figure as Mr.

Baruch, trusted adviser of President Roosevelt, advo-

cates it.

The campaign to win labor leadership for pro-Mos-
cow liberals is being waged extensively by personal con-

tact. But this is backed by relentless printed publicity.

A host of very able writers are enlisted many of them

journalists who in milder vein write for our standard

periodicals.

Money for the pro-soviet factions in America is avail-

able from many sources. Endowed institutions, such as

the Y.W. and Y.M.C.A., are now rather heavily

sprinkled with officials favorable to the new liberalism.

Of course there are numerous associations, too, espe-

cially organized to promote it. The League Against War
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and Fascism, American Youth Congress, Internationa

Labor Defence, John Reed Club some score organiza

tions of similar aims have attained national strengtl

with an aggregate of hundreds of thousands of member

Prominent directors of older philanthropic enterprise

notably in the case of the Russell Sage Foundation, at

now in position to throw the prestige and in part th

resources of these upon the scales in favor of furthe

pro-soviet publicity. The Federal Council of Churches c

Christ in America has been extremely active in th

direction.

Lenin's famous boast that our bourgeois system wpul

pay for its own funeral is fulfilled in generous measun

Scanning the roster of Guggenheim traveling scholax

ship winners for 1936, we see more than a few nam<

of earnest workers for sovietism. The Daily Worker an

the New Masses, communist daily aad weekly respec

tively, were founded by the donation of nearly a mi]

lion dollars from a single capitalist. Public schools i

many localities are placed freely at the disposal of re

organizers.* As a symptom of the fact that the countr

is going red in a big way, I may mention that city oi

ficials in these same localities have refused meeting pei

mits, even to use private halls or public parks, to ant

soviet organizations, terming these latter "inconsistei

with liberal American principles,'* and "likely to pn
voke disturbance." And, further, in the matter c

* To confirm this, see notices of pro-soviet meetings in publ

school buildings advertised in Soviet Russia Today and similar

fiberal publications.
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money-raising, of course such unions as fall into radical

control provide dues funds of great value in publicity.

A considerable, number of fellowships in old-line col-

leges and universities now help finance regular contrib-

utors to pro-soviet publicity organs. Sympathizers

unable to connect with one of these sources of income

have turned in large numbers to teaching positions in

adult education projects of the Federal Government.

Strategists of the left wing prefer to conceal their

strength, and commonly deny, outside their own ranks,

the truth of such assertions as I make here. It is charged

that because they are made by Mr. Hearst, a lifelong

sensationalist, they are therefore inaccurate. But before

setting forth anything on this subject for publication

I have looked long and carefully into the evidence. And

as the evidence goes, I feel that I have stated it most

conservatively here.

Most valuable of all in the assets of our pro-soviets is

the average academically educated American's recoil

from the accusation of narrow-mindedness. Label words

mean a great deal here, and publicity campaigns are con-

ducted almost wholly with them, as are commercial ad-

vertising campaigns. The run-of*the-mill American is

less a deliberate thinker than the European of equally

good education. The average American prefers snap

mental responses to words that by publicity repetition

have certain assigned meanings, and much of his pen

litical action is governed accordingly. Hint that such

dreaded castigations as red-baiter, reactionary, or bour-

geois may be tagged' upon him, and the typical Ameri-
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can who is proud of his broadmindedness will come

through with a contribution, though the chief of the

OGPU himself is passing the hat.

"We see an organized pro-sovietism merging swiftly

with an organized liberalism generally sympathetic to

the same aims. Numerically, adherents of this faction

are much fewer than the total of unconcerned citizens.

But in strategic strength the pro-liberalism faction is

rapidly approaching equality, if not superiority.

This is of the greatest significance in reckoning our

national bias when another crisis comes in Asia, with

Soviet Russia and anti-soviet Japan the principals.

As evidence of the strategic strength of the new lib-

eralism group, any average bookstore will do. The num-

ber of pro-Russia books, pro-collectivism-in-America

books, and pro-Russia foreign affairs interpretations

probably exceed the volumes of traditionalist private-

enterprise pro-American sentiment by ten to one, if

we count only books published during the last three

years.

But this ten to one ratio in favor of Russia on the

bookshelves is definitely not the ratio of pro-soviet

sentiment to anti-soviet sentiment in our general popula-

tion. Far from it. Exact figures are impossible, but it is

indeed doubtful that individuals of conscious favoritism

for Russia number a tenth of our citizenry. Using the

approximations, we see that by ratios to proportionate

population, pro-soviets and allied liberals have a pub-

licity 'strength in the United States now about one hun-

dred times their numerical strength.
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How has this happened?

It has not happened. It was achieved by hard work

by ceaseless effort, by unending planning, by astute

publicity, by the shrewdest mass generalship the world

has ever witnessed. Not to be overlooked, either, is the

whole-hearted devotion of enthusiastic cause workers

men and women willing to turn out at any hour day or

night to picket the arrival of some anti-soviet visitors

or carry banners in any sort of parade.

Those we regard as the more stable American element

do not engage in such strenuous publicity, and consider

it undignified. Undignified or not, it is winning ad-

herents and simultaneously erecting an organized

dictatorship of national sentiment before which editors

by and large are becoming timid and before which

politicians are beginning to kowtow. It is merging our

academic voices, our stage and arts and radio voices,

and our labor voices, into one single-toned giant mag-

navox, centrally controlled, which more and more

drowns out competition. It has elected itself the cham-

pion of labor, so that to attack it is made to appear an

attack upon the rights of labor. It has elected itself the

harbinger of peace, so that to criticize it is to be labeled

an advocate of war.

Its trenchworkers are devoutly sincere many of them

maniacally so and some of its leaders are sincere like-

wise. Others of its leaders invite the cynical suspicion

that they are betting on what they consider a good

gamble, and are counting upon rewards of power which

they would never otherwise have a chance to achieve.
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The majority, indeed, seem to anticipate becoming po-

litical directors, rather than actual workers, in the new

workers* order scheduled. In the main it seems to a non-

participating spectator a strange religion, dynamic with

a curious faith. And however it may seem lacking in

rationality to the rest of us, it has the assets to go far.

In one simple creed it unites the possibilities of oppor-

tunism characteristic of politics and that mystic alle-

giance to a beyond essential to a religion.

And as a religion, this new liberalism takes up where

all other religions have finished. Familiarly, most no-

table faiths have begun with tenets of principles, and

have resorted to the ritualisms of words after exhorta-

tions of principle have lost their force. But the new

liberalism, in its extremer pro-soviet sense, does its

pioneering with word rituals, building ideas upon these,

instead of the vice versa arrangement marking the his-

tory of all other outstanding theologies. Thus in the new

liberalism we see a cult created by fetish words and tar-

get words words of catnip appeal and words of oner-

ous association made ever more so by publicity: "Work-

ers* equality," "workers' freedom," "workers* republic,"

"new era," "proletariat," etc., are among the common

terms upon the fetish side, while "war and fascism,"

"outworn order," "capitalist greed," "bosses
3

brutality,"

"bankers* war," "imperialists* war," "hunger for

profits," "bourgeois,** "reactionary," etc., exemplify

evils from which the new order promises escape. To each

target substantive a vilifying adjective is nailed as firmly

as the damn in Damnyankee south of the Mason and
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Dixon after the Civil War, so that the two words are

always remembered in conjunction, thereby building a

lasting and instinctive repugnance.

Altogether, it is a creed balancing perfectly the two

requisites to enlist the deepest religious energies it of-

fers in simple definition something to love and believe

in and something to detest and oppose. It can not be dis-

proved, because its promise rests with posterity. Its de-

fects, in the posterity sense, are invisible. What it hates,

on the other hand, is a part of the visible past and the

visible present, and is therefore evident to all followers.

With one appeal or the other, with hate of the past or

adoring faith in something ahead, it is bound to draw a

good number of any population, and it will draw them

according to temperament, irrespective of education or

station in society, irrespective of hardship or plenty. It

attracts militants as well as pacifists, and in its rank the

schemer and the martyr march side by side. It fascinates

the dreamiest poet while it enlists the grimmest realist

of city slums. Brotherhood and vengeance pacifism and

class war to the death ridiculing all traditions while

sanctifying its own abjuring all ethics while professing

to remedy the ethics of its opposition yet to believers

there is a consistency in the whole. More significant,

there is complete unanimity, and today in America we
see the sons and daughters of multi-millionaires as

loyalists in the ranks, happy in their sacrifice for a hy-

pothesis, chummy and joyful with paupers, preachers,

professors, ascetics, libertines, dynamiters and divinity

students.
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To spectators, it would seem that such energy applied

to rectification instead of abolition might serve a better

purpose. But that is not our discussion here. We are talk-

ing of a force bending America internally and externally

into new paths. Not the logic of it, but the actuality and

its possible results are our concern. I have listed some of

its appeals to indicate its political assets. In brief, the

strength of these assets here is in two strong traits that

are deep within most of the races that make up America

the passion for change and a willingness of sacrifice

under the spell of excitement. Thenew liberalism satisfies

both these traits. And while competing faiths are so

stunned by the upstart doctrine that they hesitate, the

new liberalism lures millions with its irresistible positiv-

ism, compromising with nothing, apologizing for noth-

ing, boasting of its strength to followers, ever belittling

its strength before opponents, and so marching on.

Illustrative of the immense change to be measured

in average editorial attitude toward pro-sovietism, now

as compared with sixteen years ago, remember that at

that time practically all standard newspapers were as

antagonistic as is Hearst today. At the beginning of the

1920's, even the most commonly cited example of ap-

proximate editorial neutrality, the New York Times>

gave its ordinary news such a twist that a chance pick-

pocket or burglar would be by innuendo classed as a

red if he so much as wore a red undershirt. In those

days, any sheet that failed to devote a good part of its

editorial space to fervent hope for early crushing of the

Lenin-Trotsky troops was declared to be biased, and
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could expect no esteem in reputable quarters. In 1936

we see almost the reverse. The Hearst papers, the Chi-

cago Tribune, Los Angeles Times, the Christian Science

Monitor, and a scant handful of other papers of national

significance remain alone in persistent outspoken oppo-

sition to communism, or its delicate euphemism, "the

new liberalism."

Communism was the word of opprobrium then, fas-

cism now. The word fascism is applied by editors of

liberal leanings to any sort of opposition of the new

liberalism, whether such opposition is of fascistic char-

acter or not. Thus we read of "Fascists" now attempting

to capture Madrid, though nobody knows what struc-

ture of government the insurgent commanders will pro-

vide in the event they are victorious. In very radical

sheets we read of "fascism" in Japan, in Mexico, in

about every country except the U.S.S.R,, whether

monarchistic, dictatorial or republican. A significant

observation is that the editorial word-keying of much of

our standard press today is akin to that of our very

radical red press yesterday in the matter of favor for

or aspersion upon a soviet order. That is a testimonial

to the rather steady bending of our standard newspapers

before organized pressure. Politicians generally remain

apace with the press what they do or don't do is gov-

erned by preparatory sentiment-building along the lino-

type front. This sentiment-building begins with word-

keying by which unastute readers, the majority, are led

to think of some things with hope and others with dread.

In such word-keying, there is little ethical difference
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between one side and the other as press factions go.

Both are adroit in selecting terms that inject opinion.

In foreign news we have a continuation, even in peace-

time, of the vocabulary-picking remembered from

World War days, when Germans were Huns, when
fatalities upon the Allied side were fighters faff

democracy butchered by Hun cruelty, when successful

German bombardments were murders of innocent

non-combatants. At this writing our newspapers of pro-

liberalist tinge are referring to anti-government forces

in Spain as aristocrats and to those defending Madrid

as workers and peasants. I cite these current practices as

a sample of the news-coloring to be expected next time

there is a crisis in Asia. Certainly it was general in all but

a very few of our papers during the trouble between

China and Japan in 1931 and 1932.

Mr. George Seldes, in his volume, Freedom of the

Press (1935), discusses such practices at great length.

He cites many instances of news distortion by papers

which in his estimate are insufficiently liberal. But it

seems to me that our sheets of pro-liberalism time man-

age to trump their opposition in the matter of word-

keying to build opinion. Their side is certainly gaining;

On nearly all of our standard papers, book reviewers

are much ahead of news writers in favoring the new

liberalism. This may be explained by the fact that the

news is addressed mostly to business men, who as a class

are not as yet ardently pro-liberal. Book reviews are

addressed to what must be considered a limited number

of literati, including the wives of the business men,
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are more receptive. An impressively large fraction of

our professional reviewers put in a good word for the

U.S.S.R. when opportunity permits. No standard

paper can afford to come out in open championship of

a red order, either in book reviews or elsewhere. But

day by day tolerance or enthusiasm is more boldly

hinted. Much is accomplished by relative space given to

write-ups of red doings as compared with anti-red

events, such as Friends of Soviet Russia rallies versus

American Legion protests and the like* Adjectives used

in describing these provide a clue to editorial sympa-

thies.

Persons who would understand foreign affairs may
well begin by analysis of our domestic trends. Of these

trends, the new liberalism is by far the most important.

The term is unfortunate, from the standpoint of its

dictionary meaning. In limited directions it may betoken

generosity of spirit. In reference to penology, of course,

liberalism implies sympathy with the criminal rather

than with his victim and potential victims, and a great

many campaigns to release this or that scoundrel because

He is young, because he is old, or because he was always

good to his mother, are launched in the name of liber-

alism. Thus Clarence Darrow, who made a fortune

saving murderers from the noose, is known as a Great

Liberal, State governors who wholesale pardons for trunk

slayers, hammer murderers, fifth-offender holdup men
and such, to give them a new chance in life, as lib-

eral columnists have it, are invariably hailed as Great

Liberals.
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In respect to economics, liberalism means exactly

the opposite of what it means relative to criminology.

For in its policy toward gangsters and holdup thugs

and forgers and the like who operate for profit, liber-

alism means less law. But in respect to bankers, manu-

facturers,^farmers and other independents who operate

for profit in enterprises classed as legitimate under our

existing system, liberalism is for more law. It is of course

with liberalism in this latter sense that we are concerned

here. With the liberal movement, in an economic sense,

rather thoroughly internationalized, our domestic ex-

pansion in the matter of liberalism is bound to affect

our foreign policy.

It is our growing new liberalism, more than any-

thing else, that is now disturbing the Japanese. The

connection is obvious, because the United States will

support Russia in exact measure as the new liberalism

gains strength here. If we go much farther say as far

as France is now under Leon Blum Japanese will con-

sider themselves in imminent danger from a reliably

operative U. S.-Soviet alliance.

"The two great American parties," wrote Lord Bryce,

"have been compared to empty bottles, into which any

liquor might be poured as long as the labels are re-

tained." Expediency, more than consistency, rules them

both, and either would out-red the other to capture an

important election. Both sides bid for marginal faction

support, and in the event of a radical-supported victory,

a minority policy may become a national policy.

Whatever the 1936 election outcome, the mighty
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showdown struggle of pro-sovietism versus anti-soviet-

ism is only postponed. "When it comes in grim earnest,

the winning group, inevitably, will take steps to hold

permanent authority. That there is no economic justi-

fication for this coming strife is beside our point here*

The bid for power springs from motives of relentless

group ambition. Either its success or the methods neces-

sary to resist it will introduce a structure of govern-

ment that abolishes much of what is traditional in our

national life. And what is to take place here is not so

much a domestic as a world issue more and more our

internal issues are but phases of a titanic world conflict.

Blatant superficialities of economics conceal, even from

most of our educated people, the complex and largely

spiritual concepts involved. This is perhaps fortunate

for their peace of mind. And our mob, naturally, dis-

cerns absolutely nothing of the significant in this com-

ing struggle, in which America will hold the balance of

power to determine what shall be preserved, and what

shall be discarded, among most of the cultural, political,

social and economic institutions thus far developed by
the human race.



CHAPTER IV

ALONG THE LINOTYPE FRONT

II. Liberalism, Race and Religion

ADDED to the growing influence of what we call the

new liberalism upon our foreign policy, there are various

closely related influences arising from race and religion.

As I mentioned elsewhere, this is not a fashionable

topic in a land where individuals of many races, some of

them extremely alien to one another, must live and

work together in all possible harmony.
To mention race at all in realistic terms is commo^y

taboo in America* We hear much about the offense of

"dragging race and religion" into a subject.

The objection is naturally one of expediency and

comity hardly one of sincere scholarship in a case

where the two are of obvious importance to a just

estimate. Indeed, if we keep race and religion out of a

serious discussion in tribute to democracy, that is a sad

indictment of our educational level, and it implies that

democracy and true education are incompatible. If the

factual values of authentic inquiry are to be allowed in

103
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some directions and forbidden in others, we have such

a subtraction and juggling of evidence that the result

is nothing but education by lop-sided publicity. We
take for granted such publicity of pruned evidence

and sugared evasions as our national diet for the mob,

a condition true in every other country. But we have

come to a sorry pass if the same regimen of deletions and

dodgings must be observed in addressing readers of

higher educational level.

As every thinking person recognizes, there is no need

to drag in either race or religion. Both are always present

when there are doings of importance. There is not a

sizable religious group in America that is without politi-

cal power, nor is there an important, racial element in

America without political significance. Most of our large

religious bodies keep a lobby in Washington. When we

read often that 'Cardinal Hayes, Bishop Manning or

Rabbi Wise have urged their respective followers to

oppose of support this or that, the political import of

church groups is inescapably apparent. No large group,

religious or racial, can avoid political importance, for

if such a group does not seek politics, politics will seek

it, and become entangled with it.

In considering the religious influence of Chinese and

Japanese in America, we may discount it in the case of

each at the outset, because of the small numbers in-

volved. Furthermore, the religions to which Chinese and

Japanese in this country are addicted are not evangeli-

cally aggressive in the manner of Christianity, and that

tends to limit their political power. We do not see
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religion, among Chinese and Japanese here, as the imple-

ment of racial organization, as it is among Jews, nor

is it their implement of social organization, as it is to a

degree among Christians. In brief, religious influences

upon our Far Eastern publicity are exerted indirectly,

and independently of Chinese and Japanese residents

of the United States.

Protestant Christianity is the most important religious

influence upon our popular conceptions of Far Eastern

affairs.

To appreciate this, it is necessary to note the changed

interpretation our Protestant missionaries have given

us of the Chinese, comparing their present version with

what they handed us a generation ago.

Until about the period of the World "War, Christian-

ity in China was mainly evangelical. To show that

Chinese needed Christianity, missionaries trying to raise

funds here dwelt upon the woeful depravities of the

race.

Times changed. Protestant Christianity shifted' its

missionary emphasis from religious conversion to social

service.

This shift called for a new appeal. It meant that

missionaries must show how good the Chinese are, by

way of indicating that they deserve social service help.

The immensity of this change in missionary publicity

may be readily noticed by digging up a few missionary

pamphlets of twenty-five or thirty years ago and com-

paring them with releases of recent date.

It happens that missionaries are our chief interpreters
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of China. In numbers they far exceed Americans of all

other occupations there combined. Also, while back

home in the United States, missionaries do a great deal

of speaking, whereas returned business men and govern-

ment men do little of it, for a very excellent reason.

Business men, if they spoke their minds, would face a

possible boycott in China. Government men returned

from duty there are forbidden to express publicly what

they think about affairs, so long as they remain in gov-

ernment employ. American newspaper correspondents

in China are hedged in by a variety of restrictions, and

those who have written boldly about conditions have

invariably met trouble. Thus our missionaries have the

publicity field much to themselves*

I should estimate that popular conceptions of what

is going on in China now are three-fourths conditioned

by the writings of our China missionaries.

And our present China missionaries of Protestant

linkage are ardent publicity workers for the opinions

held by the returned Chinese students who have been

educated in America or in the mission colleges. These

opinions, naturally, are very anti-Japanese. In magazine

articles and books, the returned student outlook is de-

scribed as one of "Chinese Nationalism/
9
But that is a

bit vague. In fact the term Chinese Nationalism needs

so many qualifications that a book would be needed to

suggest its implications.

But our missionary publicity for Chinese Nationalism,

briefly defined, is in harmony with the general doctrine
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that China's present woes proceed almost wholly from

foreign oppressions.

Our China missionaries are at present in ardent sym-

pathy with the "moderate" Chinese Nationalists. By
"moderate" I mean those Chinese who are willing to

let missionaries remain while driving Japanese out in

the rather fanciful futurity of achieving the latter feat,

The more radical nationalists propose to oust all Oc-

cidentals and Japanese, and achieve a state of things

suggested by the slogan China for the Chinese. This

being a political tide of importance, Soviet agents have

been alert to seize partial control of its following and

instill the idea that only by co-operation with Russia

can Chinese nationalism be realized.

So we see among anti-foreign factions in China a

curious paradox: an avowedly internationalist organiza-

tion promising fulfillment of a strictly nationalist

objective. "We see China-for-the-Chinese paraders side

by side with marchers who shout Down with national

boundaries and down with race consciousness.

Indeed, the new liberalism presents so many varied

outcroppings that we think of what the great Osier

remarked to his medical students. Because of its many
ramifications and manifestations, he said, when they

understood syphilis they could afford to stop studying

medicine, for they would know most of what medical

practice requires. So it is with the new liberalism in

current world affairs. The astute observer who can

recognize and interpret all its symptoms can stop study-

ing politics. The new liberalism is today the universal
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infection of governments, and between the disease itself

and makeshift cures, half the political orders of our

planet are prostrate. To the critical eye the ailment is

the same, whether in the primary lesion form to be

noted in Washington and Paris at the moment, or in the

tertiary finality, with paresis, mania, and delusions of

grandeur now apparent in Soviet Russia.

In preceding comments I have distinguished between

Protestant Christianity and Roman Catholicism. The

Catholics do not figure as much in the linotype battle

as Protestants because of the innate conservatism of the

mother church. Centrally directed as it is, each member

of its priesthood surely provided for, the individual

expressions of its members rarely assume the character

of personal sensationalism and militant controversy ap-

parent among all Protestant denominations, including

the Episcopalian. Note that just now, with Catholics

being shot, plundered and politically vilified in both

Spain and Mexico, individual subordinate leaders here

in America are raising no great row. Moderate state-

ments of regret and protest come from the Vatican, and

occasionally in very mild form from high-placed offi-

cials here. Father Coughlin, of course, is a notable excep-

tion in the matter of personal public statements on

public affairs. But even he generally avoids forensics in

respect to international policy. And I am inclined to

think that the surer annual finances of the Catholic

missionaries in China have something to do with their

general reticence on the subject of Far Eastern politics*

Money is raised almost automatically for mission pur-
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poses by Catholics, whereas a new publicity appeal must

be launched with every dollar solicited by Protestant

workers. This obligation to be constantly money-chasing

occasions a considerable amount of both personal and

organizational publicity by Protestant spokesmen. Fur-

ther, the social service program of the Protestants has

called for rapid expansion, with numerous drives for

more hospitals, schools, etc., all requiring much pro-

China publicity.

Protestants, confining themselves less strictly to re-

ligion than the Catholics in China, have mixed more

deeply in political factions there, trying, so far as pos-

sible, to keep on good terms with the winning side. As

an example of the lengths to which this factional favor-

itism has gone at times, it was notable that a few

years ago, when sovietism seemed about to sweep into

control, the periodical of one of the leading missionary

bodies in China appeared with a feature pairing Jesus

Christ and Lenin together, declaring that Lenin might

be regarded as a sort of special messenger dispatched by

God to bring nearer to fruition the pioneering aims of

Christ. When identification with Leninism became a

capital offense, following Chiang Kai-chek*s about-face

on the subject, this previously pro-Lenin outfit was swift

to see God's Holy Plan in a new light.

In his magnificent study, WhaPs Wrong with

China,* Mr. Rodney Gilbert quotes an American of

long experience:

* Frederick A. Stokes Co., Nw York, 1932.
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. . . the missionary misrepresents conditions in China to

justify his own continued existence and residence in the

country and to earn the goodwill of the Chinese for his

movement. A missionary who is indiscreet enough to say

publicly what he really knows and thinks of the Chinese

and their mental processes, is raising barriers against the

Christianization of China . . . and is therefore little better

than a traitor to the cause."

Readers especially interested in this point will find a

good discussion of it in China, the Pity of It* Chapter

V, by Mr. J. O. P. Bland. With profound humility in

mentioning my own name in company with Gilbert

and Bland, I may say that I attempted to present a few

details of the matter at greater length than here in Ways
That Are Dark, Chapters VI and VII.

What these remarks lead up to is emphasis on two

important points: (1) the tremendous publicity

power of our China missionaries in guiding popular sen-

timent in America respecting Far Eastern affairs, and

(2) the partisan bias increasingly to be expected in all

publicity from missionary sources.

In 1927, when the Chiang Kai-chek Nationalists came

into power, anti-foreignism reached a new peak. The

Nationalists had begun their march to power the year

before, aided by those two able agents sent by Moscow,

*
Doubfeday, Doran flc Company, Garden City, N. Y., 1932.

For studies more favorable to the missionary cause, readers may
consult K. S. Latourette's History of Christian Missions in Chin*,

1929.

An intendedly impartial study may be found in the published

report of the Layman's Commission of Inquiry, understood to hare

been financed by Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Jr.
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Propaganda Chief Borodin,* who under the name Berg,

previously Gusenberg, is authoritatively stated to have

once taught in a business school in Chicago, and General

Blucher, military strategist. After getting this assistance,

which was what put him in power, Chiang Kai-chek

repudiated his Moscow connections and expelled all

Soviet officials from China.

But the anti-foreignism especially the anti-mission*

ary feeling propagandized by soviet workers did not

subside with expulsion of its chief authors. Instead,

anti-foreignism remained nearly as strong as before. So

Chiang Kai-chek and his Kuomintang associates con-

tinued to use anti-foreignism, and especially anti-mis-

sionary sentiment, as a good political ticket, merely

shifting direction of it from a pro-soviet basis to a new

Chinese Nationalist basis. And on the Chinese National-

ist basis, anti-missionary sentiment has been continued.

Our China missionaries are still on a precarious foot-

ing. One measure after another has been passed to re-

strict their activities. Within the last few years they have

been forbidden to teach Christianity except in a limited

way to a minority of mature students in the higher

mission schools. Even worse than these official restric-

tions, an unexpressed policy of official obstruction under

Chiang Kai-chek's Nationalism has made it very diffi-

cult for the missions in many places to carry on their

work. Troops occupy their buildings for long periods

* I conclude that this is the same "Borodin" who now edits the

English language edition of the Moscow News, a propaganda organ

widely circulated in America.
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without so much as a thank-you, and local burnings of

property and other misfortunes have continued, with

vague promises by officials that they will "investigate

and take action."

Missionaries fear to let this state of affairs become

known in America, because people here might hesitate

to continue contributions where efforts seem so little

appreciated. Furthermore, if missionary publicists in

America showed themselves critical of Chinese officials

inciting such acts, very serious repercussions would fol-

low at once in China. Indeed, missionaries there might

be driven out altogether. The missionary policy is thus

not one of expressing dissatisfaction publicly.

The more Chinese leaders put the screws on our mis-

sionaries, the more our missionaries shout here the praises

of these same officials, in the hope that they will be

moved to relent, or else not increase their severity.

Repeatedly I hear mission workers on leave in America

paying the most flattering tributes to Chinese officials

who have conducted a militant campaign against mis-

sionary effort. Often I see the same sort of statements

in print. In numerous instances I have had direct

familiarity with the circumstances of the speaker's or

writer's difficulties in China. Devoted as our missionaries

are to their enterprises, it has not been easy for me to

believe in the sincerity of such praises for an officialdom

that has encouraged mob violence by which fellow-

workers of these same missionaries have frequently been

slain, mission property seized or burned, and by which

many mission stations have of necessity been abandoned.
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The point of these comments is that in reckoning

publicity influences ahead, we may anticipate that our

China missionaries will continue to give the sort of

interpretations of Far Eastern affairs that they think

will be most pleasing to the Chinese in power.

So if the Chinese in power decide to link with Russia,

reverting to their pre-1927 stand, we may expect the

majority of our missionary spokesmen to see such a

move as all for the best. If this seems cynical as a fore-

cast, remember that a large proportion of missionaries

did just that when China was going pro-Russian in a

big way ten years ago.

If a future alliance with the U.S.S.R. by Chinese

leaders is accompanied by assurances to the missionaries

that their "cooperation in China's progress" will be

appreciated, it is a good bet that most of our missionary

leaders will tumble for the flattery and widely hail the

new move, exactly as they did before when Chiang Kai-

chek and his Soviet aids were launching the Nationalists.

On that occasion, as mentioned, the Nationalists took

all the missionary boosting they could get, and then,

well along on the road to power, the Nationalists began

butchering the missionaries with the slogan Down with

the running dogs.

Today our missionaries in China are ardently anti-red.

But in keeping with their political praise of the Nan-

king regime the missionaries are vigorously anti-Jap-

anese also* So in denouncing Japan, our missionaries are

of one voice with the pro-reds in China and adherents of
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the new liberalism in America, which is on the whole

pro-red.

Our missionaries have subsided a little in anti-Japanese

fervor as compared with three and four years ago.

But they are still going strong in the matter. They

promote at all times the conviction that Japan is a

tremendous menace to civilization. Reds and their sup-

porting liberals are quick everywhere to shout that an

American alliance with Russia is the only logical answer

to the menace.

The foregoing indicate a few main points in the mat-

ter of religious influences in Far Eastern publicity now

governing popular sentiment in America.

"What of race?

With only 138,000 Japanese registered upon the

U. S. census in 1930, and only 75,000 Chinese registered

in the same year, neither racial group can exert very

important political pressure in favor of itself. Neither

Japanese nor Chinese are extensively in businesses which

do abundant advertising, and the amount of advertising

it contributes to daily papers, generally speaking, meas-

ures the political importance of any racial group.

Japanese in the United .States exert an influence un-

favorable rather than favorable to Japan in the matter

of our international relations. Non-Orientals on the Pa-

cific Coast of the United States want no more Japanese

in the country. This is not because of the citizenship

record of the Japanese, for that is probably higher than

that of any other of our inamigrattt groups* Japanese on

relief rolls are unknown, and it is very rare indeed, even
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rhere Japanese are numerous, to hear of one involved

i crime. Both Chinese and Japanese on the whole con-

.uct themselves creditably as immigrants here. "With

tarcotics smuggling and peddling, and tong killings

LOW and then, the Chinese record lags behind that of

he Japanese.

But to make sure that no more Japanese enter, Amer-
:ans in Pacific Coast states take good care to vilify

hose already here. It is to be remembered that laws

xcluding Chinese were enacted fifty years ago, whereas

aeasures to exclude Japanese did not come until well

dthin the present century. Absolute exclusion of Jap-

nese immigration came in 1924.

Such Press attacks in California papers are commonly
inked with uneasiness at the presence of a sizable Jap-

nese minority in America at a time when Japan's mili-

ary program is causing apprehension. The Hearst

>apers, particularly, are fond of exposing dangers of a

Japanese invasion. This editorial theme choice, however,

ias subsided a good deal in recent years, and even within

ecent months. Perhaps Mr. Hearst regards Japan as a

rallied bulwark against bolshevism in Asia, and sees this

ervice as somewhat counterbalancing the evils of

[apan's power otherwise.

Chinese are a little better off. No large number of

fresh Chinese immigrants have arrived within recent

lecades, and memories of Chinese cheap labor agitation

lave died down. What is equally important, I suspect,

s that Chinese as immigrants impress average Americans

is more amiable, more light-hearted. They1

, too, are
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thrifty. But they do not exhibit among us the sort of

vigorous economic objectiveness characterizing the Jap-

anese. And significantly, China is not a military power
of consequence. If it were, Chinese immigrants here

would be under more suspicion and resentment. Chinese

take more readily to menial work. Japanese strive for

independence, and readily slave day and night for years

on their small farms to attain it. The average Japanese

in America bears himself with extreme pride, though

not offensively so. The average Chinese adjusts himself

more easily in subordinate positions.

Net results are that Japanese in America exert an

unfavorable influence upon our popular sentiment to-

ward Japan while Chinese, so far as they are an influence

at all, may be reckoned an influence favorable to their

homeland.

"I like them Chinks all right, but I can't go them

Japs." This vernacular summary states the case for

California and the rest of our Pacific Coast area, and

elsewhere in the United States people conclude that

Pacific Coasters should know what they are talking

about.

The man who has done more than any other Ameri-

can of our time to promote future good relations be-

tween this country and Japan is Mr. V. S. McClatchey
of San Francisco. Since he has spent years organizing the

effort to halt Japanese immigration, this may seem

strange; but the exclusion clause he advocated, in the

Immigration Act of 1924, had surgical timeliness. Had
it not been adopted, the continuing increment of Japa-
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nese would have roused inevitable friction and perhaps

brought serious international consequences. Mr. Mc-

Clatchey*s tempered, dignified stand over many years is

deserving of tribute.

A favorable development, from the Japanese stand-

point, has been the large immigration of Filipinos to Cal-

ifornia in recent years. The Filipinos, newcomers com-

pared with Japanese, are disliked so bitterly that average

Californians are coming to praise Japanese in contrast.

As another racial influence, analysts of our Far East-

ern sentiment should not overlook our Jewish popula-

tion.

As everybody knows, a large percentage of Jews in

the United States derive from Czarist Russia. Very few

Jews brought with them anything approaching deep

affection for Russia under the Romanoffs. Doubtless it

was the earnest hope of every expatriated Russian Jew
that he might live to see the day when the dynasty of

Czar Nicholas II would be supplanted by something else.

In any event, a good number of those taking ship for

America became in time writers on the subject of Russia

for our standard English language newspapers and

magazines. As non-Jewish arrivals from Russia were

in many years less numerous than Jews, and were

more commonly of occupational interests outside jour-

nalism, most of our popular impressions of Russia came

from Jewish writers. These often fell into the error of

assigning to the general Russian population the hardships

they themselves had experienced. The picture, while

thus perhaps correctly blackened in depicting the lot of
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thrifty. But they do not exhibit among us the sort of

vigorous economic objectiveness characterizing the Jap-

anese. And significantly, China is not a military power
of consequence. If it were, Chinese immigrants here

would be under more suspicion and resentment. Chinese

take more readily to menial work. Japanese strive for

independence, and readily slave day and night for years

on their small farms to attain it. The average Japanese

in America bears himself with extreme pride, though

not offensively so. The average Chinese adjusts himself

more easily in subordinate positions.

. Net results are that Japanese in America exert an

unfavorable influence upon our popular sentiment to-

ward Japan while Chinese, so far as they are an influence

at all, may be reckoned an influence favorable to their

homeland.

"I like them Chinks all right, but I can't go them

Japs." This vernacular summary states the case for

California and the rest of our Pacific Coast area, and

elsewhere in the United States people conclude that

Pacific Coasters should know what they are talking

about.

The man who has done more than any other Ameri-

can of our time to promote future good relations be-

tween this country and Japan is Mr* V. S. McClatchey
of San Francisco. Since he has spent years organizing the

effort to halt Japanese immigration, this may seem

strange; but the exclusion clause he advocated, in the

Immigration Act of 1924, had surgical timeliness. Had
it not been adopted, the continuing increment of Japa-
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nese would have roused inevitable friction and perhaps

brought serious international consequences. Mr. Mc-

Clatchey's tempered, dignified stand over many years is

deserving of tribute.

A favorable development, from the Japanese stand-

point, has been the large immigration of Filipinos to Cal-

ifornia in recent years. The Filipinos, newcomers com-

pared with Japanese, are disliked so bitterly that average

Californians are coming to praise Japanese in contrast.

As another racial influence, analysts of our Far East-

ern sentiment should not overlook our Jewish popula-

tion.

As everybody knows, a large percentage of Jews in

the United States derive from Czarist Russia. Very few

Jews brought with them anything approaching deep

affection for Russia under the Romanoffs. Doubtless it

was the earnest hope of every expatriated Russian Jew

that he might live to see the day when the dynasty of

Czar Nicholas II would be supplanted by something else.

In any event, a good number of those taking ship for

America became in time writers on the subject of Russia

for our standard English language newspapers and

magazines. As non-Jewish arrivals from Russia were

in many years less numerous than Jews, and were

more commonly of occupational interests outside jour-

nalism, most of our popular impressions of Russia came

from Jewish writers. These often fell into the error of

assigning to the general Russian population the hardships

they themselves had experienced. The picture, while

thus perhaps correctly blackened in depicting the lot of
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Jews under Czardom, seems upon comparative study to

have been too dark in depicting population averages.

However that may be, America became increasingly

anti-Russian in the closing 'years of the 19th century

and early years of the 20th, coincidentally with the

period of heavy immigration here of Jews who had fared

badly at the hands of Czarists.

This anti-Russian sentiment was suspended, so far as

outward expression went, when we became an ally of

Russia during the World War.

But memories among Russian Jews in America were

naturally not altogether erased.

Hence the present regime in Russia enjoys a share

of thanks from Jews in general because of its success,

combined with the earlier Kerensky effort, in deposing

the Romanoffs. In addition, the present regime has been

generous in assigning foremost responsibilities to Jews.

Tribute to the U.S.S.R. government for this display

of friendship to Jews has been often expressed in

periodicals of circulation among Jewish residents of the

United States. It has exerted an important effect upon
the outlook of many of our writers and speakers of

Jewish descent. In fact, Rabbi Stephen S. Wise of New
York, speaking before the World Jewish Congress at

Geneva, in session August 8-1 5 of this year, expressed

the thanks of Jews the world over to the present Russian

regime for what was stated to be leadership among all

countries in non-discrimination,*

This gratitude to the Soviet is discernible in the writ-

* From release quoted in the New York
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Ings of most of our outstanding journalists of Jewish

extraction. These are both numerous and importantly

influential in our national life. So in measuring all influ-

ences, the sentiment of our Jews as a whole must be

zaken into account in the same manner that we take

nto account the publicity of our Christian missionaries

md the racial antagonisms bred by Japanese Americans

)n the Pacific Coast. Each bit has its part in the complex

jymphony of publicity sounds which, in the aggregate,

ivith certain notes endlessly repeated, produce in the

nasses of our citizenry those vague stirrings of mood
:alled Thought on the Far Eastern Question.

An understanding of trans-Pacific developments con-

:erning America is absolutely impossible without first

weighing carefully the power of factions and coalitions

>f factions in our midst. As these recurrently shift into

positions of publicity ascendancy, we have what we

:erm "predominant American thought" upon this prob-

em or that. It is as well to recognize that for the great

nasses of any nation, ours included, there is no pre-

dominant thought. There are merely majority responses

:o publicity triumphs.

In studying publicity in America, the critic who

iffects to leave race and religion out of consideration is

it the outset disqualified for his task. And the reader

svho can not distinguish between thoughtful efforts at

essential accuracy upon that aspect and small-minded

sectarian acidities of the sort sometimes heard is likewise

.insulted to reviewing the hard facts of world affairs

:oday.
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I add this comment here, after an earlier reference to

the importance of racial and religious analyses, because

our Jewish population is just now much troubled by the

spectacle of discriminations in Europe. Even our most

thoughtful Jews may under such circumstances be more

than usually sensitive to discussion of Jewish problems

by persons outside their group, because such discussion

has often meant ungenerous criticism of a kind stirring

friction. But it is to be said in tribute to Jews in America

that they have always been in the forefront in demand-

ing the freest, factual discussion of affairs* And the

majority readily recognize the difference between fac-

tual studies and those adosculations of ignorant com-

ment occasionally heard in all countries.

That a considerable number of Jews here should be

kindly disposed toward the Soviet Union is indeed under-

standable. They are faring comparatively better socially

and politically there, probably, than in any other coun-

try during the last two thousand years.

Similarly, it is understandable that many Jews in

America should be of new liberalist tinge. Many of the

later comers among them have found businesses in which

they have had most experience especially retailing

already badly overcrowded, with opportunities less at-

tractive than those awaiting Jews who came to America

in the I890*s and early 1900's. The sweep of big busi-

ness has closed some of the opportunities for individual

initiative formerly open. Professional fields are jammed.
To top this dreary state of affairs, the later arrivals in

many lines of endeavor must now compete with one
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another, instead of with the more easy-going Anglo-
Saxons who constituted most of the fellow-tradesmen

of earlier Jews here. A considerable population of

younger Jews immigrant or second-generation immi-

grant is thus stagnated in our large cities with no very

bright future in prospect under existing conditions.

Naturally some of them scan with interest, and often

with enthusiasm, the program of an order which they

think might provide a better outlet for their energies.

Many of these are in demand as liberal leaders. For

one reason, a considerable number can read and speak

Russian, and are thus able to interpret first-hand the

news in which other new liberals are interested.

And then many Jews champion the new liberalism by

way of hoping to avert what they consider a real men-

ace in the shape of an anti-liberal dictatorship. If a dic-

tatorship akin to fascism came here, they believe, Jews

as a minority would suffer reverses.

I am a regular reader of several Jewish organs, and

I find their discussions of their own specific problems

very informing. In very radical publications, Jews are

urged to support pro-sovietism, with its attendant

promises of racial brotherhood, as the only logical means

of avoiding racial subjugation.

As a testimonial of Jewish influence upon Far Eastern

affairs, particular events leading up to the Russo-Jap-

anese war of twenty-two years ago are informing.

At that time, with Czarism in full reign, American

Jewry naturally hoped for a Russian defeat. When

agents of the Czar applied for a cash loan in London,
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they were met by a stiff Rothschild refusal. Czarist ac-

tivities against Russian Jews are mentioned by historians

in connection with the matter, and the implication is

that Jewish sentiment against Russia was so strong that

lending banks in which Jews were influential were reso-

lute in refusing aid.

Japan, on the other hand, applied for a loan in Amer-

ica, and through the assistance of Mr. Jacob Schiflf,

banker and Jewish leader, obtained one without much

difficulty. That loan, by the way, has been paid back

very faithfully by the Tokyo government.

So we see in this one instance, among many, an exam-

ple of the intricate ramifications of publicity forces in

America. Jews driven out of Russia hated the Czarist

government later their sentiment helped provide the

financial power by which Japan dealt Czarism a blow

that was a prelude to its complete destruction by Lenin

and Trotsky twelve years after- When Jews were badly

treated in Russia, American sentiment was generally

anti-Russian. Now that they enjoy the fullest privileges

there, American sentiment is swinging pro-Russian.

It should not be supposed that I mean to assign our

switchings of national sentiment toward Russia entirely

to the expressions of Jews here. There are other consid-

erations, and I have mentioned already the publicity of

our missionaries in China.

It is apparent that the currents of sentiment among

Jews and devout Christians in the United States have

been frequently parallel in respect to the Far East.
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At this point we should consider again the impor-

tance of certain of our traditions.

In 1904-1905, Japan was a strong sentimental favor-

ite against Russia as average Americans read the war

news. As mentioned, our under-dog concept of moral-

ity, by which we assume that the greater virtue must

belong to the materially weaker, was an important in-

fluence in making Japan a favorite, because Japan was

considered the underdog. As soon as Japan won, though

the merits of the case remained unchanged, American

popular sentiment began to shift away from Japan.

This trend toward anti-Japanese feeling after the Treaty

of Portsmouth which ended Japan's war with Russia is

readily explained. As one cause, increasing numbers of

Japanese in California and Hawaii were stirring eco-

nomic friction. As another cause, our traditions prohibit

esteem for the victor in any international embroglio.

Only underdog parties to political strife engage our

sympathy, and to win is to forfeit it on short order.

I may mention that the main cause of China's per-

sistently high, position in our national esteem lies in

the unmatched talent of the Chinese in keeping them-

selves the underdog against all comers. Certainly un-

biased observers with representative experience in the

country can discover no other justification.

Setting aside for the moment considerations of race

and religion and liberalism in analyzing the publicity

governing our popular sentiment upon the Far East, we

come to Big Business.

In many quarters just now Big Business is assailed as
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our prime cause of war, thereby surpassing our profes-

sional pacifists, who are shown by the record to be

fond of leaping to arms to achieve peace.

As to the role of big business in wangling our entry

against Germany in 1917, 1 have insufficient evidence for

an opinion, though I believe I have read most of the

significant releases on the subject. My only comment

is that if important financiers as a whole wanted war

then, they were indeed fortunate in having the colos-

sally enthusiastic support they got from school teachers

and preachers, whose efforts I well remember.

As for big business in any form desiring conflict in

the Orient now or within the immediate future, I can

not discover any evidence warranting such a conclusion.

In the first place, hypothesizing self-interest alone,

we inquire what enterprises of American ownership

could expect to gain if war came between Japan and

Russia, or if there should be further conflict between the

Chinese and Japan.

A victory for Japan against Russia would probably

mean augmented Japanese power in China, with added

privileges for Japanese trade in competition with our

own. If Russia should win a possibility of extreme

doubt if the two contestants fought unaided by other

powers China would probably be so subjected to soviet

influence that all capital investment from abroad would

be jeopardized.

There is the chance, of course, that in a sustained con-

flict with Russia, the Japanese might wish to buy sup-

plies from America, and in that way aid export trade
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from our west coast. But it is to be remembered that

our government is at present rather favorable to Mos-

cow. So sales to Japan, an anti-soviet belligerent, might

be restricted or even forbidden, Sales to Russia might be

allowed by our government, after a little Department

of State research to produce a plausible justification. But

the Japanese fleet is commonly understood to be far

more powerful than anything the U.S.S.R. can muster

on water. Hence filling Russian orders would be a mat-

ter of difficulty, even if our shippers had permission to

do so. A Japanese blockade would duplicate the situation

we were in during the World War, when Woodrow Wil-

son was given the choice of recognizing the German

submarine blockade of France and England or declaring

war.

On that occasion Mr. Wilson declared war to defend

the right of supplying munitions to the Allies. Cham-

pioning what was designated freedom of the seas, he did

a good job of seeing that they were free for the side we

wished to see win and closed to the other. Speaking

misty-eyed about the rights of neutral shipping, which

he said had been violated, he dispatched our fleet to

tighten the North Sea cordon so no neutral shipping

could reach Germany.

But at the present time our national sentiment is too

mixed and too uncertain to permit a forecast of how

Washington would stand in event of another Russo-

Japanese war. Certainly there is nothing for big business

to go upon in calculating the supposed profits from Far

Eastern strife. It is to be remembered also that our eco-
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nomic stake in the Far East is extremely meager it is

not a drop in the .bucket compared with our economic

interests at issue in the World War. In the matter of

participation in Far Eastern strife to protect "our

economic interests," we note that everything American-

owned in all China and Japan would not sell for the

cost of a week's fighting. What is more, everybody

recognizes that in conflict with America, Japan would

dominate local areas at once, so that from the first day

of belligerency much or most of our Far Eastern stake

would be in possession of or blockaded by Japanese

forces. Such a condition would of course render our

investments there immediately profitless.

American business has everything to gain by peace in

the Orient, and nothing reasonably to be gained by war,

irrespective of the identity of the contestants. In a

chapter dealing with the economic stake of America in

the Far East we shall note in detail the character of our

investments there. Mention of them here is to show

that they are not of a sort to be very influential in cur-

rent publicity.

Certain American manufacturers, however, have

been active with publicity intended to steer the public

away from rival goods of Japanese make on sale here.

But this is competitive trade publicity something very

different from war-mongering.

After several years* inquiry into the forces that build

American public opinion, with special reference to the

Far East, I must say that I have not encountered one

scrap of evidence indicating that our exporters or
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financiers have individually or collectively attempted to

promote war sentiment for or against any Asiatic gov-

ernment.

On the contrary, I have found them avidly favorable

to everything promoting friendly relations all around.

It is a fashion of the hour to accept as correct the cur-

rent accusation that our manufacturers and men of

wealth, generally, engage in extensive war-mongering.

Yet I find our most active workers for good interna-

tional relations are persons of large means.

The late Robert Dollar spent much money and a

great deal of time through his last years in efforts to

promote good feeling. At present, Mr. Wallace Alex-

ander of San Francisco, active in the Japan Society, the

Institute of Pacific Relations, and other organizations

presumed to cultivate good will between the Orient and

America, is probably doing more for international har-

mony than any dozen preachers, missionaries, professors

and club presidents combined* He is one of the wealthi-

est men in California.

Similarly, the Crocker family and many others of the

state who have outstanding fortunes are devoting time

and money to the cause of better trans-Pacific relations.

And from personal knowledge I should say that William

Montgomery, of the San Francisco Chamber of Com-

merce, has accomplished more of direct value in the

same objective than an entire convention hall full of

professional pacifists, simply because his position and his

experience give his efforts a practicality that resolution-

drafters and protest-signers seldom achieve.
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We are obliged to note that of late a very regrettable

practice has set in among a certain class of self-ap-

pointed crusaders for peace and good will. This class

contains a fair number of professors of an unfortunate

type, plus reformers and welfare workers in general.

The practice among these is to canvass a few millionaires

for contributions, selecting, naturally, those known to

be favorably disposed and often not very inquiring con-

cerning uplift projects. After enough money has been

gathered for the expenses of all participants, they gather

together to spend a few days getting themselves into the

papers with lambastings of the wealthy as war-mongers,

imperialists, enemies of international harmony and so

on.

It is really astonishing to see the number of

our better-oflf families who regularly shell out immense

amounts of money to aid what are billed as international

good will outfits, but which are clearly organizations

whose main function is to stir class hatred by publicized

abuse of all 'who possess large fortunes. Many of our

wealthy continue to finance these hate-fests against

themselves, with exceedingly doubtful advantages to the

supposed object international comity. Perhaps the con-

tributors are simply two-cheekers in the apostolic sense.

Perhaps each wishes to prove that he is an exception to

the general indictment. I do not know. But in any case

the procedure seems to me rather shabby business, and

I am doubtful that any country other than America

would witness its year-in-year-out continuance. What
is more, with the immense peace contributions of the
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Rockefellers, Carnegie, and a host of other financial

luminaries in plain view, I am unable to see an adequate

ingredient of truth in so wholesale an indictment of our

wealthy men as prime enemies of peace.

There is much more to be said about the role of inter-

national trade in our trans-Pacific relations. Farther

along in this discussion I shall offer other considerations.

But right here it should be emphasized that there is a

wide difference between the evidence of factual inquiry

and the judgments of popular sentiment in reference to

large corporate business. The term capitalist, paired with

that favorite, of academicians, "imperialism," has been

a source of grave confusion. Our new liberalism has

tended to attach added odium to each of these words.

To arrive at a just estimate, considerable inquiry and

reflection are necessary. And the conscientious investi-

gator will run down all clues, both from radical and

anti-radical sources. Single examples from either source

will not do the task is to examine all possible particu-

lars and weigh them for their aggregate significance.

That, at least, has been the aim in gathering and

presenting the foregoing comments, however deficient

these may be either in substance or expression. A very

large amount of radical, conservative and intermediate

material has been examined during two years past. It

seemed best to offer personal conclusions from this in

terms of general discussion, rather than specific itemiza-

tions. If presented in any approximation of fair bal-

ance, quotations pro and con and facts pro and con

upon every point raised would be voluminous beyond
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the scope of this review. In connection with each point,

numerous qualifying exceptions could appropriately be

listed. But a single volume of so wide a scope can not

be an encyclopaedia. The best any writer can hope to

accomplish in such a task is to raise signposts along many
broad fields of evidence, anticipating that knowledge

already in possession of his readers will supply reason-

^ably necessary details. It is possible to imply, but not to

list at length, the arrays of fact that seem to warrant

conclusions.

To summarize main points preceding before going
to others:

The New Liberalism as a broad term, taken in both

its moderate and extreme implications, ranks foremost

just now in publicity significance. It opposes Japan be-

cause the structure of the Japanese government is highly
centralized and defensive of private wealth and private

profits. The new liberalism favors Soviet Russia be-

cause it is the birthland and model of what extreme new
liberak desire as a universal system. The new liberalism

feels resentment toward Japan because Japan is a po-
tential obstacle to Soviet Russian influence in Eastern

Asia.

Catholic Christianity is of minor importance in the

publicity battle, except in so far as it is striving to com-
bat identifiable communism in America as all over the

world. Catholic Christianity has not engaged in the

partisan publicity respecting China and Japan to be

noted in Protestant Christianity.

Protestant Christianity has been and remains ex-
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tremely important in the publicity battle. Our Prot-

estant missionaries are generally praisers of whatever

regime is in power in China, irrespective of the vary-

ingly atrocious showing of its officials.

Our Protestant missionaries were bitterly anti-

Japanese during the conflict between China and Japan,

1931-3. They are still conspicuously anti-Japanese on

the whole, excepting those whose stations are in Japan.

But those in Japan do not compare in publicity impor-

tance with our large number of Protestant missionaries

in China, who have the Far East as pretty much a

publicity monopoly in average American newspapers

and magazines.

Jews in the United States are on the whole neutral so

far as direct partisanism between China and Japan is

concerned. Liberalist Jewish writers, who are rather nu-

merous, do not so much oppose Japan as favor Russia

this for the reasons outlined. Those of extremely radical

turn are bitter in denouncing Chiang Kai-chek, China's

Nationalist dictator, because of his war on Chinese com-

munists. But of course our very radical writers of all

breeds join in this. About the only item to note in con-

nection with Jewish influences along the linotype front

is the somewhat greater per capita favoritism toward

Russia. This, naturally, is allied with universal Jewish

preferences for countries where no social or economic

restrictions prevail against them. It is allied also with

Jewish preferences for political liberalism in general

using the term as leading Jewish thinkers employ it. In

reckoning Jewish publicity influence, we may well keep
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a mind the fact that whatever Jews as a whole stand

or here will probably be the simultaneous preference

rf Jews in other countries.* The accord of delegates

rom many nations at periodic world Jewish conferences

hows them to be in better agreement among themselves

han most other peoples, at least upon fundamentals.

Our professional and part-time pacifists are an anti-

fapanese influence. They regard Japan's occupation of

tfanchukuo as a defiance of all theories of international

ithics.

Our large exporters and capitalists with Far Eastern

nvestments have not permitted themselves to be listed

is pro anything or con anything in that part of the

world. Civil warfare and international strife involving

3hina have greatly reduced the value of American in-

vestments there. The loss could be recouped only by a

period of tranquillity. Our capitalists interested in

3hina would like to see that, but do not expect it. It

may be said that upon the whole our investors are

mxious for our amity with both China and Japan.

Concerning the work of our foreign correspondents,

[ should say that most of them do about as well as cir-

* The Honorable Julian Mack of New York, Honorary president
if the World Jewish Congress, was quoted in the New York Times

ecently as saying; that Jews in each country would realize their

iberal aims only by cooperating with Jewish liberals in all other

rountries. Events in Germany have tended to cause Jews to

trengthen their defensive organization. Conservative Jewish leaders

lave warned their people that affiliation with the extremer forms of
lie new liberalism, however, is injudicious. The subject is of sig-

iificance in studying the Far East. For in both America and England
Fews are economic dements sufficient to give them a political voice.
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cumstances permit. On. the scene, especially in China,

they labor under difficulties. Details of events there,

with numerous assassinations, betrayals and desertions

constantly in progress among all of the many factions,

must obviously be told with caution if told at all. Con-

necting facts must often be omitted, or else hinted in

very roundabout fashion. The usefulness of a cor-

respondent depends upon keeping the favor of generals

and politicians in power. Of what value is a corre-

spondent who is denied audience with the powers that

be, after offending them with too much realism in his

dispatches?

Some acquaintance with local conditions is necessary

to read between the lines in cabled news from China

always, and occasionally in cabled news from Japan. As

a purely personal choice, I find the dispatches of Mr,

Hugh Byas very informing. He is New York Times

correspondent in Japan. In a book published about six

years ago,* Mr. Hallett Abend went a bit further in

realism than he was accustomed to go in his dispatches

as New York Times correspondent in Shanghai. It was

common talk that this volume subjected hi to embar-

rassments in China later.

As personal choices for American newspapers with

best coverage of Far Eastern news, I should name the

Christian Science Monitor and the New York Times.

Of the two, the Times excels in fullness. But I have the

impression that the Monitor is a bit bolder if facts

chance to be harsh. The Times, as we all know, is an

* Tvriwred Chin*.
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amazingly good-natured sheet. Its genial restraint is one

of the miracles%of journalism.

In analyzing news dispatches and features dealing

with the Far East, it must be kept in mind that there

exist not only obstacles to unbraked reporting on the

spot, but upon undeleted publication here. Our news-

papers are obliged, because they are commercial enter-

prises, to stay within certain limits in disclosures of hard

fact. They must be careful not to offend important

population elements. From time to time fashions change

as to which groups may or may not be offended. But

there are always a few to be treated with cautious

deference. For example, an important American steam-

ship line is said to have cancelled its advertising in a

leading magazine some time ago because the magazine

chanced to run an article mentioning that the Chinese

victims of famine had taken to eating the small children.

We may well remember, too, that in America minori-

ties often enjoy greater editorial respect than majorities.

Sinclair Lewis and Henry L. Mencken can ridicule ma-

jority stock Americans till doomsday, and we are merely

entertained. The same caustic treatment of any of our

economically strong minorities would not be tolerated

ten minutes. This principle should be understood to

appreciate editorial treatment of foreign news, because

treatment of it must please important minorities.

In journalism, as in politics, the essentials of popular
success are most often skilled dishing of praise and abuse.

The success is he who makes a reputation for unflinching

courage and frank utterance by attacking where attack-
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ing is safest, thereby generating the notion that all he

says on the other side is the purest distilled essence of

truth. This scheme of things is true of an immense num-

ber of our newspapers I should say it is true of all

except a few of the best. Generally speaking, no group

in America gets a single stick more of newspaper favor

than it can command, nor is it spared one stick more of

editorial abuse than it can effectively resist. In the same

way, no foreign government can expect better editorial

treatment in our press than its partisans here make ex-

pedient. To attack always to attack attack anything,

local or foreign that is the watchword of most circu-

lation-bent metropolitan papers. With everything at-

tacked, something must be praised in contrast.

Of course we have no absolutely distinct minorities*

They overlap in the most complex fashion. Thus, some

of our missionaries may be new liberalism adherents;

others may be opposed to it. But among all the separable

population fractions who have sentimental or political

interests in Far Eastern affairs, it is possible to discern

general trends. Development of these trends involves

many forces. It is often impossible to say to what ex-

tent readers think what they do because of what they

have handed them by editors, and to what extent editors

print what they do because they believe readers demand

it. The two forces are interactive. Yet in regard to the

Far East, the average American has no basis of opinion

except what he gets from reading. So we must suppose

that control of our popular sentiment toward China and

Japan rests largely with editors. But subscribers are in-
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fluenced by their clubs, unions, churches, and so on,

and may form ideas to which the editor must cater. In

such an instance, trying to meet what he thinks is a

demand for news of a sort, the editor commonly pro-

duces something more sensational than readers have al-

ready heard. Thus he accelerates a trend of opinion

which he had no hand in initiating.

As soon as any single trend gains predominance in

publicity favor it immediately diminishes its competi-

tors. The reason is simple. Editors of magazines

promptly select articles with views in accord with the

predominant trend. The average unanalytic reader, see-

ing these, says to himself, "All the authorities now writ-

ing on the subject have such and such a conclusion."

In a sense this is correct. The "authorities" with dis-

senting views when such are very unpopular have had

their manuscripts returned with rejection slips, and are

not publicly heard from. Exactly this condition was

present in 1931 and 1932 in connection with China and

Japan. The trend was for anti-Japanese, and exclusively

anti-Japanese, Sunday features, editorials and magazine
articles. Only after some months did average editors

muster courage to print anything short of 100 per cent

anti-Japanese vilification. The pioneers were roundly
scored in many quarters. But bit by bit comment con-

taining a better balanced presentation of evidence crept

back, and in time many magazine articles and even edi-

torials recognized particulars which moderated earlier

ravings.

The condition described is unfortunate because it
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means that nearly all opinion is in one direction when a

crisis comes the very time when people need balanced

presentation. But the practice is rooted to our journalis-

tic system, not to say rooted to human nature itself.

The best the thinking man can do, noting a press furore

over events in another part of the world, is to reflect

that modern history offers few instances of a conflict

with all villainy and sanctity on opposite sides. True,

there is commonly a greater violation on one side of

what we broadly accept as ethical principles. But dur-

ing a sensationalized crisis there is no knowing what

forces have been operative in the editorial selection of

the culprit.

By precedents we know that today's headlined accu-

sations are as likely to be refuted as confirmed by the

sober evidence of tomorrow. And in any case, a think-

ing person realizes that there is much that newspapers

are not printing, or that correspondents are not writing,

and that if he were on the scene of the event he would

encounter an abundance of facts which for one reason

or another are not dispensed to readers $t home. We
have in America the utmost legal freedom of expression.

But expediencies of placating many racial, religious and

commercial interests often limit the exercise of this

freedom in some directions while straining it in others.

The net result, in many instances, is that we actually

get no better balance of news than readers in countries

of stern governmental censorship. They at least are

likely to get all the news on one side, whereas we gen-

erafiy get nothing approaching all of it upon any side,
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excepting in love nest murders and notable divorce ac-

tions, wherein our school of journalism graduates fulfill

baccalaureate advice about fearless public service.

In our better magazines we find normally a mixture

of very excellent and very poor material. On the whole,

magazines such as the Atlantic, Scribner's, Harper's,

Collier's and the Saturday Evening Post exert a usefully

counterbalancing effect to the greater sensationalism of

the daily press. Contributors are often half-informed

professional writers contributing merely to sell some-

thing. But now and then the work of an able analyst

shows, A great deal of inquiry, plus a lifetime of special-

ized experience, may be behind a fairly brief article

which attracts less attention than a few pages of noisy

foolishness by some one trading upon popular trends of

misinformation. Once in a while the North American

Review, now a quarterly, has a good study. For periodi-

cal comment Current History is the best of the crop,

Asia leads in sociological criticisms. Its general tone re-

specting reform in China is more optimistic than old line

China Hands think warranted. Time Magazine, in such

Far East scraps as it now and then publishes, seems to

lead in boldness when talking of Chinese political stand-

ards. In fact, Time is the only standard publication I

know which will state specific facts of Chinese corrup-

tion, and comment upon the normality of such cor-

ruption. I do not list here strictly academic journals of

limited circulation. In fact, I merely skim the list of

what we call standard magazines.

Red campaigners issue a considerable amount of liter-
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ature on China, and at any large communist bookstore

an interested person can purchase special publications

on the subject. Communist editors handle the complexi-

ties neatly. The aim is to have American sympathies for

the Chinese government against Japan, and at the same

time enlist American opinion against the Chiang Kai-

chek government in favor of Chinese communists.

As books about China go, some of the older ones are

more reliably informing than recent productions, not-

withstanding the passage of time. Conditions have not

changed so much that they render obsolete, as character

studies, those supreme triumphs of Chinese mind-read-

ing by the Reverend Arthur Smith, Chinese Character-

istics and Village Life in China. Written a generation

ago, when feet were bound and pigtails the rule, these

two works by a true prince of character analysis still

apply with such accuracy that a foreigner with repre-

sentative dealings in China is reminded of them at every

turn.

And as a companion volume in realism, written in

less sprightly tone, Mr. Rodney Gilbert's Whafs Wrong
with China, published in 1932, is a study likely to hold

first place in its field.

Raw fact of the Smith and Gilbert brand is growing

rarer in studies of China. From a variety of causes, our

popular tastes demand works that are "constructive,"

or at least shielding of the harder and highly uncompli-

mentary realities. In one of his studies, Mr. G. F. Hudson

remarks that China was better known to Europeans in

the eighteenth century than in the nineteenth, despite
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extensions of scholarly inquiry, simply because earlier

reporters had less cause to misrepresent what they

found.* And today China is less known than a genera-

tion ago. Missionary publicity, good will tours, head-

lined diplomatic flattery and other causes operate in the

manner previously explained.

Among contemporary writers, Mr. J. O. P. Bland of

England is probably not surpassed in his combination of

lifelong observation, scholarly ability, and talent of

prescient political analysis. Being of the realistic school,

his current comments are little heard. But his past fore-

casts, viewed according to fulfillment, rank him so far

ahead of his scoffers that there is little comparison pos-

sible. Mr. H. G. W. MFoodhead of Shanghai is another

foremost realist, decidedly straightforward in stating

what he sees. So he, too, is little known to our reading

public here.

I should explain that there is a wide divergence in the

field of book-writing about China between what we

may call the hard realists and the group termed "con-

structive." Measured by correctness of foresight in the

past, the evidence is overwhelmingly favorable to the

writers who have listed frankly the obstacles to China's

progress presented by certain traits and traditions of the

inhabitants. The newer school, mostly academic and

missionary, sees China's obstacles in terms of external

circumstances, which are being rather rapidly improved

by education.

* Mr. J. O. P. Bland comments upon tM remark of Hudson in

China, it* Pity of It, DouUeday-Doran, 1532.
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To enter into detailed classifications of our contempo-

rary writers even those of outstanding position is

beyond our space here. The Far Eastern field attracts an

abundance of talent. Mr. George Sokolsky's Tinder Box

of Asia, now four years old, is still a good presentation

of Chinese affairs in factual summary. Many Americans

in China grumbled that Mr. Sokolsky confined himself

mainly to events, omitting appalling details of methods

employed by those in power there. Incidentally, Mr.

Sokolsky*s 19 3 5 lecture tour presentation of Manchu-

kuo's status was the best of many that I heard. Mr.

Nathaniel Peffer, who, like Mr. Sokolsky, is of Jewish

connection, differs from him in Far Eastern conclusions.

Mr. Pefier has stirred the objections of many other stu-

dents of Far Eastern affairs by favoring an American

alliance with Soviet Russia. Mr. Peflfer, in his Must We
Fight in Asia?, says that "collectivization" of our indus-

tries will save us from dangers of war. Mr. Sokolsky sees

capitalism doing a good job in raising the living stand-

ards of Asiatics.

As a readable book chock full of interesting informa-

tion, Mr. Upton Close's Challenge behind the Mask of

Japan rates well, For heavier reading, Japan's Policies

and Purposes, by Mr. Hirosi Saito, and War and Diplo-

macy in the Japanese Empire, by Mr* Tatasuji Takeuchi,

are recent works of marked competence.

To cover the missionary writers here is impossible.

Their recent works are in much the same vein, and the

main theme of them has been stated already. The Rev-

erend Sidney Gulick, who has spent a lifetime in Japan,
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impresses nearly every Far Eastern observer as an ex-

ceptionally able interpreter of many problems there.

His recommendations for American restrictions of

armament, however, are considered by many as more

idealistic than practical at this time. Similarly, his cam-

paign to repeal the clause of the immigration act ex-

cluding Japanese has stirred much objection. Mr. Gulick

is a Protestant missionary. I might add that none of the

missionary writers since the era of bouquet tossing came

upon us has turned out anything as realistically inform-

ing as the works of the Reverend Arthur Smith a genera-

tion ago, or those of the Abb6 Hue, a Catholic traveler

in China, a century ago.

Naturally there are a good number of Americans and

British engaged as paid publicity men in the Far East.

I do not undertake to list them here there are too

many, and also, while evidence 'in the case of some is

plentiful, proof is lacking. Publicity men who openly

state their connections with native governments receive

the esteem their integrity and ability deserve. It is only

foreigners who work covertly, hiding their affiliations,

who are somewhat -cold-shouldered by the better class

if foreigners in Asia.

To be foreign relations counsel in the manner of Mr.

George Bronson Rea for the government of Manchukuo

is a position of semi-diplomatic responsibility. It is con-

sidered a position of honor, similar to that of a reputable

attorney retained by a reputable firm. Both the Japanese

md Chinese employ such persons. The Chinese, I be-

lieve, employ a larger number whose connections remain
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undisclosed publicly. A paid publicity man may be en-

tirely trustworthy. Probably in the first place such a

one has been approached because of his obvious convic-

tions, and as a paid employee he merely devotes full time

to expression of what he firmly believes. It is only con-

cealment of the connection that is thought dishonorable.

I should mention that to say that this or that person

must be a paid agent, because of his strongly partisan

opinions, is a very serious injustice in the absence of

clear evidence. The Far East is a field of controversy

susceptible of vigorously conflicting judgments arrived

at in all sincerity.

As for the names of authors listed just preceding

they are but a scant few. Others, some of them as promi-

nent as the ones listed, are omitted for lack of space. I

have identified, very sketchily, several whose classifica-

tion might be useful to readers unacquainted with the

field, Authorship on the Far East is as specialized as it

is extensive we have able economics specialists such as

Mr. Julean Arnold and Professor C. F. Remer special-

ists on Manchukuo (Mr. Owen Lattimore is perhaps the

best known of these) and so on, each deserving to be

read and known by the well-informed, yet too numer-

ous for any but one unusually interested. I should add,

by the way, the name of Miss Agnes Smedley (Chinese

Destinies, etc.), whose passionately pro-communist

views do not devalue entirely her descriptions of red

doings in China, however strange her reasoning to non-

cultists. And as one more name, that of Professor Harley

Farnsworth MacNair comes to mind as one of the few
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extant realists among academics devoting attention to

the Far East. I let alone, as too involved and beyond me,

the task of tagging in any way whatsoever the numerous

Chinese and Japanese writers.

Despite a fair amount of able criticism on the Far

East currently offered, a reader delving into the field is

saddened by the steady decline in quality through re-

cent decades. The increasing evasions, unwarranted flat-

tery, concessions to home factions and the like are billed

as scholarly conservatism of statement. But that is far

from a satisfactory label. Rather, in a large number of

our writing crop, there is now a most unscholarly dodg-

ing or euphemizing of perfectly well authenticated fact.

Among a preponderant number of writers, interpreta-

tions of foreign affairs vary like the fashions in gowns
and millinery whatever prevails at the moment is sup-

posed to represent a supreme advance over anything

preceding. There is an at-last-we-know tone to all sorts

of fanciful volumes which deny, but do not refute, the

more sober conclusions of years gone by, when there was

less tendency to doctor foreign news in a way to pub-
licize most favorably certain political aims at home.

This last offense is not new Voltaire disparaged the

achievements of Augustan Rome by way of deriding all

dictatorial government, and doubtless Gibbon was

stirred to more lavish praise of ancient pagans by the

thought of knocking eighteenth-century Christianity in

England.

But just now this fault is more operative than ever

before in the matter of getting the truth out of China,
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which is the key to the whole Far Eastern muddle. With

all our advance in higher education, now attained to

1,100,000 college students per year, and as many re-

search fellows and investigation committees as boats can

haul back and forth to the Orient, public judgment is

not improving. The sadly apparent fact is that many
writers depict Far Eastern developments with the object

of having their findings bolster or disparage political

factions in the United States. Thus, Miss Agnes Smed-

ley, an ardent believer in new liberalism for America,

finds capitalism the prime curse of China. Mr. Nathaniel

Peffer, who wants our industries "collectivized/*

preaches that capitalism threatens us with Far Eastern

war. And so it goes. There is not so much disagreement

about specific facts as in the significance to be given

them. Interpretations of the Far East were indeed su-

perior before liberalism, nationalism, imperialism, col-

lectivism, militarism and such words gained popular

currency.

Today there is not enough attention to those four

primaries by which the lives of probably 95 per cent of

Asia's population are governed race, religion, tradition,

and the daily rhythm of getting enough to eat to keep

alive.

And until we revert to more Attention to these pri-

maries, I believe, and cease efforts to make interpreta-

tions so much in the terms given great current fashion

by our domestic issues in American politics, our popular

ignorance respecting Eastern Asia will continue.

The key to an understanding of Asiatic doings, I re-
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peat with the warrant of ample evidence, lies in

studying the sentimental and political trends within

America which dispose writers to color what they say

about the Far East. If every writer upon Far Eastern

affairs would offer a bill of particulars setting forth his

factional allegiances here, there would be swift illumi-

nation of much that is now bewildering. I am not say-

ing that all our writers are purposely coloring their

findings far from that. I am saying that a few are

consciously and that a greater number are doing so

perhaps unconsciously. And we have a fraction of critics

whose intellectual integrity is such that they have no

discernible allegiances except to their own sense of hon-

est accuracy. But the voice of these latter, I fear, is

drowned by the more numerous group of horn-blowers

for pet fancies. The casual public can not distinguish

one from the other.



CHAPTER V

TRADE STAKES

EVERYWHERE and all the time we hear references to

economic rivalries as a cause of war. Phrases relating to

this idea are repeated by nearly everybody and rarely

examined for their factual truth by anybody. Looking

into the evidence, we discover that these bits of ritual-

ized hokum are as factless as most others dragged out

by the uninformed when foreign affairs are mentioned.

Before the World War, Germany was Russia's best

customer. There was no economic rivalry between the

two worth the mention, because their exports were of

different kinds. They fought.

Before the World War, Germany was Great Britain's

second-best customer, ranking but a little behind the

United States. Germany's trade patronage was worth

more to Great Britain than the trade in which Britain

competed with Britain. Yet Great Britain declared war

on Germany.

This trade in the cases cited was reciprocal. Germany's
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best customer was Great Britain. Germany's second best

customer was Russia.

F. von Bernhardi in his notable volume, Germany and

the Next War, touched upon this. His book was pub-

lished in 1911. Any encyclopaedia will confirm the ex-

port and import positions of Germany, Great Britain

and Russia. Bernhardi emphasized that forces far more

potent than trade were operating to invite the conflict

he then foresaw.

Any one troubling to look into the economics of the

last half dozen wars involving world powers with one

another is obliged to conclude that alleged trade rival-

ries are insignificant beside darker influences, insidious

and relentless, of which many watchful analysts have a

glimmering intimation, but proof of which remains too

elusive for factual citation.

Mention of the fallacy of trade rivalry as an incentive

to war is a proper prelude to consideration of economic

stakes in the Orient.

America's total of exports to all countries in 1929 was

$5,241,000,000.

In the same year our exports to China showed a total of

only $124,163,000.

In the same year our exports to Japan showed a total of

$2*9,127,000.

I select 1929 not because it was a boom year, but be-

cause it was the last year that may be taken as an accept-

able index year in respect to the currencies of the na-

tions concerned and in respect to their approximation of

normality.
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Note that our exports to Japan, allegedly our bitter

rival for trade privileges in China, total more than twice

what the China trade was worth.

In 1934 this relationship was even more striking. In

that year our exports to Japan were listed at $210,420,-

000, while our exports to China were less than a third as

much only $68,632,000. I am quoting Department of

Commerce releases.

With our total of world exports in 1934 reaching

$1,272,000,000, and our exports to China in the same

year reaching only about 69 million, it is evident that

our China trade is an extremely small fraction of our

total export volume.

To be exact, it is about 5 l
/z per cent of our total ex-

port volume.

But as the export volume is only about 6 per cent of

our entire trade, the figures mean that what we sell to

China amounts to about 5 l/2 per cent of 6 per cent

roughly three-tenths of 1 per cent, if my arithmetic is

correct, in respect to the volume of business upon which

we rely for a living.

Our China trade is not a colossal item.

A fact of significance, too, is that our sales increase in

territory occupied and managed by Japanese. The

Japanese give preference to their own goods in certain

classes. But there are some things we can supply and the

Japanese can't supply. The Japanese can not displace

us with goods they don't produce. Losses in some classes

of exports are more than compensated by increased sales

of others. On the whole our trade benefits, Rising stand-
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ards of living introduced by Japanese ability to maintain

order, plus greater purchasing power achieved by Jap-

anese expenditures for construction programs, account

for the gains our trade has shown in Manchukuo.

Farther along I shall introduce figures in support of

this statement.

By every reasonable calculation, if the Japanese con-

trolled all China, our exports to China would begin to

rise rapidly. I do not advocate such control I am speak-

ing of plain evidence in reference to popular talk about

the alleged Open Door being closed to U. S. trade where

Japanese take over.

If America is bent on keeping up war talk in. refer-

ence to Japan, that is a popular privilege. But to keep

the record straight, we might as well acknowledge that

such talk is based on manifest fallacies so far as economic

rivalry is concerned.

The chief shutters of the Open Door in China have

been the hoodlumish Chinese officials who maintain chaos

to a degree that precludes normal trade processes. While

these officials continue to erect their own "tariffs" be-

tween districts that are held as private domains, and

recurrently confiscate for personal profit goods in transit

up the rivers and overland, and simultaneously gouge
and squeeze the population to the point where few

have anything left wherewith to buy goods, it is ridicu-

lous to talk of any outside power dosing the "Open
Door."

Never within the history of modern trade relations

has that fictitious open door been open. Always special
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privileges have been sold to the highest bidder if not all

over the country, at least in particular parts of it. For

years past the French have enjoyed special favors in

Yunnan, down in the southern part of China, vaguely

similar to what the Japanese have been lately developing

in Hopei and Chahar. But the French government is

pro-soviet. Japan is anti-soviet. So the forces that con-

trol American popular sentiment, at will setting mil-

lions of people barking at the foot of any designated tree

like a pack of trained beagles, have chosen to let French

encroachments go unnoticed, exactly as the Soviet

Union's grab of Mongolia has gone unnoticed.

In what we may consider a normal year normal for

China raw cotton is China's chief import from us.

Japan cannot supply raw cotton at least not without

first buying it.

Next in importance among China's imports is rice.*

It is clear that Japan, with so little arable land, cannot

hog the market in this item. Japan herself imports rice

much of it from Siam.

The third ranking import of the Chinese is cotton

goods. The Japanese are in position to displace America,

England, and all other cotton goods manufacturing na-

tions in this item. They can displace us irrespective of

political control in China, simply by price bidding.

China's fourth most important import is petroleum.

*
I should mention that second place for rice may not be normal.

At times in recent years Chinese in coastal cities have been unable

to get adequate supplies of rice from inland China a consequence

of civil strife. Bice has been imported accordingly. America has sup-

plied much rice to China.
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Japan has no petroleum resources worth talking about.

America is thus left a fairly clear field in that item.

Metals, wheat, sugar and flour occupy fifth, sixth, sev-

enth and eighth places next in order among China's

imports. Except by first purchasing these, it is difficult

to see how Japanese can monopolize the field in any in-

stance. True, Japanese may do considerable business in

sales of each and all of them to China. But if the com-

modities are previously purchased abroad by Japan, sta-

tistics will be deceptive. Japanese imports will be and

are in many cases nothing but a duplicate heading for

Japanese exports to China.

From the standpoint of common sense, we need not

care whether Chinese buy our goods directly or through

Japanese distributors.

Japanese are often in a better position to distribute

goods in China than we. For Japanese business men en-

joy more respect. Where rapscallion Chinese officials in

the provinces may seize a shipment of American goods

as any whim may prompt, they are hesitant to treat

Japanese in the same fashion. The Japanese government

would make protests in a manner likely to receive no-

tice. Protests by Americans, lodged through one of our

consuls, are generally received with a yawn and filed to

accumulate dust.

Right here I should take a little time out to define our

treaty rights in China, those of other powers, and define

also the general status of Americans resident there. The

subject is intimately connected with our economic rela-

tions.
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In certain countries of notable backwardness, where

usages of law are either unreliable to a greater degree

than ours at home, or else antagonistic in their concept

of justice even when they function, we have what is

called extra-territoriality.

This means that our citizens resident there are held

accountable to American law, not local law.

The main principle of extra-territoriality is that the

defendant in any action has the right of being tried in

a court of his own nationality.

Thus an American charged with an offense in China,

either against another American or against a Chinese,

may be tried in an American court. We have a special

court, the United States Court for China, to try major

cases. This court sits alternately at Shanghai and at Han-

kow. Outside these localities, petty offenders are hauled

up before American consuls, who have, in China, the

authority of magistrates. Law of the District of Colum-

bia governs. Each consulate has a law library, and many
consuls have a knowledge of legal practice. In case of

uncertainly, they address our embassy at Peiping for

opinions. Serious offenses by Americans in the provincial

areas of China are extremely rare, for our population in

these areas is composed largely of a very good type of

American teachers, doctors, nurses, and church workers

the philanthropic group which is loosely termed "mis-

sionary," regardless of whether or not they have church

affiliations. Business Americans in provincial cities are

likewise a law-abiding type. They are selected by their

firms Standard Oil, etc. for their presumed stability.
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But when a serious offense is charged against an Ameri-

can, an offense too grave to be tried by the consul, the

accused is sent to Shanghai or Hankow for formal court

action.

An American defendant against a Chinese is thus

tried either by a consul or by the U. S. Court for China,

exactly as if he were a defendant against an American

or other foreigner.

A Chinese defendant in an action brought by an

American is tried theoretically by a Chinese court.

And there a difficulty lies.

With military racketeers in control in many areas,

and political racketeers in control in each of the other

areas, it may be supposed that China's judiciary is not

absolutely unimpeachable in the matter of integrity.

Very few Americans with a grievance are foolish

enough to petition a Chinese court in action against a

Chinese. The "judges" are more commonly than not

merely sinecure henchmen of the mogul in power, who

is often an ex-bandit who has fought his way up from

the ranks. So an absconding or defaulting Chinese is

almost always safe from penalties in a complaint by an

American or European, whatever the evidence.

Cash for goods received is thus necessary to a greater

extent than would be necessary in a civilized country.

I should mention that despite this state of affairs, Ameri-

can firms here and there have Chinese dealers who are

trusted within reasonable limits. Experience on the scene,

with first-hand knowledge of countless embezzlements,

defaults, robberies and the like, soon banishes the notion
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that a Chinaman's word is as good as his bond. But

among a few rare Chinese, especially among the older

generation, there are theories of responsibility quite ade-

quate to justify trust. In dealing with these, sad disap-

pointments recur. But conditions are perhaps not much
worse than they would be in certain occidental coun-

tries if all processes of law were suspended, and a formal

promise thus the sole reliance of credit transactions. I

might mention that the word of a Chinese, nowadays,
is obviously worth as much as his bond, unless that bond

is cashable. There is no reliable court redress for any
other sort of bond if it proves worthless.

Relentless anti-foreignism fanned by the Kuomin-

tang, dominant political organization of China, is suffi-

cient to make the average Chinese "judge" afraid to be

put in the light of showing favor to a foreign litigant.

It is to be remembered that a sense of obligation to a

principle, without regard for personal likes and per-

sonal preferences, is not common among Chinese, save

in the matter of filial piety. Respect even for this is on

the wane among the radical younger generation. Justice

in China may come as an accident of personal favor or

be paid for with a bribe. The idea of extending it con-

trary to personal fancies, out of mere faithfulness to an

abstract conception, seems almost unknown among

average Chinese and not only unknown but incompre-

hensible, despite their many Confucian proverbs. This

outlook is not confined altogether to the Chinese a

traveler notes it as conspicuous among populations en

route all the way around Asia, except in Japan, and inta
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the littoral of the East Mediterranean and North Africa.

And speaking of Confucius, I might remark that all re-

ligions and religious philosophies emphasize the deficien-

cies of the people among whom they were founded, not

their characteristics. The founder in each case was striv-

ing to remedy what was most wanting in his associates.

Hence the ethical laws laid down by a religious pioneer

are a sure clue to what is missing in the character of the

people among whom he lived.

Anyway, extra-territoriality in China saves Americans

there from the unsavory prospect of being haled before

Chinese of the sort I have described for sentence,

I have not had sufficient observation of American

court judgments involving Chinese plaintiffs to venture

comments upon the non-partisan quality of the decisions

arrived at. But from acquaintance with the procedure

of the U. S. Court for China in general, I believe a

Chinese plaintiff would receive full justice under it.

Certainly the officials of this court whom I have known

impressed everybody as men of the soundest integrity.

I never heard complaints respecting them in Chinese

quarters. I may add that Americans resident in China

get far better justice than Americans at home. At no

expense, and often within a few minutes, justice in

simple cases is delivered with directness and dignity of

a degree unknown here. More involved cases, too, are

dispatched far more creditably than at home in America,
where corruption is greater than in any other land where

Anglo-Saxons are a major part of the inhabitants, la

America today, judicial procedure exhibits less dignity
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than in any other land, civilized or uncivilized, of au-

thentic record upon this planet. It is hence gratifying

to note that our court processes at a distance, well away
from abominations familiar here, are an endurable

spectacle.

Most American property in China is in international-

ized areas. The most important international settlement

is in Shanghai. It is under a joint directorship of

foreigners. Perhaps a mile and a half wide and four or

five miles long, the Shanghai International Settlement

provides a safe place for our wharfs, banks, warehouses,

homes, and other necessaries of trade and cultural re-

lations. Next to the Settlement, the French have a

concession of a few hundred acres of ground. These

foreign settlements are protected from the invasion of

Chinese armies by American marines and other armed

forces. Streets leading into the settlements have huge

gates which may be swung shut and guarded. In times

of danger from irresponsible Chinese armies and that

means all Chinese armies our troops sandbag corners

near the settlement gates and string barbwire along the

banks of Suchow Creek, the settlement boundary for

some distance along its northern side.

Propagandists addressing ill-informed Americans cite

the Shanghai settlement, now developed as a great city,

as a "steal" from China. Records of its founding show

that when the area was allotted to foreigners, for erec-

tion of their homes and places of business, Chinese offi-

cials thought it worthless. It was little more than a

marsh. It is more than fifty miles from the sea. It is
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not even on the Yangtze, but on the Whangpoo, a small

tributary constantly in need of dredging. It is one of

the least attractive sites in the locality for a great busi-

ness center. Chinese might well laugh when handing it

to foreigners, to serve as a sort of Christian equivalent

of ghetto, two generations ago.

Why did this dab of mud, so tiny upon the map of

China, prosper beyond all others?

Three words answer law and order.

Chinese flocking into its protection, not foreign

wealth, account for most of its growth. The whole of

Shanghai now contains about three million inhabitants.

Chinese resident there outnumber foreigners by perhaps

100 to 1. Under foreign flags they can have their own

banks, export offices, tea hongs, retail shops, hotels and

homes with a measure of protection impossible in native

areas constantly bedeviled by marching and counter-

marching troops of military chiefs. As if by contagion,

Chinese business standards seem immeasurably higher in

Shanghai, and in other international settlements, than in

native areas. Their professional men lawyers, doctors,

architects, engineers many of them educated in

America, are able to pursue their callings in Shanghai

unmolested, enjoying the security they might enjoy in

any well-ordered country.

People who suppose that Shanghai has grown because

foreigners enjoy special privileges there ignore or con-

ceal the fact that most of the businesses in Shanghai are

owned and run by Chinese. Chinese business men who
do not like it could readily open shops and offices in
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strictly native localities. They know they would have to

pay tribute if they acquired substantial means elsewhere,

even if they could feel secure from outright looting.

The foreign population of Shanghai, we should keep in

mind, totals only a few thousand. The Chinese popula-

tion approaches three million, counting the Chinese who

live outside the International Settlement and French

Concession, but who rely upon the safety of these areas

for continued business and professional activity.

A charge frequently made by radicals is that immense

numbers of Chinese in Shanghai, including immense

numbers in the two foreign settlements, live in dire

poverty, amid poor sanitary conditions. That is true.

The instant prospects of earnings in ricksha pulling, beg-

ging, coolie labor or anything else are noticeably better

in Shanghai than outside, droves of Chinese destitute,

ragged, diseased flock in to improve their chances of

survival. The only way living standards for the bottom-

level poorest Chinese could be much raised in Shanghai

would be to shut the gates and let no more Chinese enter.

In time those already inside could be lifted to a better

plane. But to talk of improving very considerably the

lot of the lowest-level economic class in Shanghai is as

logical as trying to bail out the ocean. We in America

should know this, because as fast as we have built schools

and opened clinics in the United States, millions of needy

foreigners have flocked in from Mexico and other low-

level economic countries. And for years, while many

thinking people battled here to raise wages and living

standards, we felt the frustrating influence of an annual
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increment of hundreds of thousands of immigrants will-

ing to work for less than our objective wage. The same

situation prevails in Shanghai, greatly intensified.

Further in regard to foreign "privileges" in China, I

may say that a Chinese in the United States has far more

privileges than an American in China. By continuing

treaty law, an American business man in China cannot

own property nor live except in certain stipulated ports.

A Chinese in the United States can live anywhere he

pleases, and own property anywhere he can pay for it.*

Thus American business men in China are as much

restricted as were Jews a hundred years ago in Russia,

residentially confined to limited areas. And from time

to time all Americans in China have been subjected to

much the same attention by Chinese anti-foreign mobs

that Jews in Russia received from the Cossacks of

Alexander III and Nicholas II. It would be as rational

to refer to the former Polish and Russian ghettos as

Jewish "privileges" as to refer to foreign settlements in

China, to which foreigners are by circumstances largely

restricted, as "privileges."

However, Chinese politicians find the status of the

foreign areas a good political ticket. They shout that

the wealth of these areas was "stolen" from China. In

fact the late Dr. Sun Yat-sen, in arguing this point,

* As at further comparison in the freedom extended to Chinese in

America with that available to Americans in China, note that while

only about 10,000 of our citizens reside there, there were 75,000

registered Chinese here, according to the IL S. Census of 1930. Large
numbers of Chinese in addition live in the Hawaiian Islands and the

Philippines.
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went even further, and totaled all that foreigners an-

nually bought from China as goods subtracted from

China's needs stolen, he declared.*

Our most important export to China is Christianity.

There is noticeable customer resistance to this com-

modity, and off and on there is what amounts to a

boycott against it. I am not indulging in facetiousness

when I list Christianity as our chief export. U. S. De-

partment of Commerce estimates for 1933 totaled all

American investments in China at $255,000,000 (gold

dollars). Direct business investments accounted for

$155,000,000. Government obligations (credit) were to

the amount of $45,000,000. Philanthropic (called mis-

sionary) investments were estimated at $50,000,000*

Thus one-fifth of our investment in China is in

philanthropic properties. As mentioned before, the term

missionary is loosely applied to all philanthropic en-

deavor by foreigners in China. Laws against teaching

Christianity in mission schools have converted them

more than ever into social service enterprises. Much of

the mission investment, too, is in schools and hospitals

I believe by far the greater part of the investment is

now in properties of this class.

The greater number of our 10,000 or so Americans

resident in China are devoted to philanthropic work.

Money for this is supplied mainly under the auspices of

Christian organizations in America. Wealthy Chinese

* Dr. Sun goes into this with great vehemence, and childish, ab-

surdity, in his Three Principles of the Peppte, a volume required in

Chinese schools by order of the Nationalist-Kuomiatang group.
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give very little in most cases nothing to uplift efforts.

Prior to depression years, American mission contribu-

tions for China were estimated at about $f,000,000 per

yean* It is the claim of missionaries in the religious sense

that the social service projects we maintain in China

will serve as vehicles for transmitting the gospel.

Considering the economic aspects only, the five

million per year item, an outright gift, is important.

If Chinese make an export "profit" of 10 per cent on

what they sell to us, our mission contribution is equiv-

alent to our buying goods from China to the total of 5

million dollars more annually. That is more than our

entire purchases from China were worth in 1934, the

last year for which I have Department of Commerce

figures. Our imports from China in that year are given

at $43,932,000.

Economically, therefore, the Chinese benefit from our

mission endeavors, however much the Nationalist Party

and most Chinese in general may detest the medical

services of our scores of doctors, our numerous clinics,

hundreds of teachers, and the educational advantages to

some third of a million ** or more Chinese students

* Remittances from the U.S. are given as follows for 1928 by
Professor Reiner: Protestant societies sent $5,607,319. Catholic
societies sent $221,764. Philanthropic and educational, otherwise,
sent $1,867,394. Figures are in U.S. gold dollars. Fifty-three per
cent of all mission property is medical and educationaL Medical

properties occupied 15 per cent at the time of these figures.
** This is a rough estimate, allowing for large reported decreases

during the last several years in mission school attendance. In 1930
there were about 9,000 Catholic schools of all grades in China, with
a student enrollment of 180,000. This figure is from the China
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annually enrolled in mission schools without any re-

ligious exactions whatsoever, whose education is made

possible by foreign philanthropy of which America pays

more than half.

Turning to Japan, we see that Japan's chief imports

from all countries in 1931, listed in the Japan Year Book

for 1933, were as follows:

Ginned raw cotton Yen 296,115,000

Wheat
"

32,935,000

Coal
"

28,268,000

Iron, pig
"

11,229,000

Soy beans
*

27,817,000

Automobiles and parts
"

16,329,000

Oil cake (bean, cotton, etc.) ...
c '

44,348,000

Paper pulp
"

11,840,000

Mineral Oil
w

35,993,000

Wool and "Woolen yarn
"

98,574,000

Sugar
"

15,603,000

Ammonium sulphate
"

15,861,000

These are the imports to Japan listed as exceeding

10,000,000 yen in value. Those of important significance

to American exporters are obvious, without emphasis

here, to all readers interested in foreign trade.

Note the preeminence of cotton. Our selling price of

Year Book, 1533. The 1925 World Missionary Atlas states that in

1923 there were 293,000 students in Protestant schools in China.

More recent figures at hand seem confusing as to exact totals. The

China Year Book states that in 1931 there are "some 250" Protestant

mission hospitals, with a total of over 800 doctors, more than 1000

graduate nurses, and between three and four thousand nurses there

in training. These hospitals care for about 200,000 in-patients

yearly. Catholic communicants greatly outnumber Protestant con-

verts in church membership.
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raw cotton has not varied a great deal, except during

tie period including the end of the World War and just

after, during the last fifty years. I use this word "varied"

in a loose sense. What I am getting at is that while raw

cotton has tended to remain within a low, moderate-

limit price range, the manufacturing costs of putting

this cotton into consumers' goods have tended to rise

rapidly in the United States. During the present ad-

ministration in Washington, the processing tax and other

difficulties faced by our textile manufacturers, including

rising wages and strikes, have raised manufacturing costs

considerably. Acreage restriction and other outright or

disguised bonuses to raw cotton producers have driven

the raw cotton price up by several cents a pound. But

penalties imposed on our manufacturers have added

Costs to the finished goods far in excess of this amount.

No such penalties have been imposed upon manufac-

turers in Japan. They have the advantage, too, of wage
costs we cannot match. Reliable authorities now state

that in addition to Japan's advantage of low wages,

Japanese engineers have perfected textile machinery in

advance of anything developed in America or Europe.

This secret, I understand, is prudently guarded by the

'Japanese a departure from our own custom, whenever

we have invented something good, of promptly broad-

casting its details to all competitors. So Japanese cotton

goods manufacturers now have a combination of mass

production economy and low wage economy with which

vwe cannot hope to compete. British cotton goods manu-
facturers are in the same predicament. In the English
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press I see frequent laments that Japanese exporters can

deliver finished garments, after paying such tariffs as

the British dare impose, to Liverpool buyers cheaper than

Liverpool factories can turn out the cloth to make them*

There is more to the matter. By trying to hold up our

price of raw cotton by artificial stimulants, we may

lose Japan as a customer of raw cotton. Our cotton is

better for certain kinds of manufacturing. But it is

likely that the Japanese could contrive means to make

other cotton, available at a price lower than ours, serve

their needs. We seem destined to lose the best of our

export market to Japan in any event, so far as cotton

goods and finished cotton garments are concerned. It

will be unfortunate if we lose also the profit from our

export sales of raw cotton, as we may do by forced price

raising. Cotton is our largest single export. But even

before the present administration began its efforts to

raise the price of it, we had slipped backward in relative

importance as a cotton producer. Where we used to

supply more than three-fourths of the world demand,

we had slipped to a position where we supplied only

about half of it even when our price was only six cents

per pound. With the rest of the cotton-growing world

able to creep forward into the market on a basis of

6-cent competition, its competition will naturally be

more vigorous now that we have boosted our price to

11 cents and thereabouts.

Cotton production is one field in which we have been

unable to apply scientific efficiency of a kind to multiply

man-power, and thus raise wages. Higher wages in the
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cotton growing business inevitably mean surrender of

the export market to countries of lower wage standards.

Chopping the grass from cotton plants, and picking cot-

ton, tedious processes, have thus far defied machinery.

Reports of a new cotton picker, often heard, must be

accepted with skepticism until proved. The eventual

doom of our export monopoly in raw cotton has per-

haps been sounded. Trying to raise the living level of

our cotton field workers, ironically, destroys the mone-

tary wherewithal to do it.

One aspect of Japan's commercial advance that has

not received due attention from experts is the remarkable

adjustment of Japanese wages to the devalued yen after

the portents of the world depression were unmistakable.

From Japanese official statistics at hand I gather that

though wages dropped in Japan, during the five years

1928 to 1933, the costs of living were reduced approxi-

mately to the same degree. This placed Japan in a very

favorable position for exports losing little if anything

at home in the shift yet gaining enormously in the

foreign field by being able to offer goods at prices as-

suring sales even in the face of tariff barriers sure to be

stiffened by other countries.

Our own policy has been to keep wages up even

raising them in many lines during our continuing de-

pression. More importantly, we have artificially raised

commodity prices in the main items affecting the cost

of living, upon the claim that wages would eventually

follow. Since 1932, according to a chart recently pub-
lished, retail grocery prices for the average American
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home have risen by about 50 per cent. Very definitely

wages for the majority o our employed in the lower

economic brackets have not risen by that much, nor are

wages rising as fast as food prices and rent at this

writing.*

Clearly, Japanese economy has been better managed.

Gains to Japanese workers have been proportionate to

Japan's industrial expansion in recent years. Proof of

this statement may be found in the increased number

of savings accounts in Japan, the aggregate of savings in

moderate individual totals, the increased number of

policy holders in insurance, increased number of homes

electrified, and similar indices which together give a fair

measure of popular prosperity.

Consulting figures in the appendix of a volume by

Mr. James A. B. Scherer, Japan's Advance, it appears

that the yen broke from its approximate normal,

$0.49%, i& December of 1931, and reached a low of

$0.21 during the following November of 1932.

Japan's exports meanwhile climbed from a yen index

of 83 to a yen index of 152.

During the saine period, nominal wages in Japan

(wages in yen, irrespective of purchasing power)

showed but slight fluctuation. In the month that the yen

broke, nominal wages stood at an index of 89.1,* and

eleven months later stood at 88.7,** a scant drop.

What of actual wages?

*
September,

** Bank of Japan statistics. The figure 100 for these comparisons

was taken from wage averages in 1926.
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When the yen took its serious drop, the wage index in

terms of purchasing power for the average worker of

Japan stood at 100.5 as compared with 1926. By
November of the year following it stood at 98.3.

Upon the basis of these figures, the general reliability

of which is confirmed by many observers, it is evident

that the Japanese worker took only a 3 per cent cut

during Japan's adjustment to the world depression.

Compare that with what our workers took.

"Wages in some industries in Japan have held up better

than in others. Here are some selections taken at random
from Table 33, Financial and Economic Annual of

Japan, a government publication, 1934:

DAILY WAGES IN YEN BY AVERAGES IN YEARS

Classification 1927 1929 1931 1933

Female silk reeler Yen 0.93 0.97 0.75 0.67

Lath man "
2.33 2.32 2.04 2.25

Potter "
2.07 1.92 1.81 1.74

Flour miller 1.78 1.87 1.62 1.64

Compositor
ce

2.29 2.38 2.27 2.14
Cement maker "

2.02 2.06 2.07 2.12

In recent months the yen has been quoted at around

28, 29 and 30 cents in U. S. exchange. The above wage
averages reveal the impossibility of our competing with

Japan in many kinds of manufacturing. What is more,
our entire national economy is of a sort to increase

Japan's advantage rather than diminish it. We are busy
raising prices on the theory that wages will rise in pro-
portion. Japan's economy is based upon low wages, and
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low prices in proportion, to maintain purchasing power

for workers.

If we count the increased taxes upon our employed

to meet the cost of upkeep for those unemployed, we

see a further deception in our figures upon the main-

tenance of high wages in certain lines, for such taxes

greatly reduce the worker's actual wage residue.

The theory in Japan is to keep the wheels turning.

Ours is to keep on the dole or some equivalent, at per-

haps $17 to $20 a week per family, all those who refuse

to go to work until they can get much more than that.

In the community where I now live, ranchers are offer-

ing $2.50 a day, as much as the average rancher can pay
and make ends meet, and are having difficulty getting

fruit pickers at that price because many prospective

workers say they can do as well on government relief

without working at all. There has been much coa-

troversy on this point. But I can attest that I have heard

this kind of flippant refusal myself, and reports from

many employers confirm its prevalance among a good

number now maintained at public cost. There has been

no thoroughgoing effort to weed out the deserving from

the undeserving in our relief program as a whole, despite

the conscientiousness of a few subordinate administra-

tors. The total on relief is so large that politicians fear

their enmity if hoosecleaning is undertaken* This staue

of things is a seriously stagnating influence in our gen-

eral trade situation a a time when Japan is invading

all our markets with energy.

Few American publications, and almost no
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papers, care to discuss this matter frankly, for fear of

being charged with hostility to labor. Thinking analysts,

of course, see possibilities of benefits to labor as a whole

at the expense of offending a few very radical labor

leaders who seek privileges for well-organized minorities

contrary to the welfare of all.

The truth is that while Japan is bound to gain much

by circumstances of low wage costs and local traditions

of longer hours, we have handed the Japanese on a

silver platter as much as they could have expected to

gain by intrinsically favorable legacies of destiny. For

example, as our shipping is more and more disorganized

on the Pacific by the most trivial of labor squabbles,

shippers may tend to prefer Japanese bottoms for their

cargoes for the sake of greater reliability- One of our

largest passenger ships on the Pacific, the S.S. Hoover,

was recently delayed a week as a result of a captain's

wish to discharge a man accused of insubordination.

Two lines have dropped San Francisco as a port of de-

parture, according to press accounts. We have developed

a philosophy whereby it is presumed to be a gain for

labor every time a loss is inflicted upon an employer.

In agricultural areas, workers busy in the fields have

suddenly been confronted by automobile loads of radical

workers dispatched from large cities, told that a strike is

on, and that they are to quit their employment. If they

continue, they are called strikebreakers, and face serious

bodily harm. Political conditions are such that authori-

ties commonly refuse to interfere to protect those who
wish to continue at work. This I have seen on a whole-
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sale scale myself. In some instances, only twenty per

cent of the employed have desired a strike. But re-

enforced by squads of sympathizers, the minority is able

to overcome opposition by blackjack tactics. In such

ways, halts are forced in key businesses, and thousands

of workers in dependent activities must go idle until

affairs are patched up. In some fields of activity, the

most generous aims of the individual employer serve no

purpose. Sympathy strikes are called because of labor

trouble in remote places, and workers who do not heed

the summons to strike in sympathy are subjected to

beatings,

I detail this condition in America familiar to many
readers already to bring out several points. First of all,

production suspensions must be figured in our marketing

costs. This means that in addition to the burden of

processing taxes to pay farmers not to grow cotton or

not to raise hogs, and in addition to greatly increased

corporation taxes in general to meet state and national

relief expenses, the present national encouragement to

halt production and effect crop spoilage by sympathy
strikes ad infinitum, and to halt so vital a thing as our

shipping because some captain was imprudently impu-
dent to a fireman, is a grave disaster for our foreign

trade in competition with Japan's. We are bound to lose

much of it. We are likely to lose more than necessary.

A second aspect of this business is that we are build-

ing a situation for labor hostility against Japan* Our

laborers, more than our wealthy, will lend ready ears

to and-Japanese publicity as factories here are pressed
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by Japanese competition. I have mentioned earlier that

Japan as a customer is more valuable to us than the

trade in which we compete with Japan. But this con-

sideration of Japan as a customer may be given scant

consideration if anti-Japanese publicity is intensified.

In cotton, our main export to Japan, we are fairly

sure to hold a strong place, doubtless a leading place, for

at least several years. If cotton does not go above 14

cents per pound, we may hold our market in it longer.

Thus Japan's take of our imports is important to our

farmers. But of late our city industrial workers have

displaced our farmers in political importance, not by

numbers so much as by organization and increased

publicity power. So our industrial workers, who may
resent Japanese low-wage manufacturing competition,

may more than counterbalance the political influence of

our cotton farmers to whom Japan's purchases are of

foremost importance.

Of course neither our farmers nor our factory workers

in the mass will go into the intricacies of all this on

their own account. But alert politicians will seize upon
all possible particulars of our foreign trade relations to

campaign for favor, regardless of the menace to inter-

national harmony.

In what I have said about wages, friends or pretend-

ing friends of American labor will affect to see opposi-

tion to high wage standards and high living standards.

Nothing could be more inaccurate. I share fully the

belief that right management here will, or could, achieve

wage purchasing power much beyond anything yet
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reached. The point is simply that I have been much

impressed with the recovery record of countries other

than the United States, and their better record, under

harder conditons, in maintaining both employment and

living standards. The proposition is obvious that every

industry should pay the maximum possible, consistent

with its own survival, to its workers. But the interrela-

tion of our resources is such that the wheels should not

cease to turn for any cause at any time, because the

cost of living for all is dependent upon uninterrupted

production, and buying power for each is dependent

upon uninterrupted employment. And in the two there

is an economy assisting our foreign trade at a critical

time. Upon this foreign trade a good number of our

workers rely for a living. And it is disappointing to see

our foreign trade shrunk, despite a devalued dollar, to a

greater measure than warranted by world conditions.

Through much insincere political campaigning I say

insincere advisedly, because I know that some of the

guilty know the facts plus plain ignorance and un-

sound sentimentality, we have come to the sorry pass

at which any mention of profits in trade is supposedly

a phrase of contempt for the working man.

But there has never been, and I doubt that there will

ever be, prosperity for workers without prosperity for

investors. Russia is supposedly an exception. Yet in every

radical paper in America we see Russia advertising for

capital to develop its program, and investors are offered

high interest. Russia's first move after American recog-

nition was to try to get a capitalist loan. It is obvious
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that Russia agrees to make profits for investors in return

for capital to improve the lot of Russian workers.

There has never been a period of prosperity for em-

ployers in America unaccompanied by wage rises. If the

post-war boom made several thousand more millionaires

in America, it took many millions of wage earners from

the status of street-car riders to that of automobile

owners, holders of good insurance policies, builders of

attractive homes, and sharers in the common bounty,

with more of their sons and daughters receiving higher

education than in all the rest of the world combined.

Japan's economic philosophy today is somewhat akin

to ours in the days when we were on the upgrade in a

normal way say in the years before the World War.

At that time, thrift and energy were believed prudent

reliances of self-betterment. Millions of immigrants who

came here then followed that philosophy, and in time

most of them achieved some sort of independence, while

many became wealthy. There were hardships* But the

hardships do not seem to have been so great in the

aggregate, nor to have endured for so long a time, as

since our different and alien-inspired philosophy has set

in. Today the road to self-betterment among millions is

believed to lie in organizing for a government handout.

In our present militant determination that none shall

become rich, we lose sight of the processes by which

many may become reasonably self-sufficient.

It is this state of mind in America, it seems to me,
that is giving Japan so immense an advantage now. It

is remarked that during the years of our growth there
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were woeful economic discrepancies. No thinking per-

sons would wish to restore such misfortunes as have been

corrected. But in respect to the general aim of keeping

the wheels turning, and building for the future by thrift,

much may be said for the individual outlook of that day
as compared with now. At least we were constantly im-

proving. Wages were rising, and the social dividends of

undeclared yield to the worker schools, roads, free hos-

pitalization, libraries, etc., were swiftly rising also. Gains

by this general economic structure never reached their

limit. We set about demolishing the structure, at least

partially, rather than trying to resume improvements,

after the depression that began in 1929, Japan, running

on the old schedule, has done better by Japanese workers

than we have done by ours, though at the outset Japan's

crisis was far graver than ours.

In the three main indices aggregate employment,

aggregate wages and specific wage purchasing power

Japan has come out tremendously ahead of where she

was five years ago. I say ahead, because while purchasing

power has remained about the same for wages, aggregate

employment and aggregate wages have shown great ad-

vances. Simultaneously, Japan has enhanced her general

world position. In the matter of world trade, we have

slipped back, and in internal economy we have slipped

back. Worse still, we have cultivated political dissensions,

and especially class and racial strife, to a point that

may be noted as significant by future historians.

From all credible accounts, Japan meanwhile has

gained in internal unity, and probably stands as the
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most thoroughly unified nation on the globe today, with

Germany pushing for second place.

I mention unity quite mindful of the recent and

previous political assassinations in Japan. But it is to be

remarked that the assassins were not so much divergent

from the established national policies, as too enthusias-

tically concurrent with them, and impatient at more

conservative procedure.

Remarks thus far have concerned Japan's industrially

employed. Japan's farmers deserve a few comments.

It might be supposed that with about 70,000,000

people cooped up on a few rocky islands, agriculture

could engage but a tiny fraction of the total employed.

Yet 46 per cent of the inhabitants of Japan proper live

by farming.

Japanese farmers have had a hard time through recent

years. They were having a hard time before the read-

justment of Japan's industrial economy four years ago.

Reasons given are very similar to reasons for farm

troubles in America. Increased taxation is one. In the

old days Japanese farmers paid taxes in percentages of

what they raised. That is the only really fair method of

taxing fanners, though the cumbersomeness of it pre-

cludes the practice. Budgetary requirements have caused

the government in Japan to fix taxes payable in cash

since modernization began. And though, like the Amer-

ican farmer, the Japanese farmer is supposed to receive

added services for added taxes, he too has been taxed

beyond his assured income. It may be said that his

political and social service outlay is beyond his economic
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revenue, as has been the case with American farmers

who have been charged with the costs of new roads, new

schools, bridges, cattle inspection and what not, all

worthy, yet decidedly in advance of ability to pay for

them.

And it is to be remembered that Japan's army and

navy have been a greater strain on the population than

ours. Under certain conditions, for a self-contained na-

tion, the cost of armaments is unimportant. They
absorb a number of workers who might be otherwise

unemployed, and they stimulate industry by purchases

of materials. But Japan is not sufficiently a self-contained

nation to keep up first-class military and naval forces

without feeling the strain. In economic theory, only a

nation that can find no better use for its man power
can hold armaments to be economically harmless, irre-

spective of other considerations. No nation is so in theory

several of woefully poor management, such as the

United States, are so in actuality. In our case, we may as

well have men drawing $30 a month in the army and

navy as drawing $30 a month (or more) playing pool

and attending red rallies as recipients of a dole. The

percentage of our national income devoted to defense

equipment and personnel is slight. The percentage of

Japan's national income devoted to the same end is a

serious encroachment upon total government receipts.

Japan's 46 per cent agricultural population has had to

pay a share of this drain. It has enjoyed no such boom

as industry otherwise. So there has been much agrarian

grumbling. The military party has tried to do what it
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could for the farmers politically, but without complete

success. No farming population in an industrial nation

has fared well through recent years. Perhaps farmers

are no worse off than before, but they appear worse off

in relation to the gains in living standards among the

city populations since the World War. Demands upon
their income have increased, while their capacity to pay

has not.

Japan's forecasts respecting increased American trade,

after peace was established in Manchukuo, were borne

out by facts.

From 1533 to 1934 American exports to Manchukuo

increased by 21.6 per cent rising from Yen 28,996,000

to Yen 3 5,277,000.

In November of 1934, there was set up in Manchukuo

an oil monopoly with such restrictions imposed upon

competing concerns that American and Netherlands oil

companies felt obliged to cease business there. There was

much talk about this as a closing of the Open Door,

and in a sense such was very definitely the case. But

local oil resources in Manchukuo are meager so far as

now known, and it is presumable that foreign oil will

be imported, whoever distributes it on the spot.

Soviet Russia does not figure prominently in an eco-

nomic resum of the Far East now.

Here are figures for our exports to Russia in Asia:

1929 $3,464,000

1933 2*4,000

1934 131,000
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Here are figures for our exports to Russia in Europe:

1929 $81,547,000

1933 8,717,000

1934 14,866,000

Seeing that our exports to European Russia were

valued at $103,400,000 in 1931, or roughly seven times

what they were quoted at in 1934, and that our exports

were about five times as great to European Russia in

1928 as in 1934, the suspicion occurs that some of the

ballyhoo about the enormous gains to follow recognition

of Russia in 1933 failed to pan out.

And in connection with what was mentioned earlier

in this chapter about "trade rivalry" as a cause of wars

between world powers, I might say that Japan and

Russia do not compete with one another in any im-

portant trade item. Yet their relations are at least

touchy. And reflect, furthermore, that the trade of

Germany is not of a son to conflict with that of

Russia. Yet the two are more hostile than any other two

powers at this time. And in passing, I may remark that

in 1934-^the last year for which I have Department of

Commerce figures on the subject Germany was

Russia's best customer, taking roughly 40 per cent more

of Russia's produce than the customer next in order,

Great Britain.

If there were any reliable inferences to be had from

trade relations as a cause of war or ill feeling, it would

logically follow that world powers hate their best cus-

tomers, and have done so since before the World War.
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But I can see no reliable connections in any direction in

the matter of trade and the causes of war.

I should challenge any economics expert to point to

an alliance based on economic interests, so far as world

trade figures go, at any time within the last fifty years.

On the contrary, no consistencies are evident in the

matter. The shibboleth about trade rivalry causing war

was started in some fashion not recorded, and remains a

doctrinal point in all high school and college courses

upon world affairs. Yet its refutation is as simple as

examining each power's list of most important cus-

tomers, and measuring the value of these customers in

comparison with the trade in which they respectively

compete.

If the theory had any validity, we should have been

increasingly hostile of late toward Russia, because Russia

is the only other world power in position to compete

with us by directly produced foodstuffs of many kinds,

and threatens to produce large amounts of cotton. But

day by day, we see, Washington is endearing itself more

to Moscow, and all travelers currently report that we
are the most esteemed foreign power in the TLS.SJEL

today.

World loves and hates are evolved by forces of

publicity so strong they may well afford to remain in-

different to the logic of trade rivalry, though flimsy

scraps of alleged economic reasoning are commonly in-

troduced to give an earnest hate drive a little superficial

plausibility. And needless to say, if modern wars were

based strictly upon economic self-interests for the
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populations involved, there would be very few wars be-

tween powers, because the loss to all is generally more

than the gain. This debit consequence seems to increase

as wars between major powers intensify in ferocity.

Before concluding special consideration of Far Eastern

economics, it is enlightening to list briefly a few of

Japan's gains. We may note that socially and economi-

cally, Japan has done all that our missionaries there forty

years ago hoped and prayed Japan would do, and all that

Theodore Roosevelt and many other notable well-wishers

expressed the hope that Japan would do.

Japan has accomplished these gains more quickly than

any American anticipated. As would be expected, good

wishes fulfilled inspire hostility. Americans never like

people they cannot be sorry for, and Japanese are no

longer underdogs, but holders of world power prestige.

They have won by the talents we used to admire

thrift, willingness of personal and national sacrifice, ap-

plication of science and ingenuity to new objectives,

immense energy and relentless hard work. Those are the

New England virtues that laid the foundation of

America's material success. They have built Japan.

In other ways, too, Japanese share, and in respects

exceed, our own national ideals. They are the cleanest

people on earth another New England virtue. They

revel in athletics as we do, and their exhibitions of

sportsmanship thus far have been unimpeachable* Their

tastes in home life are remarkably frugal and simple,

even when they have ample means, and their vices are
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probably fewer, in respect to the things that injure

morale, such as drunkenness, dope addiction, and public

disorder, than those of any world power population. I

list these assets in connection with Japan's economic

showing, because they seem to me a part of the national

character to be taken into account in viewing Japan's

accomplishments.

But to proceed, we note these amazing facts:

Japan's shipping is now third in the world.

Japan is America's third-best customer.

Japan buys two to three times as much from us as China.

Japan buys two-thirds of her cotton from America.

Japan now exceeds England as a cotton goods manu-

facturer.

For the past 1? years Japanese railways have carried

40,000,000 more fares each year.

Japanese average 2% times as many railway rides per

capita yearly as Americans.

Japan now has less illiteracy than the United States*

Twenty out of every 100 Japanese are enrolled as stu-

dents.

Japan produces 70 per cent of the world's raw silk, and

exports 50 per cent of her raw silk to the U. S.

The foregoing are facts available in any commercial

library. For ready convenience these statements were

taken from Japan's Advance, by Mr. James Scherer.

The September, 1936, number of Fortune Magazine is

devoted entirely to Japan. Most of it is written in the

somewhat flippant, indulgent style popular in producing
facts about a people against which our noisy press wages
an intermittently sensational hostility drive. But there is
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a good coverage of interesting information. I select as

examples the following:

Despite amazing advances in many directions, there

are only about 7,000 passenger motor cars privately

owned in Japan, and only 230,000 telephones in Tokyo,
which in its greater area claims 6,000,000 population.

There are in all Japan about 1500 families with in-

comes over $30,000, just twenty with incomes over

$300,000.

After four years of Japan's industrial boom, there are

only 4 tenths of 1 per cent of Japanese families with an

income of more than $3,000 per year.

Japan's invasion of the American market has been

much exaggerated.

Of our total imports in 1934, amounting to

$987,000,000, Japan sent to the United States goods

worth only $119,251,000.

Recall that Japan bought from us in the same year

exports valued at $210,420,000 nearly twice as much
as we took from Japan.

Furthermore, most of what Japan sells to us comes

under the heading of raw silk, which we ourselves do not

produce, and which is therefore not in direct competi-

tion with domestic industry.

Japan's crockery, toys, novelties, and various 5-and-

10 items are conspicuous in our retailing, but remain

trifling as large items of our national trade are measured.

Japan's invasion in the crockery and cheap mechanical

goods and hardware field has been speeded by the boycott

of similar German imports engineered by Samuel Unter-
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myer's committee and related Jewish organizations

which have been bent upon hitting back at Hitler.

Through influence upon the American Federation of

Labor, union workers have been called upon to support

this boycott, and it has exercised a powerfully restricting

effect upon Germany with a correspondingly boosting

effect for Japanese trade here.

This situation is rather interesting from another

standpoint. Our outright communists and allied New
Liberals naturally detest both Japan and Germany as

potential enemies of Soviet Russia. But in collaborating

to promote a boycott upon German trade here, they

have thus far merely handed much of it to another of

Russia's prime opponents, Japan. Their real job, appar-

ently, will be to contrive a boycott upon both simul-

taneously.

And in passing, note the inconsistency of the brand

of "internationalism" desired by the liberalist group that

has been hollering loudest for freer trade, diminished

significance of national boundaries, more brotherhood,

more tolerance, lenient regard of differing political sys-

tems and maximum economic interchange. Next time

you get a batch of publicity sponsoring these laudable

aims and hinting that a cash contribution would be in

order to further the good work, check the names down
the line, if any are given. You will find them overlapping
with committee memberships in organizations designed

to boycott Germany, oppose Japan in every way possible,

and erect every possible restriction against all enemies

of Soviet Russia.
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It is not a surmise, nor an opinion, but an evidential

fact that the "internationalism" of every such organiza-

tion now prominent is far from internationalism of a

cosmographic sort. Instead, it is internationalism in one

direction only in the direction of the U.S.S.R., with

avowed enmity toward all countries in conflict with

the U.S.S.R.

"We have a few internationalists of another sort per-

sons who truly desire to see amiable relations with all

governments, irrespective of their domestic policies, so

long as these manifest no aggressive hostility toward us.

But our internationalists of this kind are of a quieter,

more dignified temper. They are not organized, and are

not in process of becoming so.

Tolerationists of another stamp have the floor now,

and there is among them no clamor for tolerance in one

direction without intolerance in another. We note the

unvarying historical principle that the loudest cries for

tolerance proceed from those who habitually compose
the greatest strain upon our tolerance. Certainly this is

true in America now, where mobs of our pro-tolerance

citizenry and alienry raid the ships of a friendly power
docked in our ports to commit offenses which, if in

reverse, with our own craft in that country's harbors

similarly attacked, would be welcomed as provocation

for war by these same liberals among us. The tolerance-

internationalist-pro-liberalist minority is concentrating

its militance against Germany now. But the drive may
be targeted against Japan, another anti-Soviet power, at

anytime.
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I may add here another comment on that trade-

rivalry-causing-war shibboleth. Japan and Germany, by
world pressure arrayed against them as anti-soviet

powers, are trending toward an alliance an alliance

sentimental if not formally documented. But we see

these two are in the keenest sort of commercial com-

petition in exports important to both another refuta-

tion, if any were needed, of mossy hokum that is still

a doctrinal tenet of academically-taught history.

Before concluding this consideration of economic

stakes in the Far East, it may be well to list the totals

of these, by powers. For a detailed study, I could not

recommend too highly a volume by Professor C F.

Remer, of the University of Michigan, entitled Foreign

Investments in China* Professor Remer's work is ranked

as the foremost effort in this field. It gives everything

from classifications of investments to foreign population

increases with investments, treaty rights, et cetera. But

such details are too involved for quotation at length

here.

On the page opposite are estimates of foreign holdings

in simple statistics given by Professor Remer,

Points to note are the swift rise of Japan and the re-

cession of Germany. Late in the World War China

joined the Allies, and Germans in China lost extra-terri-

torial privileges. To add to this misfortune, months

after the World War was over the British government,

in cooperation with Chinese officials, instituted a cam-

paign to drive all German business men resident in China

farmillan ConiDanY, Nw York, 1933.
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from the country. Details of this have never been pub-

lished in the United States, so far as I know. They make

a rather sorry spot upon the British record of fair deal-

ing which in many important details is better than that

of most other countries.

It is common in American college classrooms to hear

of foreign investments in China called "imperialism"

and "capitalist aggression," both 'these terms being used

with a very onerous implication. And in this tone, the

hundred and fifty million dollars or so we have invested

in business properties in China, and the three billion

odd invested there in various ways by all foreign coun-

tries, sound very rascally indeed.

Look at the matter comparatively, and the perspective

is informing. Our investment in Canada in 1930 is given

as $4,107,803,000. That is about 27 times our direct

business investment in China at the time, not counting

our philanthropies in China. And our four billion dollar

investment in Canada exceeds by about 30 per cent all

the foreign investments of all foreign countries in China

combined.

Why is this greater aid to Canada not termed "im-

perialism"? Why were investments in Canada turned to

good account by natives there, and welcomed from start

to finish, while Chinese responded to investments with

relentless obstructionism mingled with eagerness to ob-

tain repeated loans?

To this we hear the answer that the Chinese have faced

us backward and helpless. But in the nineteenth century

Japan, then regarded as more backward than China,
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welcomed foreign help, turned it to good account, and

within a few decades not only surpassed China but took

a front-rank position among progressive and industrial-

ized nations.

Had Japan, Canada and others open to foreign in-

vestments taken the Chinese attitude, where would they

be today? And if some populations could make favorable

use of foreign loans and foreign investments while the

Chinese could not, is the lender or the borrower at fault?

It is difficult for me to see how some of our writers

can heap so much condemnation upon lenders of money
for assertedly constructive purposes in plain view of the

fact that we ourselves and every other progressive popu-
lation have found foreign loans invaluable aids during

early development* True, our lenders misjudged capaci-

ties. Our loans most of them were extended at a time

when there was more faith in the upward continuity of

human progress than there is tight now. If the Chinese

now attach the odium of "imperialism" and "capitalist

exploitation" to transactions of the same sort by which

the backward Japanese put themselves on their feet,

and by which many other peoples have advanced in the

last hundred years, the suspicion grows that there is

something lacking in the Chinese themselves.

In the scheme of things upon this planet to date, capi-

tal has been an essential of development. America's

progress was speeded by several decades because British

creditors had sufficient faith in us to invest in our rail-

roads, factories and municipalities through the years of

the nineteenth century and early twentieth century
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when we needed to borrow. Similarly, later, we have

speeded the industrial development of Canada by readi-

ness to advance money on faith for constructive en-

deavor. Every top-rank nation in the world today has

been aided in its ascension by foreign capital invested

in it.

A favorite synonym for our trade in China, when

professors of the more ignorant type collect with senti-

mentalists, is the term "exploitation."

In some parts of the world, this word means simply

development. In the United States it carries an impli-

cation of pressure and unfair advantage. It is in this

latter sense that we hear much of our "exploitation" of

China. Why not be specific, and say what exploitation?

Certainly foreigners pay low wages in China, but they

pay more than Chinese employers pay. Coolies almost

invariably prefer working for foreigners* But even with

these low wages, many conditions subtract from earn-

ings to make the capital yield low. Profits upon our en-

terprises in China have been lower, probably, than in

the United States. And I should say that bankruptcies

have been more numerous. China has a stiff export tariff,

which we have not at home. Workers in many industries

are so far behind home workers that their low pay is

often not far removed from straight efficiency pay based

on output. If the profits in China were anything like

those which radical spielers relate, we should have much
more than 150 millions or so directly invested there*

Much of this investment is in the electric power plant

for Shanghai. If buying Chinese tea, tungsten, curios and
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other products, at a marked profit to Chinese, is "ex-

ploitation," we can only regret that nobody seems will-

ing to exploit us similarly, and purchase some of the

cows" and hogs we have been slaughtering for fertilizer

and buzzard food.

But in the resolutely backward countries, from China

on down the line, we see foreign investments cited with

hostility. The Chinese have been as eager as others to

get loans on every possible occasion. But after having got

the money, in every instance, without fail, they have

promptly pointed to what they gladly borrowed as an

example of "capitalist penetration." Meanwhile we have

a crop of liberal professors busy urging that we lend

China more money for "development/* and in the same

breath bemoaning what we have already lent as Wall

Street's attempted "financial stranglehold" on the strug-

gling Chinese. When the Chinese come a-borrowing they

seek money for what they call aid in constructive de-

velopment. After they've got it, they use a part right

off the bat in publicity to expose the loan as our in-

tended "exploitation."

The mental processes of incompetent nations are no

different from those of incompetent individuals.

Not a dollar can be lent west of Honolulu today

without inviting enmity in some quarter. Japanese have

displayed a good record in repaying every penny on

schedule. Japan is the only world power that has not

defaulted in any respect. They did not cite what they

borrowed as greedyWall Street exploitation, penetration,

imperialism, or any other of the felonies from the new
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liberalism lexicon. They used it to help put themselves

on their feet, establish industries by which they could

pay the money back when due, feed a congested popu-

lation better, and raise its social and economic status.

The Japanese are unique among the three principals

in the Far East in this matter of reliable credit, and they

are doing sufficiently well now not to need more of it

from us. By past performance China and Russia, the

other two principals, are poor bets, not to mention the

hostile publicity we get eventually wherever we lend

money to unwilling or incompetent debtors.

A pertinent question to ask American good will

speakers and Chinese publicity tourists is why Chinese

themselves do not supply wanted capital. China's big

cities are full of Chinese millionaires. They make money

by investing where they think the investments sound

and profitable. Accordingly, all except such as have con-

fidential connections with the right officials and are

parties to some political coup prefer to steer clear of

Chinese bond bargains.

I might explain that as payment for certain loans in

the past, portions of China's salt tax revenue and mari-

time customs revenue are regularly set aside. Foreigners

administer these sources of income, and the loans were

possible from European sources only upon condition that

foreigners be the ones to count the money as it comes in.

It is interesting to note that, under foreign management,

collections of both salt and customs receipts proceed in a

routine fashion year in and year out in both loyal and

rebellious provinces. I mentioned previously that rebell-
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ing Chinese leaders generally make no effort to inter-

fere with these sources of revenue to the Nanking

government. Even when they refuse to recognize the

authority of Nanking, they commonly permit its

revenue agents to function in rebel territory. They know
that Chiang Kai-chek must have the wherewithal to

pay them to quit when the peace parleys come. Nan-

king's residue of the customs money is the golden egg

of the goose, and droves of Nanking's rebel enemies get

their cut of it each month in return for confining their

rebellion to threats and not attacks.

Business of this latter sort, predominantly character-

istic of China and not the exception anywhere there, is

labeled by our polite lecturers as "China's political mis-

understandings." The plain truth is that Chinese officials

understand one another better than any others any-

where. In no other land will so many political figures be

found with identical aims and methods. When they meet

to talk business they understand one another perfectly.

There are several specific objections to further

American loans to China at this time.

First of all, the loan would be cited by the very

Kuomintang-Nationalist officials getting it as a pretext

for renewed anti-American publicity, with references to

our greedy efforts at a financial stranglehold, etc.

Second, without security, such as a lien on the customs

revenue or the salt tax receipts, chances of getting the

money back would be astronomically remote. Requests

for such security at this time would cause trouble.

Third, the loan would do the masses of Chinese no
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good. It would have to go through Chinese officials, and

with their visible rapaciousness in squeezing the populace

for every cent possible for war purposes and personal

retirement purposes, there is no cause to suppose sums

from abroad would serve any useful purpose. Foreign

Red Cross workers distributing food in China have re-

ported good results in requiring recipients to work for

what they get* On this basis, they say, a few good roads

have been built in some areas. But money in the hands

of such native officials as now dominate the country

could not be expected to have similarly constructive

application. Our last publicly known venture in China

lending was in the summer of 1933. Our government

extended a cotton credit loan. Next news of it was

when dispatches in the New York Times and other

papers related Chinese attempts to dispose of the cotton

to the Japanese.

Fourth, most of our past loans to China are now long

in arrears of payment or are in default. For a list of

these consult Foreign Investments in China, by Pro-

fessor C. F. Remer.

Aside from our interest in an air transport line, if

that can be called a concession in the sense commonly
meant when China is discussed, we have no concessions

in China now. In 1898 a contract to construct a railway

(Hankow to Canton) was awarded Americans, This

came to little. J. P. Morgan was interested for a time,

but there is reason to conclude that Chinese dilly-

dallying exhausted his patience. The Chinese, then under

the monarchy and making progress in a fashion, later
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bought out the Morgan interest for $6,750,000.* That

was in 1905. Thiry-one years later, in the summer of

1936, dispatches state that the Chinese have finally com-

pleted this comparatively short stretch of track, appar-

ently for troop transport needs. Railway building under

the monarchy during its last fifteen years was com-

paratively brisk, and had the curve of progress then

evident been sustained, not only in the matter of rail-

ways but in other respects, China would be a different

nation today.

Perhaps fortunately, American capitalists' interests

in Manchurian railways and other developments never

took form, and were in time dropped. We have no

mining monopolies or other special concessions in China.

As evidence of the attractions of law and order, about

two-thirds of our business property holdings in China

are in Shanghai and thus, strictly speaking, not upon
Chinese soil politically, though so geographically.

In our radical press, allusions to vast riches acquired by

foreign capitalists in China are frequent. Yet acquaint-

ance with the particulars dispels this idea. During the

last twenty years losses have been increasingly heavy, and

our own investments in China seem upon the whole to

have yielded much less than equivalent investments in

America. Bankruptcies have been numerous. Of our

difficulties in China Professor Remer writes, "It is well

known in China that the financial difficulties of certain

American firms during the last ten or more years are

due to the failure of the Chinese government to meet

*
Figure ftom Professor Reiner.
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its obligations . . . five American firms . . . have no other

interest in China than their claims against the Chinese

government. In four of these cases the firms were

actually represented in China in the past but have with*

drawn."

If there is any marked trend respecting American in-

vestments in China, it is the wish among many firms to

get out with minimum further losses. This was true be-

fore Japanese took Manchuria.

The Far East has received much ballyhoo as a land of

golden opportunities for trade specialists. We may recall

that from fifteen to twenty years ago there was similar

ballyhoo relating to brilliant opportunities in South

America. High schools everywhere began to teach

Spanish, and millions of students were led to suppose

that an entire continent was hungry for gringos to come

down and sign handsome pay vouchers. Nothing im-

portant came of all that noise. The Far East trade oppor-

tunities legend will soon fade likewise. Already the

Russian bubble the notion that there would be a dupli-

cation of the '49 gold rush as soon as we recognized

Russia has fizzled. Three years ago ambitious college

boys were scrambling to get tutors in Russian. I doubt

that as many as three dozen more American business

men have gone to Russia in consequence of diplomatic

recognition and its famed boom to trade.

Unless something now unforeseen develops in Eastern

Asia some colossal oil strike, unprecedented gold

discovery or other wonder there is nothing very im-

portant for us materially there. By the natural con-
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tinuity of present circumstances we shall be able to

supply certain commodities in both China and Japan

more cheaply than any other nation can supply them.

And we shall be able to get certain things we want there

more advantageously than elsewhere.

But nothing world-shaking is in sight. The Chinese

market will remain small while China remains dead-

locked in turmoil. There are measurable limits to pur-

chases by Japan, Soviet Russia's Pacific imports are not

likely to become tremendously important soon, and

they are insignificant now.

Japanese are strategically and temperamentally and

economically equipped to realize on Asiatic investments

in a way we can not match and in a way no European

power can match. If we wish to improve our competi-

tive position against Japan, the answer lies in adjust-

ments of our internal economy. There is nothing di-

plomacy can do about that. Suppose, for the sake of

answering the hypothesis, we should engage the Japanese

in war and win. What then? If any mentionable num-

ber of the population were left alive, they would soon

arise, like post-war Germany, with competition as

fierce as ever. In modern times, the victorious nation

does not completely exterminate the vanquished, in the

manner of Rome and Carthage. Sportsmanship dictates

that a bit of holocaust be saved for the next generation.

There are humanitarian considerations, too, like those of

the girl who bobbed the dog's tail just a little at a time

so it would hurt less. Among most nations today, the

theory of an economic war is that of beating a nation
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to the point where it is no longer dangerous as a com-

petitor but remains valuable as a customer. But the

economic structure of the world precludes realization

of that theory. It is no facetious epigram to say that

so far as customer-competitor relations go, the most

successful war policy is no war at all.

There is much hostile newspaper publicity in America

now directed at Japan's low-priced exports. When an-

other nation sells for less than we, it is called dumping.

A few years ago, when mass production was giving

America a jump on other nations in trade competition,

our activity was termed ". . . placing needed consumer

goods upon the foreign market at a price within native

purchasing power ... a truly beneficent service of

American science and efficient production methods/
1

Obviously each country can produce some things

cheaper and better than some other country, and at the

same time can buy certain things from abroad to better

advantage than making them at home. That induces

foreign trade. The prospects of selling are contingent

upon buying. Neither national abilities nor national en-

dowments of natural resources, however, are equalized

the world over. Nations that have been wrecked by war,

and nations that have been caught short in the speedy

shifts of economic interchange, feel obliged to erect

high tariff barriers until such time as they can adjust

their internal economics. Otherwise they would be

flooded in the home market by goods cheaper than their

own factories could offer, and receive no corresponding

advantages in sales abroad. So many nations are now IB
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this predicament that increased internationalism in an

economic sense is remote. Free trade has not the logic

behind it now that it had a hundred years ago, as the

British, its foremost advocates through the period when

they were its chief beneficiaries, have learned with the

emphasis of near disaster since the World War.

To enter into the details of this is outside the scope

of our inquiry here. My point is that in our main item

of sale to Japan raw cotton we 'have had what may
be called a commodity monopoly rather than a price

monopoly. Japan's main item to us is raw silk, and in

that Japan, too, has a commodity monopoly rather than

a price monopoly. Each would continue to buy the

other's product, even if the price of either were raised

slightly above what it is now, for the simple reason that

each nation controls the main source of supply for these

respective exports. Japan is in a somewhat better posi-

tion with silk than we are with cotton. For Japan's

near-monopoly of silk is stronger. Our cotton is well

suited to Japan's manufacturing needs in the matter of

quality;, but if raw cotton prices are driven much

higher in America, South American and other cotton

will largely supplant ours. But for reckoning through

several years ahead, at least, our trade is interdependent

with Japan's to a greater measure than it is competitive

with Japan's. It seems to me that we may as well con-

sole ourselves with the fact that in this important re-

spect we are fairly secure. We are circumstantially

bound to lose out in competing against Japan's low-

priced manufactured goods of certain kinds in the world
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at large. But there is no use in being vindictive and

waging hostile publicity campaigns. Japan's yen-a-day

wage competition today is as fair as our competition by
machines that multiplied man-power a few years ago,

before Japan was well in the running.



CHAPTER VI

BACKGROUND ANSWERS

AS I have pointed out before, it is the chronic and not

the unusual that is most significant in the Far East.

The recent Sino-Japanese clash is an example of the

unusual.

But it is merely a special array of circumstances that

elected Japan, instead of some other power, to amputate

a particularly gangrenous member from the prostrate

and moribund and odorous carcass of China.

Had conditions been more propitious, several other

governments would have been candidates for Japan's

privilege. These others, failing to gain territory, gained

what they could in moral prestige by loud expressions

of indignation.

The episode was in every respect a consequence of

chronic preceding conditions. And so to anticipate what

may next develop in Eastern Asia it is necessary to sur-

vey what is chronic there. The conquest of Manchuria

has but a superficial importance beside slower, more
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ponderous developments. The conflict between China

and Japan is not so significant as the mightier conflict,

four centuries old, between Eastern Asia and the entire

occidental world.

In the Manchurian business China and Japan have

been opponents. But in the larger issue the funda-

mental issue of opposition to certain western influences

China and Japan are circumstantially partners.

Let us examine the issues of this larger conflict, delv-

ing back into the history of China's and Japan's con-

tacts with the West far enough to get a perspective of

the forces involved and the measurable momenta of their

play and counterplay.

When sixteenth century voyages of exploration and

trade gave China renewed interest in the eyes of

Europeans, Christian missionaries were dispatched to

convert the Chinese to Christianity. At the time,

Christianity as an individual creed, independent of a

political organization in conformity with papal

thought, was considered impracticable if not impossible

by average Europeans. Chinese officials were quick to

recognize this political implication in the new doctrine.

In strictly ethical principles, the new religion scarcely

differed from what the Chinese already professed. But

it differed greatly in political ideals. It threatened to

undermine the pillars of Chinese social organization and

Chinese government. It threatened to weaken the patri-

archal system of the clan and the headship of the state.

It laid siege to the traditions upon which every Chinese
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relied for home and national tranquillity. It menaced

respect for the laws of filial piety.

Thus it is not astonishing that sage counsellors of

concerned emperors saw in Christianity, from the very

outset, a portent of disaster and chaos.

As mentioned before, officials had no objection to its

ethics no more objection than had Roman emperors

when Christianity first gained a footing in Rome. In

China, as in Rome, both the officials and the populace

were accustomed to differing religions, and they were

about equally apathetic to their spread, provided there

was no hint of sedition. But where Buddhists, Taoists

and others had lived peacefully together in China,

Christianity voiced a challenge of dissension. It was the

vehicle of a new political dogma. Now and then, as

time went on, officials here and there would express

admiration for Christianity. For a time it invaded even

the royal household. But these responses were spasmodic.

By and large opposition remained, and was made evi-

dent now and then in massacres or expulsions. The his-

tory of the gospel in China became what it has been in

nearly every nook and cranny of the globe a grimly

bloody trail of heroes and Neroes, of felonious fanati-

cism, martyrs, official oppressions and intermittent tol-

erance.

Chinese had never had much use for foreigners. Even

in the long ago their official records referred to border-

ing aliens as insects, and their continuing arrogance was

such that even into the iiineteenth century they in-

sisted upon using a word meaning barbarian to denote
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the party of the second part in treaties with Europeans.

But Chinese loathing of foreigners was intensified by

the power foreigners exhibited after trade relations had

grown to importance. This loathing was further intensi-

fied when the persistence of Christian missionaries be-

came known. Both official and non-official Chinese be-

gan to think of Christianity as the concomitant, if not

indeed the leading spirit, of all they held repugnant.

It connoted everything from inching traders, who made

deals for privilege with crooked mandarins, to the smell

of white men in general, which Chinese assert to be

remindful of boiled mutton.

In the middle of the nineteenth century China's de-

feat, after three centuries of resistance to western ideas,

was written into official records. Treaties opened a few

ports to foreign business, stipulating conditions for

trade and residence. Shortly after these trade treaties,

church-heckled Christian governments obtained an

agreement whereby missionaries could operate without

official obstruction. Official obstruction has never

abated over China as a whole for any important period

since, and it is active today. But the middle nineteenth

century treaties at least marked the end, theoretically

and formally, of governmental resistance to both west-

ern religion and western trade relations*

This concession, however, did not notably advance

the spread of Christianity* According to competent

estimates, the Christian population of China now-
professing Roman Catholic and Protestant adherents
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numbers less than three million. That is less than one

per cent of the population as a whole.

But Christianity in China, as in other places at times,

is of more significance as a vehicle of political ideas than

as a religion. So while the Chinese may be said to have

won thus far in resisting Christianity, they have lost in

battling against the political ideas borne upon it.

I mentioned previously that Protestants in China

have concerned themselves more with social service

work than Catholics. This has had political significance.

For in establishing schools for the education of hun-

dreds of thousands of Chinese, America, which is

mainly Protestant, has paid the greater share of the

bill. And American teachers have been leaders in set-

ting the curricula for these schools. Thousands of

American teachers have gone to China.

Inevitably, as mission education increased during the

last half of the nineteenth century, American notions

of government, history and politics began to assume

dominance in the mission-educated Chinese. For most

Chinese, getting a "foreign" education meant getting a

strong injection of American democratic theory. Many
mission school graduates became heads of the few feeble

efforts by native Chinese to establish schools teaching

die new western magic. Many mission school graduates

began to come to America to get more of our learning

and gather first-hand information upon our methods

and our civilization. Remember that America during

the last years of the nineteenth century, and in fact

until very recently, was looked upon as the prime ex-
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emplar of democratic government, an inspiration to

republican-minded patriots in struggling nations the

world over. Only recently has America slipped from its

role as the hope of democracy, and become its despair.

But the point is that enlightened Chinese of the 1890's

and early 1900's, who foresaw that changes for China

were inescapable, desired changes in China's political

structure imitative of our American system. Many
Chinese students went to France, too, another republi-

can nation.

Thus were the forebodings of astute Chinese of an

earlier day fulfilled. In 1911 the Sun Yat-sen radical

group launched their assault upon the crumbling shell

of Manchu imperial power. Success was fairly swift. A
few months later and the immemorably old monarchical

system of China was no more. Its tocsin was mistaken

by enthusiasts for a liberty bell. Our periodical litera-

ture of the time reveals this absurd jubilation at the

passing of an order which, despite all its deficiencies,

might have held China together and maintained reason-

able law and order through critical years of adjustment.

The last ten years of its existence mark the last full

decade of progress for China. After it passed, and within

a few years after a "republic" had been proclaimed, the

natural results were in full swing, with anarchy every-

where, and rivals for dictatorial power busy looting the

populace to get funds for civil wars.

This had been foreseen by the less emotional and more

intelligent observers, both foreign and native. But these

were lambasted as reactionaries, back-pullers and moss-
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brains, and their warnings were rejected in favor of

more rosy assurances by revolutionaries and their sen-

timental supporters abroad* There was nothing new

and nothing astonishing in anything the Sun Yat-sen

radicals proposed and accomplished. They were able to

prove imperfections in an existing order, and to fanat-

ical radicals in all times and places imperfection war-

rants destruction. Perhaps twenty million Chinese have

starved, been shot or died of destitution as a direct

consequence of agitation by the Dr. Sun group. As

would be expected, his picture or statue meets the eye

everywhere in China now, just as in many other coun-

tries the statues and pictures most often seen com-

memorate heroes who have accomplished the greatest

amount of needless slaughter, as for example Napoleon

in France and Lenin in Russia.

Thus in 1912, in the name of republicanism, China

paid its second installment in terrible disasters resulting

from western influences.

The first severe penalty was paid in the Tai-ping

rebellion, which was launched at least nominally in the

guise of Christianity, Between 18 JO and 1865 it swept

China with the worst epidemic of wholesale tilling

in world history up to that time. Twenty million per-

sons perished. The leader, seemingly a half-crazed crea-

ture who is said to have stated that he was a brother of

Jesus Christ, exercised a spell of curious power over

followers, very few of whom were professing Christians.

Missionaries intimately acquainted with him are said to

have refused all countenance to his schemes, and to have
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dismissed him as a lunatic. But the word Christian asso-

ciated with the rebellion stirred uninformed churchmen

abroad to enthusiasm. According to specialists in the

matter, the Tai-ping rebellion was considered by
Chinese officials to have been a consequence of mission-

ary activity. There was strong anti-Manchu feeling in

parts of China all along, and possibly there would have

been a rebellion in any case. But the name Christian

connected to it by the Tai-ping leaders was unfortunate,

and was naturally not a circumstance to improve the

regard in which Chinese traditionalists held Christianity

and its commingled foreignisms.

China's traditional policy all along has been to resist

instead of adjust as long as possible, then make formal

official concessions while nursing the hope that con-

tinued obstruction in secret would render concessions

of privilege worthless. Promises of protection for trade

and protection for missionaries were given when expedi-

ent, and rarely kept. Reluctant promises are seldom re-

liable diplomatic guarantees in any part of the world,

but Chinese methods of dealing have rendered them less

valid in China than elsewhere. Foreign business men in

China have been endlessly harassed by anti-foreign ac-

tivities at which officials wink. Missionaries protesting

recurrent burnings of churches, schools and hospitals

and related obstructive tactics have been put off with

promises to investigate and expressions of regret* Natu-

rally neither traders nor missionaries have been satisfied

with such responses from officials known to be the actual

instigators or accessories of the offenses.
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Ever since formal agreements with western nations

were first signed, an immense number of Chinese offi-

cials have held to this Jekyll-Hyde duality of outward

conciliation and secret obstruction. We may fairly say

that this policy has been the outstanding characteristic

of China's foreign relations. It has been as marked in

the present Nationalist regime as in the Manchu mon-

archy.

In the past, while discouraging foreign encroach-

ments of all kinds, though unsuccessfully, it intensified

anti-foreignism among natives of all classes. Occasion-

ally an outbreak against foreign business men or mis-

sionaries would be so grave that it would cause a foreign

government to put pressure on Peking to punish negli-

gent minor officials. To placate the foreign power

concerned, Peking would order a few executions. This

spectacle of foreign diplomatic power deepened Chinese

loathing of all westerners. But in every instance the

example gave foreigners a period of security.

From the rational standpoint, foreigners have been

treated badly in China, because they have not received

there the privileges extended to Chinese abroad. British

in China have nothing like the freedom of movement

and general official protection enjoyed by Chinese immi-

grants in British-owned Hong Kong or the Straits

Settlements. Nor have Americans in China privileges

equivalent to what Chinese get in the Philippines,

Hawaii, and the United States. Probably the total of

Chinese wealth under the American flag vastly exceeds

the 2 JO million dollars or so we have in China. But
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rationality has scant connection with sentiment in any

country. Chinese do not distinguish one breed of for-

eigner from another. All are odious to Chinese in the

mass and to most Chinese officials, though all Chinese,

for expediency's sake, can put up a wonderfully cordial

front, embellishing their attentions when they wish

with a degree of grace and courtesy we of the west can

seldom approach.

And I should add that most Chinese as individuals

are warmly responsive to personal friendship, and will

often do much for persons they lite. Friendship is more

binding in its obligations in China than among us. At

times a friendly foreign employer will be helped to the

limit of their resources by his former Chinese servants

and employes, though these, in his days of prosperity,

have neatly swindled him day and night, and perhaps

contributed to his final distress. I knew one such case,

and I have heard of others with sufficient frequency to

suppose that the arrangement is one of China's many
odd institutions. Anyway, the theory of it leavens a little

the astounding hard-heartedness of Chinese to persons

outside the circle of friends and family.

I mention these talents of Chinese for courtesy and

cordiality, because the generalization concerning Chi-

nese hostility to us will be met by the invariably inter-

jected comment that this or that Chinese is wonderfully

friendly. There are hundreds of Chinese who warmly

enjoy the company of Americans and other foreigners,

and they are quite sincere. But in discussing interna-
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tional relations I am guided by preponderance of evi-

dence and not individual instances.

The Chinese were unable to answer successfully the

western world's challenge to the political and social

dissensions invited by Christianity. They were unable

to answer successfully the nineteenth century challenge

of our democratic institutions. They have continued to

be unable to answer successfully our military science

and our industrial organization.

Yet Chinese in the mass are more adjustable than

commonly supposed, at least in some respects. The

Chinese masses could have made better adjustments had

their leaders shown better judgment. For example, the

Siamese, probably less advanced than the Chinese a

hundred years ago, were fortunate in having leadership

wise enough to make adjustments to the west, rather

than maintain futile resistance.4
*

Today Siam is a fairly

prosperous independent kingdom, apparently benefiting

from the "capitalist aggressions" such as are cited as a

cause of China's decay.

I should add, too, that nothing is farther from the

truth, by abundant evidence, than the common suppo-

sition that assaults upon China's sovereignty have been

the monopoly of capitalist powers. Certainly China had

been conquered time and time again by foreign races

* Siam is much indebted to ruler Maha Mong Rut, 1851-1868,

who saw the need of adjustments. He obtained a competent corps

of foreign advisors and speeded the introduction of western science

in every way possible. Siamese have since been interested in promot-

ing the new brand of progress rather than resisting it in the Chinese

manner.
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before the modern industrial era was imagined. It is

indeed difficult to suppose that Genghis Khan, whose

steppe barbarians conquered China seven hundred years

ago, was a tool of Vail Street and Threadneedle. And
when Genghis conquered, he really conquered. There

was none of the diplomatic nibbling for random trade

depots and leased acreages characteristic of our daintier

times. And even within the period of modern industrial-

ism, the savage war launched by Burma's rulers against

China exceeded in resolute aggression anything evident

in the policy of industrialized nations. And we remem-

ber that China was being ruled by Manchu conquerors

until 1911, the Manchus having emerged from their

woods and plains of independent Manchuria to oust the

Ming dynasty of China in 1 644. In fact, conquest had

always been taken for granted by most Asiatic popula-

tions as the natural activity of any force able to accom-

plish it. Only after western social values were introduced

in connection with theories of political ethics was there

any conception in China of international leniency and

international respect not based on feat and necessity*

Bad as their record is by a perfectionist standard,

western nations have thus far treated most Oriental

populations with far more tolerance and reserve than

most Oriental populations ever treated one another

when they had chances to do as they pleased. Despite

this plain fact, the industrial western nations are the

main target of local politics, over most of the continent

of Asia now, as if western nations had displayed a new
in unethical dealings. But this anti-foreignism
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rests upon a judgment of the west by western standards,

which Chinese and others have taken out of our own

mouths, not by any standards ever evident among them-

selves.

But, reverting to the former point, China's leaders

have played the wrong card at every turn in attempted

answers to the challenge of western values. Not once

during more than four centuries of contact have any

weighty number of them read aright the plainest hand-

writing on the wall. They have fought opportunities

they should have been glad to seize. Between the estab-

lishing of haphazard trade contacts with Portugal in

1516 and the first serious row with England in 1839,

the Chinese had more than 300 years to appraise western

civilization, and make selections from it of what was

needed for self-defense in a cultural, industrial and mil-

itary way. When the period of grave crisis began, in the

middle of the nineteenth century, Chinese were unready

because they had refused to be ready. When they began

to lose prestige they lost it fast, and this loss of face

helped stir defection among subject populations.

And on through the nineteenth century, China's

policy of open assurances and secret obstruction caused

trouble with foreigners. Lacking unity in the sense that

few Chinese generals and officials refuse to sell out to a

foreigner for a good offer, Chinese nevertheless have

displayed a measure of fraternal feeling in dealings be-

tween Chinese and outsiders. Repeated outrages con-

doned by provincial Chinese officials moved foreigners,

both missionaries and traders, to petition their own
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governments for protection. The only security for

foreigners lay in getting concessions for depots and

residential purposes here and there. With some powers,

as in the case of Germany, particularly heinous offenses

spurred demands for bases where foreign troops could

hold themselves in readiness for emergencies. And the

emergencies were numerous, the most notable being

that of the Boxer uprising of 1900, when the foreigners

in Peking found themselves besieged by howling mobs

encouraged by imperial order. All this caused the

Chinese government to lose face, and invite destruction

from within.

It is important to note that the Sun Yat-sen group

gained support in overthrowing the monarchy by

promises to do better than the monarchy in adopting

western educational methods and western science. But

recent regimes have shown themselves not a whit behind

the Manchus in anti-foreignism. Chiang Kai-chek's

Nationalists find anti-foreignism a good political ticket,

and work it to the limit in China, with anti-foreignism

propaganda ground out by the ton. This is not appre-

ciated in America, where Chinese publicity spokesmen

are busy talking of friendship between the great sister

"republics."

Thus we see consistencies in China's foreign policy

through four centuries, regardless of changes in regimes.

The present Nationalists are pleased to hire foreign mili-

tary and naval advisors galore, and modern munitions

plants have been built everywhere. There has been some

advance in native efforts at education in the western
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manner. Symptoms of industrialization are apparent

here and there in native areas, though civil strife pre-

cludes much progress. So in a sense, China today is

awake to the need of an overhauling in the direction

of adjustments.

But the main policy what we may term China's

truly soul-expressive Answer to the Western World

is in important respects just what it has always been.

And that answer is a relentlessly stubborn hostility,

v&ryingly manifest in covert activities of spite and

hatred carried to the limit of each foreign power's cal-

culated forbearance.

Significantly, no exceptions to this Chinese policy

have been evident in the case of a nation treating China

conspicuously well. The United States has nevfer taken

a foot of Chinese soil, has never operated any special

concessions there, has refunded Boxer indemnity money,

has taken the diplomatic lead in trying to preserve

Chinese territorial integrity, has probably contributed

more in philanthropy to Chinese schools and hospitals

than the profits on our China trade in many years, has

been more tolerant of Chinese lawlessness affecting our

citizens than any other power, and has assisted China

financially at times when no other government would

imaginably have offered credit without better security.

That such efforts have been on the whole sentimental

and eleemosynary rather than in the spirit of material

self-seeking is evident in the fact that we have got noth-

ing profitable in the turnover and have asked nothing

profitable* Pressure upon our government to pursue
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this policy has come from sentimental well-wishers

hopeful of Chinese progress.

Yet Americans in China, especially during the last

few years, have been treated with more contempt than

those of any other power, aside from activities against

Japanese in certain areas. In the autumn of 1931, for

example, at the very time Chinese publicity agents were

trying to wangle our aid against Japan, an immense

billboard erected over a street by governmental order or

consent showed the capitalistic Uncle Sam as an acces-

sory to the surgical bleeding of prostrate China. There

has been no sign of Chinese official restraint upon mobs

insulting and threatening Americans here and there

indeed, we are preferred as an anti-foreign target, as I

mentioried before, because we are more lenient, and it is

an objective of Chinese politics that anti-foreignism be

maintained against some foreign population at all times.

In cases of which I had personal knowledge, all during
the fighting in Manchuria, Chinese officials practically

laughed in the face of Americans seeking protection

from anti-foreignism* and these cases were remote from

the war zone.

Severely harsh as the charge is, we may as well ac-

knowledge that Chinese official ethics, even in a govern-
ment including many Chinese graduated from schools

in this country, are upon the level of ethics noted among
the worst type of Oriental bazaar traders and shifty

peddlers. All the varying phases of sympathy-getting

humility, calculated treachery, cool grasping and

triumphant arrogance upon the instant of an advan-
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tage are present. Local face-saving by such expedients is

the aim always. We are reminded of the coolie who en-

joys addressing an unknowing foreigner with language

impressing the foreigner, by its tone and accompanying
facial expressions, as the ultimate in politeness and re-

spect, while it is at the same time gleefully understood

by bystander coolies as a torrent of hate-borne insults.

Many a coolie gains face among his fellows and at the

same time gets a double tip from the ignorant foreigner

by these tactics. Chinese government officials deal with

foreigners diplomatically and otherwise in the same

fashion. They gain a little, but they lose more in the

end. The Chinese national philosophy is in the main a

philosophy of gaining ends by deception the standard

of lower commercial elements which rely upon short

weight and mislabeling and sharp practice. No large

and enduring enterprise has been built by this policy in

the world of commerce, and it is doubtful that any

nation can make long-range gains by it. But the Chinese

cling to it the spirit of the most unworthy Asiatic

bazaar practices permeates the government. Mr. E. C.

Werner, lifelong British government official in China

and a foremost student of Chinese literature and history,

wrote of this trait thus:

"Untruthfulness is not considered by the Chinese a sin,

but as a matter of the play of wits. Being detected in a lie

does not produce in the Chinese a blush of shame, but

merely silence ... or an attempt at explanation which

usually adds a second lie to the first. . . . Allied to untruth-

fulness is thieving, which is also partly viewed as a kind
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of mental gymnastics. . . . The 'wrongness' is only apparent

in his want of dexterity in not winning the game. . . .

"I have seen a poor woman selling firewood from a sam-

pan in the broad river at Canton, and, when her sampan
was overturned by the wash from a passing steamer, the

native boats in the vicinity rapidly paddled to the spot, not

to save the woman, but to steal the firewood. . . .*

w
. . . It was brought to the notice of a Viceroy that proof

of a condemned criminal's innocence had been established.

"Decapitate him, nevertheless,* said the Viceroy. . . . This

Viceroy must have been able to recite the classics by

heart, but that did not prevent him from acting on a

precept not to be found therein/*

Commenting upon the misfortune of such national

standards carried into the field of international dealing,

Mr. Werner prophetically adds:

". . . so China, forced into the whirl of modern f

pr g"

ress,' will have to readapt her ethical code in many respects

if she is to hold her own in the struggle for existence . *

and make further progress."

Quotations are from Chapter VII, China of the

Chinese, by Mr. E. C. Werner* I believe that every vet-

* An American official whom I knew told me of fleeing an occur-*

rence almost identical elsewhere in China. Equally appalling dis-

plays of indifference to suffering are so numerous that in the

aggregate they establish an immense variance between Chinese moral

conceptions and our own. Mindful of their prevalence, we come to

doubt the fairness of holding Chinese accountable according to

civilized standards, just as it would be unfair to expect responsibility*

in our sense of the word, of any other population so estranged in

ethical outlook. The mischief arises because a few Chinese possess

western education in the fullest intellectual sense, and their pride
makes them insist that China be regarded as a competent and

responsible nation.
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eran observer who has written really frankly about the

Chinese has uttered similar opinion. But few modern

volumes deal with this aspect, though it is one of the

most discussed of those affecting China's progress by

nearly everybody, in face to face talk, who knows con-

ditions.

So much for China's Answer to us to date, as manifest

in consistent and repeated actions adequate to warrant

judgment.

What of Japan's Answer to the Western World in

general, and to the United States in particular?

As in the case of China, we must delve backward to

acquire the proper perspective.

Fairly early in the history of western contacts, Japan's

policy was like that of China. Primarily it was re-

sistance to Christianity.

Though Japan had for centuries carried on a sparse

trade with China and Korea, Japan did not become

known to Europeans directly until about 1542 or 1543.

A junk which had on board three Portuguese was blown

off its course to the island of Tanegashima. The Portu-

guese were hospitably received. Their firearms were of

immediate interest to Japanese officials, who promptly

placed an order for duplicates. News of the discovery of

Japan was soon spread among European traders then

doing business with China at Macao, the 11-acre settle-

ment near Canton. Trading ships began preparations

for contacts with the new land. Soon missionaries fol-

lowed, led by the pioneer Jesuit, Francis Xavier. He

landed in Japan August 15, 1549. There had been no
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opposition shown to foreigners by Japanese up to that

time.

Xavier was enthusiastic about Japan, because he had

found the Chinese indifferent or resistant to Christianity

at that time, mainly indifferent, "barbarous, vicious

and without inclination to virtue." Reports had caused

him to think Japanese might be more responsive. Several

Japanese feudal chiefs at once gave permission to preach

the new doctrine in their dominions.

Unfortunately, Xavier began his campaign with all

the positivism, exclusiveness and vigorous intolerance

of other faiths characteristic of Christianity at that time

everywhere, and in many parts of the world until very

recently. This offended the Buddhists, who had never

claimed a monopoly of spiritual light, and who had

immemorially practised their creed as a supplement to

other kinds of knowledge rather than its sole dissemi-

nating agency.

Right here it is important to note the differences be-

tween Christianity through most of its career and faiths

with which it had competed. The point was necessary

in connection with China, and is similarly necessary in

connection with Japan. The prevalent creeds in both

China and Japan have not been markedly controversial,

differing thereby from all three of the great creeds of

Semitic origin Christianity, Judaism and Mohammed-

anism, each of which is contentious and monopolistic in

its claims of virtue, with adherents disposed to be un-

yielding and intolerant toward others even in matters

unconnected with spirituality. There has been no im-
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portant amount of religious conflict in the world except

as occasioned by these three among themselves, or by
factions of one of them, or by conflicts of one with

another faith altogether.

Within a year after first Christian missionary efforts,

the ruler in the district then canvassed issued an order

whereby those embracing the new religion would be

punished by death. But officials elsewhere were anxious

to enrich themselves by the growing Portuguese trade,

and evidently thought that encouragement of mission-

aries was wise. In any event, converts increased by hun-

dreds through years following.

Sixteenth century missionary reports upon Japan speak
of terrible poverty as characteristic of the country. To

judge by these accounts, average foreigners considered

Japanese much worse off than Chinese economically.

Another item worth noting is that Japanese were not

then aloof and resistant to foreign contacts in the man-

ner popularly ascribed to them as characteristic prior to

Commodore Perry's voyage of 1854. They became aloof,

and prudently remained so for a long time, after get-

ting their fingers badly burned in dealings with foreign-

ers. But at first they were voracious to learn westernisms

and engage in foreign commerce. In that they differed

notably from the Chinese of the same period*

Japanese feudal chiefs had power of life and death

over subjects. One chief ordered his subjects to embrace

Christianity, and twenty thousand were thus gathered

in at one swoop* His successor, however, was uncon-

verted, and ordered subjects to return to traditional wor-
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ship. But Christianity continued to gain. By the end of

1581, missionaries recorded about 150,000 converts, All

the time alarm was growing in some quarters at the

spectacle of the ruthless tactics employed to gain adher-

ents. The ferocity of the new Christians in demanding

that neighbors imitate them stirred amazement and

indignation in a land that had never known anything

but the most genially tolerant religious tranquillity.

Prevailing concepts of Christian duty in Europe during

the sixteenth century are to be kept in mind. Through

this period Christianity was being advanced in the

Americas, too, by the torch and sword of Spanish and

Portuguese conquerors.

In 1582 a mission of young Japanese was dispatched

to Europe, visiting Lisbon, Madrid and Rome. Every-

where they were well received in fact magnificently

received.

But dark days for Christian intercourse were ahead*

Under feudal conditions, provincial wars were inter-

mittently waged in Japan. Christianity began to figure

in factional conflicts missionaries naturally supporting

chiefs who favored them. This factionalism was their

undoing, along with frenzied persecution of Buddhists,

whose priests naturally began to think of hitting back.

At this stage, Hideyoshi, finally supreme over all Japan,

published in 1587 an anti-missionary decree reading in

part as follows:

". . . although the outrage merits the moat extreme pun-
ishment, wishing nevertheless to show them mercy, we
order them under pain of death to quit Japan within
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twenty days. During that space no harm or hurt will be

done to them. ... As for the Portuguese merchants, we

permit them to enter our ports, there to continue their

accustomed trade. . . . But we forbid them to bring any

foreign priests into the country, under the penalty of the

confiscation of their ships and goods.
9'

Hideyoshi termed Christianity a diabolical religion,

but under protests that foreign trade would be hindered

by his decree, he later relented and allowed priests to

returh. Ten years later, in 1597, he renewed his severity.

It is apparent that missionaries engaged in a good bit of

plotting with elements they considered favorable against

officials known to be hostile. Charging 26 proselyters

with bad faith, Hideyoshi ordered their noses and ears

cut off, to be followed by crucifixion.

In 1638 it was decided that Japan should henceforth

resume something of the hermit aspect it had held prior

to 1543. Officials were willing to sacrifice foreign trade,

much as they relished it, rather than see the empire

further invaded by a doctrine the unvarying concomi-

tants of which seemed to be sedition, factionalism and

eventual chaos. They concluded that they could not

have what they wanted, in dealings with the western

world, without getting much that they did not want.

They had given Christianity as then preached a trial,

and its effects immediately portended strife and ruin.

To their credit, they seem to have displayed no such

treachery in regard to missionaries as was characteristic

of Chinese officials, who often pretended to welcome
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and then massacred* In Japan a differing code was ap-

parent. Missionaries were warned repeatedly, and only

after missionaries had practised no end of bad faith,

such as pretending to leave under expulsion orders and

then slipping back in disguise to be hidden by friends,

were supreme penalties invoked. But when Japan's

administrators lost patience they lost it thoroughly*

lyeyasu, a successor of Hideybshi, sought to gather

reliable information about Christianity before coming
to a definite conclusion concerning it, though it is clear

that from the first he was somewhat hostile.

About the year 1599, a trusted reporter was sent to

Europe. The better to study Christianity, this astute

emissary began by affecting to embrace its teachings.

The Encyclopaedia Britannica says of this:

"The story he had to tell on his return could not fail to

shock the ruler of a country where freedom of conscience

had existed from time immemorial. It was a story of the

inquisition and the stake; of unlimited aggression in the

name of the cross; of the pope's overlordship which en-

tided him to confiscate the realm of heretical sovereigns;
of religious wars and wellnigh incredible fanaticism. Un-
der his own eyes, too, were abundant evidences of the spirit
of strife that Christian dogma engendered in those times.

From the moment when the Franciscans and Dominicans
arrived in Japan, a fierce quarrel began between them and
the Jesuits. . . . Not less repellent was an attempt on the

part of the Spaniards to dictate to lyeyasu the expulsion of
all Hollanders from Japan, and on the part of die Jesuits
to dictate the expulsion of the Spaniards, ... In the face of

proposals so contumelious to his sovereign authority lyeyaau
preserved a calm and dignified mien, merely replying that
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his country was open to all comers, and that, if other na-

tions had quarrels among themselves, they must not take

Japan for a battle-ground."

In 1614 all foreign priests were ordered out, and as

before they managed evasions. In 1616 Japanese were

ordered to have nothing to do with Christianity on pain

of being burned alive. Notably, Japanese converts

through this period exhibited a stoicism comparable to

that of European martyrs, immense numbers of them

refusing to renounce their faith. This is an interesting

contrast in temperament to the Chinese, who have

almost always renounced Christianity when threatened

with prosecution on account of it. Japanese, in char-

acter, are much closer to our own conceptions of forti-

tude, however inexpedient these may be at times*

For one or another reason, the early seventeenth cen-

tury decrees against Christianity were not sternly en-

forced in all parts of the country. Apparently willing to

engage in anything to improve their prospects, thou-

sands of Japanese Christians, led by Portuguese mission-

aries, joined in launching a serious revolt. That was the

last straw. The rebellion was crushed with terrible

slaughter. So in 1638 all Portuguese were ordered to

leave the country rather a mild sentence after proof

of outright rebellion and frequent sedition. They were

given plenty of time to leave. This time, seemingly, the

Portuguese left. The Spanish had been expelled in 1624.

Now, with the exception of the Dutch, who had

avoided religion in Japan, the islands were clear of all

foreign contacts. The Dutch were allowed to remain,
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in recognition of a promise extended them in 1609, on

condition that they observe the strictest avoidance of

religious displays. Even observation of Sunday, and use

of the Christian calendar, was forbidden them. Their

headquarters were a tiny harbor island Deshima Is-

land. Conversations with Japanese were limited, and had

to be in the presence of a government spy-

But the Portuguese at Macao, their Chinese mainland

base, decided they might well attempt renewing con-

tacts with Japan. So in 1640 a delegation of Portuguese

showed up in a ship laden with presents calculated to

soften Japanese resistance. They did not know Japanese

character.

After a brief formal hearing, members of the delega-

tion were informed that they had violated strict orders

by returning to Japan. Sixty-one of the delegation and

crew were forthwith decapitated. Thirteen were spared

to carry news of the executions back to Macao.

The wording of the message to these thirteen goes

somewhat beyond that of Washington's Farewell Ad-

dress in admonishing avoidance of foreign entangle-

ments:

"Do not fail to inform the inhabitants of Macao that

the Japanese wish to receive from them neither gold nor

silver, nor any 'kind of presents or merchandise; in a word,

absolutely nothing which comes from them.,,.* I have

caused even the clothes of those who were executed yester-

day to be burned. Let them do the same with us if they
find occasion to do so; we consent to it without difficulty.

Let them think no more of us, just as if we wette no longer
in the world. * /

'
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On the site of the executions a tablet with these words

was erected:

"So long as the sun warms the earth, let no Christian be

so bold as to come to Japan, and let all who know that if

King Philip himself, or even the very God of the Chris-

tians, or the great Shaka contravene this prohibition, they

shall pay for it with their heads."

On their tiny island settlement, restricted in volume

of trade, constantly watched by ready samurai, the

marvelously persistent and diplomatic Dutch continued

their link. They maintained it until the reopening of

Japan in 18?4. For two hundred and sixteen years they

managed successfully, by strict obedience to Japanese

law, to do what no other people had shown capacity to

do.

More remarkable still, through all this period every

effort by other governments to gain privileges in Japan

failed. Probably there is no duplication in authentic his-

tory of any people remaining bribe-proof, flattery-

proof and promise-proof, for two centuries as did the

Japanese through many changes of rulers and local

officials between 1640 and 1854. Loss of trade was

acutely felt by Japanese whose hopes of bettering them-

selves and the country had been roused by former pros-

perous contacts. In such a situation, persistent outside

efforts elsewhere have always succeeded in time in reach-

ing a dishonest or particularly hard-pressed officialdom

willing to talk terms. But not so with the Japanese in

this case, and their record stands unapproached in the

matter of official integrity and adherence to purpose.
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Personally, I have never heard of a Japanese in a position

of trust selling out to a foreigner, and I think their

national achievement in this respect must be unique.

After 1640, Japan went hermit with determination.

It was forbidden to construct any vessel capable of

ocean travel Effort by a Japanese to leave the islands

was punishable by death.

History was changed by the fanatical rashness of

sixteenth and early seventeenth century missionaries to

Japan. Had they been of better temper, Japan would

^undoubtedly have plunged forward with energy to

complete the program of adjustment Japanese rulers

visualized after first western contacts. Japan would

have become a sea power plans had already been for-

mulated for a fleet of ships on then currently modern

lines. Japan would perhaps have competed for coloniza-

tion in Africa, Asia, and perhaps America. She would

have entered the world scramble two centuries sooner,

whether for better or for worse, so far as we are con-

cerned, we can not know.

It is generally conceded by historians and indeed it

is fairly well attested by data of the period that six-

teenth century China and sixteenth century Japan com-

pare favorably in civilization and culture with Europe

in the same period. Certainly in the ethics of foreign

dealing, bad as the Chinese were, foreigners with whom

they came in contact then seem to have been worse*

Measured by virtues of truthfulness, reliability and re-

spect for others, we may gather that the Japanese of the
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time stood well ahead of the Portuguese and Spanish

who so aggressively beset them.

And as an aside upon the subject of converting the

heathen, it is worth noting that the Portuguese settle-

ment at Macao, long the foremost base of Christian

operations in China and Japan, and still in Portuguese

hands, is today perhaps the world's worst hell-hole of

mingled vileness and corruption, infinitely beyond any-

thing in China or the rest of Asia in absolutely putrid

degradation. A reflective Oriental, seeing this, must cer-

tainly ponder the strange frenzies of spirituality driving

many westerners to great lengths in trying to purify

strangers of different faiths.

So much for the background of Chinese and Japanese

contacts with the western world.

Both found Christianity detestable. Both managed to

stay its religious progress. Only Japan managed to halt

the political dissensions it invited. China remained for a

long time indifferent to trade prospects considering

the Chinese imperial policy as a whole. The Japanese

were eager for trade, relinquishing it because it could

not be separated from religious proselyting. The Jap-

anese were able to stop foreign intercourse when it

became evident that it could not be on a satisfactory

basis, China failed to stop it and it continued upon an

unsatisfactory basis.

In all the evidence, differences of national character

seem to me important* This term is obnoxious to writ-

ers of our more popular trend just now, these holding
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that the fate of a people is explainable by the external

forces affecting it.

The Japanese samurai philosophy was stern and un-

yielding, once a policy was established. The Chinese

bazaar trader philosophy, detesting westernisms perhaps

as much as that of Japan, had an unfortunate ingredient

of mercenary responsiveness to bribery and compromise.

The feat of the Japanese in building up a nation, after

Perry's negotiations of 1854, is too well known to re-

quire comment. From 1867, when national affairs were

placed under the direction of a small board of remark-

ably able men, Japan surged forward in a manner tin-

equaled in any other time or place, making a transition

within four decades that no other country has made

within as many centuries. Yet at the outset of this

effort, Japan was weaker than China. Very smart guid-

ance indeed was necessary to select and adopt the benefi-

cial things of the west and filter out the others, all

without a period of revolution and chaos, while retain-

ing valued national qualities.

Aside from Christianity, the objections to which are

apparent from both the Chinese and Japanese stand-

point, Chinese have often objected to things merely

because they were different* The Japanese seem to have

objected only to such things as seemed dangerous.

Now that Japan is strong, objections to Christianity

have largely disappeared. Christianity has a strong native

following under native Japanese leadership. It is pros-

pering much better than in China, where it is hotly

resented still. It is accordingly interesting that church
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sentiment in America is mainly favorable to China,

where Christianity is opposed, and indignant toward

Japan, where it is so readily received. We think of that

very subtle Tolstoi observation that we like people for

what we try to do for them, not for what they do for

us.

Background details serve to indicate consistencies of

national temperament all along, with identical problems

receiving very different consideration in the two coun-

tries. And through four centuries, neither country has

shown any very important change in its inner mental

and spiritual processes. Definiteness, both of resolution

and expression, has characterized Japan. And indefinite-

ness, hesitation, and procrastination, plus a vengeful

regard of others for evils considerably invited by them-

selves, have characterized the Chinese. Both have per-

sistence to a degree we westerners seldom achieve. But I

believe it is a comment usefully suggestive, if not 100

per cent true, to say that Chinese persistence has been

most conspicuous in wearing down foreigners, while

Japanese persistence has been most conspicuous in ap-

plying foreign developments to build internal strength*

Thus far in the record of western contacts, Japan

and China have contended separately against the same

menaces.

There are possibilities that before long they will stand

together* This refers to what was mentioned at the

beginning of this chapter in respect to the circumstan-

tial partnership of the two. Japan is now encroaching

upon China more vigorously than any western nation
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has ever encroached. Yet this advance puts Japan in

position to be China's backer, ultimately, against the

west. It may be interposed that domination by Japan is

a high price to pay for escape from domination by

western powers jointly or singly.

Japanese domination may be facilitated in ways im-

possible for Occidentals. Culturally, linguistically, and

in a certain sense religiously, China and Japan have

something in common. Economically they have much in

common, at least until China is more industrialized,

because Japanese manufacturers are closer to Chinese

purchasing power than ours, and Chinese resources

are geographically to Japan's advantage. Japanese ideas

of government are ideally suited to China, whereas the

farcical importations of western democratic theories

have brought China nothing but absurd radicalism,

dissension and chaos. The momentum of China's masses

is geared to an imperial, monarchical, highly centralized

system in which spiritual authority is associated with

political sovereignty. This statement is based on con-

versations upon the point with many persons who have

lived intimately among lower class Chinese. I am well

aware of the extent to which it contradicts the expres-

sions of a few pro-democratic, enthusiastically "mod-

ernized" Chinese of education and western outlook But

the Japanese apparently had the pros and cons of the

matter well in mind in selecting the present form of

Manchukuo's government. Astute as they are, I doubt

that they erred in policy. The power of tradition is

still to be reckoned with in China* "The good old days"
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are still, in average Chinese memory, the days of Man-

chu monarchicalism. If more territory is added to Man-

chukuo, remembering that the nominal head of that

state is directly of the Manchu dynasty, Chinese in the

annexed areas may look upon the event as in a sense a

restoration of a former status quo. At least they could

be led to look upon it so, probably, with more ease than

they could accept any other kind of regime.

This possibility of an alliance between China, or a

part of China, with Japan a pan-Asiatic "protector," is

important. It may be one of the next of Asia's Answers,

apparent before many years.

Recall that but ten years ago strong publicity enabled

Chinese leaders to ally with Soviet Russia as China's

"protector." These same leaders are now confronted

with the alternative of accepting Japan as an ally against

Russia, or vice versa. Odds favor the Japanese just now.

Either choice, if one is made, will stiffen Chinese re-

sistance against western democratic ideas of all sorts*

Disasters bred by untimely importation of these ideas

place China in a position making "assistance" from some

outside source readily conjecturable.



CHAPTER VII

CURRENT ANSWERS

LOOKING at bushels of notes gathered over a period

of years upon Chinese rebellions, Japanese advances,

Chinese threats, Soviet warnings, et cetera, one gathers

a perspective impression of the triviality rather than the

importance of each separate event.

These items when reviewed as a whole are assignable

to broad historical trends. Smaller items are significant

only as in the aggregate they point the convergence or

divergence of these major sweeps of great forces.

One fact stands out: the path was never clearer than

now for the advance of a world power in Eastern Asia*

Circumstances name Japan as that power.

Opposition to Japan is now feeble* Mussolini and

Hitler have established the enormous strategic advantage

of definiteness and positivism confronting vacillation

and uncertainty. In the estimate of their respective

populations, both these leaders have fulfilled satisfac-

torily and on schedule all promises made. And even in
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bystander estimate, there has been better correspondence

between promises and action on the part of these twt

than on the part of leaders in America and Englanc

and France. Whether we like their action or not, it has

effected for them unity at home and awesome respeci

abroad. Japan has the same advantage of strongly cen-

tralized control in but slightly less degree.

America's warnings to Japan in 1931 and 1932 hac

exactly as much effect as England's warnings to Italy it

193 5 and early 1936 and exactly as much effect au

France's warnings to Germany over reoccupation of tfo

Rhineland. Positivism with nations, like positivisn

with individuals, is magnetic. Greater strength, if lest

resolute, yields before it.

The futility of our 1931 and 1932 Stimson warning:

to Japan induced eventual apathy in average Americans

Recent advances by the Japanese have gone unheedec

by our Department of State because no newspaper pres-

sure was brought to bear demanding any other policy

Most Americans now realize that Japan is headed to-

ward inland Asia* not toward America. Our libera

strategists, too, have wished to keep our national foca

of hostility mainly upon Germany.
The British are not in a mood to challenge the Jap*

anese very vigorously in Eastern Asia, To do so mighi

speed an alliance between Japan and Germany. Th<

British hooked up with the anti-German French and th*

anti-German Soviets, would prefer Germany isolated a

a power rather than linked with so formidable an

as Japan,
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And on top of other reasons for our indifference to

Japan's advance, we are in a pro-peace mood just now.

It would be an unusual event indeed if our administra-

tion bucked this pro-peace mood by such bellicose dis-

patches to Japan as characterized Washington five years

ago. It is important to remember what was said pre-

viously herewith about the organic structure of our

government being such that the administration com-

monly follows newspaper pressure in respect to foreign

affairs, rather than undertaking to initiate a policy on

its own account.

Nearly every "Washington administration finds it

expedient, as a publicity device appealing to sentimen-

talists, to call some sort of arms conference, anti-war

conference, or what not. This was good vote-getting

business away back before the World War. Just before

that broke, Secretary of State Bryan readily obtained the

signatures of the two dozen or so most important na-

tions to a pact renouncing war as an instrument of

settling disputes. Every veteran participant in these

pow-wows recognizes the meaninglessness of such re-

nunciations. But the Kellogg Pact and others have haloed

successive presidents as champions of peace. These con**

ferences do no harm, The point is dbat as affairs stand

they can not be expected to do much good. A pact is

useful to all signers when trouble breaks, because each is

enabled to charge the other with breach of faith in not

heeding it. Thus pacts are useful as vote-getters during

tranquillity and as soldier-getters during strife.

No pacts now in existence, or likely to come into
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existence soon, interfere with Japan in Asia. Pacts con-

cerning that part of the world are awkward, because

while they may intimate vaguely what other nations

will adhere to (within limits) respecting China, they can

not guarantee that the chaotic Chinese will fail to offer

provocations so serious that the affected government

may consider a pact invalidated. In fact, any nation

nailed tightly to a non-aggression-in-Asia document is

certain to be chosen by anti-foreign Chinese leaders as

one whose citizens may be attacked with impunity.

There are predictions that the Chinese will "absorb**

the Japanese as they have absorbed previous conquerors.

May be. Conquerors in the past have lasted two or three

centuries each before succumbing to that spiritual

enervation which saps all who have lived long among
the Chinese that moral debility discussed by Mr. Rod-

ney Gilbert as a constant downward pull upon the soul.

The last of China's conquerors, the Manchus, staved

off submergence by forbidding intermarriage and tak-

ing other precautions. The Manchus lasted from 1644

until 1912, and might have lasted a bit longer but for

western radicalisms. If the Japanese should take over a

larger piece of China, they would be fortunate if able

to reckon upon the arrangement in terms of centuries.

Nothing else we know of in economics and politics can

be guaranteed even in terms of months.

However, there is a difference between rokrship at

a distance and migrating thither lock-stock-and-barrel.

The home base arrangement, such as that Great Britain

employs for India, may alter reasonable predictabilities.
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Nobody is saying that the Hindus are about to absorb

the British, though the British have been in power there

many generations. In any case, whether Chinese will

eventually submerge Japanese is an academic conjecture,

as irrelevant to present issues as the possibility that in

a future geological age an ice cap will recover New
England.

Of direct immediate interest to America is the issue

between Japan and Russia.

If America wants to see communism advance, Japan
is our opponent in the issue. If America wants to see

communism halted, Japan is on our side.

Japan is the only bulwark against sovietism in the

Far East now. If Japan were not militantly arrayed

against it there now, there are reasons to believe that

Russia would be dominant in Manchuria and bordering

areas of China proper. The generation-old struggle be-

tween the two powers for control of Manchuria offers

cause to believe that the U.S.S.R* would have taken that

area by now, had opportunity permitted, exactly as

the U.S.SJL took Outer Mongolia in the 1920's* The

Japanese have more cause to fear Russia there than has

Russia to fear Japan there. For Russia in that spot is

within striking distance of all Japan's resources. Japan
in that spot is still five thousand miles from the major

portion of Russia's resources.

Aside from wishing to control Manchuria because

anarchy and civil strife and anti-foreign sabotage were

subtracting from the value of Japanese jbvestmeats

there, and aside from the wish to acquire resources and
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room for expansion, Japanese became anxious to domi-

nate that area because if Japan did not it was believed

that Russia might. Opportunistic Chinese leaders might

make a deal with Moscow again in the fashion they made

a deal with Moscow ten years ago. And other foreign

powers would no more stop the sovietization of Man-

churia and China than they would stop Japanese control

over Manchuria. In fact, there would have been less

opposition to soviet control of Manchuria in 1931, by
America and European powers, than Japanese control

of it. Reflect that both England and France have been

varyingly pro-Moscow in foreign policy. In England,

numerical public favoritism for Russia is slight. But the

British government has political pressure upon it, in a

pro-soviet direction, which is proportionately much

stronger than pro-sovietism in the population of the

United Kingdom. France, even before Leon Blum came

into the premiership, had the same situation. Since 1933

the United States has likewise had a government in

which favoritism for Moscow has been much stronger

than favoritism for Moscow among citizens as a whole.

Russia would have a clean sweep in Eastern Ask to-

day except for Japanese opposition. Some 50 million

Chinese in inland China are already living under the red

flag, a leftover from the time Chiang Kai-chek agreed

to give Russia a hand in China for a price.

Pto-Soviets assert that Russia's policy is one of peace,

with refusal to engage in any but defense fighting. That

is the avowed policy of all world powers and the record

of none* Nothing in the evidence would lead a thinking
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man to suppose Soviet Russia an exception. In fact, a

contrary conclusion may be more justified in connection

with Russia than with other existing world power

regimes, because much soviet literature in recent years

has voiced the policy of liberating the enslaved people

of capitalist states, I am not referring to anything Mr.

William Randolph Hearst has written, but to expres-

sions I have read with interest in literature given me by
Communist Party members and in what I have bought

at officially listed party bookstores* And no sensible

human being can read even casually the more significant

works of Lenin and Trotsky, not to mention numerous

handout booklets, without recognizing that aggression

is demanded wherever and whenever consistent with ad-

vantage. This is not exactly an inference, since it is

plainly stated, and adherents are further assured that

they must rid themselves of all bourgeois moralities and

be governed only by expediency. Studying some of

Stalin's recent speeches as obtained in Communist

Party headquarters I am assured that the party in

Russia now is holding undeviatingly to all that Lenin

wrote. If so, there is nothing obsolete in Lenin's plans

to annihilate all bourgeois society.

To Japanese, this zeal of slaughter under the emblem

of the hammer and sickle has about as much attraction

as had the maniacal frenzies of missionary Jesuits who
in the sixteenth century demanded extermination of un-

offending Buddhist priests in the name of the cross.

With their meager economic resources, doubtless the

Japanese felt that their taking of Manchuria in 1931
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was usefully preparatory against a foe imbued with

such ideals. Manchukuo, as it is now called, extends

Japan's frontier, and assures an advance line of defense.

Unable to know intimately the inner thoughts of those

in the Japanese war office, a privilege seemingly open to

some of our newspaper writers, I could not hazard a

guess as to whether Japanese have ever planned an attack

upon U.S.S*R. territory in Siberia.

But from such other knowledge of the situation as is

available, an attack by either Japan or Soviet Russia

would seem unlikely within the near future. It has been

apparent in the past that world powers do not engage

one another until alliances all around are reliably pre-

dictable. Because one power does not fight another

power alone, not in modern times. Allies and coalition

opponents must be well understood in advance. And at

this time, uncertainties in many countries tend to re-

duce prospects of conflict among major nations.

Also, centralized government does not necessarily

mean increased likelihood of attack, a statement his-

torically supportable despite popular fancies. Germany,

the most powerfully armed state the world has ever

seen, its government strongly centralized, went from

1871 to 1914 without a war. That is 43 years, longer

than the United States ever went without a serious war,

despite our advantage of isolation. President Roosevelt

undertook to establish the proposition, in a fireside chat

last winter, that democratic regimes are a form of peace

insurance* Culling over roughly the engagements of re-

publican governments during the last hundred years as
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compared with non-republican governments, I was un-

able to ascertain the source of his evidence. My point is

that there is much publicity in the country now of a

kind to leave the impression that all nations with sys-

tems of government unlike our own are hell-bent upon

leaping at somebody's throat.

Yet in conservative appraisal we must conclude that

this popular impression is factually unfounded* By evi-

dence, each nation, by and large, is armed to the extent

it feels itself in danger. Only Italy and Soviet Russia

seem to have armies larger than probabilities of external

attack upon them warrant. The extensive defense forces

of both France and Germany are understandable, be-

cause there is bitter feeling between the two. Japan's

army is small;
*
England's is small; ours is small.

And on this point of differing political systems versus

war dangers and armaments, it is a fact little heeded in

the United States that the only two official proposals for

specific terms of disarmament, within the last ten years,

have come from powers we are taught by publicity to

look upon as specially warlike Germany and Japan.

The Japanese offered to reduce their navy to any ton-

nage to which America and other powers would reduce

at the last London Naval Conference, according to a

bulletin of proceedings sent to me, A few months ago

Germany offered to withdraw mile for mile with France

*
Japan's present army strength is estimated at about 250,000

men. Mr* Walter Duranty estimated Soviet troops in Eastern Siberia

in April, 1536, at 400,000. Japan is believed to maintain aixrood

150,000 troops in Manchukw.
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along the Rhineland and reduce gun for gun and soldier

for soldier.

From what I ain able to learn of Japanese official sen-

timent respecting naval armaments, I am inclined to

think the Japanese would welcome a general reduction.

They feel the strain of expense more than England or

America. Japan's ratio just now stands at about 7

against 10 for America and 10 for England. For rea-

sons presently to be dealt with, the Japanese would pre-

fer parity with us and with England and less tonnage

all around.

Japan's answer to America, since the hostility of

America subsequent to the Russo-Japanese War became

a source of alarm, has been an attempt to reach parity

in naval strength.

This resolve gathered new force in 1931 and 1932,

when the Japanese were treated to an amazing display

of our and-Japanese publicity, including some war talk

and much boycott talk.

Japanese do not see eye to eye with us respecting the

causes of war. We are taught to think wars come from

centralized governments, by the whim of a king, em-

peror or dictator. Japanese think wars may come also

from newspaper-fanned sensationalism driving a popula-

tion to demand that its government declare war, In an

emergency, Japanese think they might have a chance, to

smooth out difficulties if they dealt with one man or

with half a dozen men competent to speak and act* But

they do not feel able to reason with a mob of millions,

such as we had demanding war on Spain in 1898, and
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suet as wfe had clamoring for war on Germany in 1916

and 1917. Reviewing our five foreign conflicts in the

160 years of our existence, it is clear that at least three

of the five were wars resulting from mob demand, not

by executive decision in the absence of pressure. And
even our Civil War was a conflict of mob demand, with

every intelligent proposal shouted down, Other foreign

wars have been averted as often by the judicious patience

of foreign governments as by our display of last-minute

intelligence. Japanese see our history as a whole, not in

a single day's self-congratulatory editorial in an Ameri-

can paper. They do not forget that Washington* yield-

ing to mob whooping, turned down Spanish offers to

arbitrate in 1898, though on that occasion the Madrid

government went as far as any sovereign state can rea-

sonably go in conciliatory offers. Nor do Japanese for-

get that it is our most pacifistic element that is the most

dangerous, because that is the element most given to

sentimentality and therefore instability. It is this die-*

ment, by actual evidence from past leadership and mem-

bership, that is quickest to demand a war to end war,

save democracy from autocracy, and rally to similarly

pugnacious absurdities upon the flimsiest rumors and

with the most violent of tactics.

Japanese do not know when an equivalent frenzy will

change our peace advocates overnight into a howling

pack demanding war on Japan. In fact, targeting Japan
in this fashion should be simpler than in the cases of

Spain and Germany, because with those we had no pre-

vious grievance, whereas groundwork of hostility to
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Japan has been laid over a long period. By tradition we
look upon the veteran man of government as not to be

trusted, preferring a referendum of the rabble. But as

this system merely extends control to the centralized

publicity powers controlling the rabble3 there is no gain

intrinsically in democracy of verdict, only a shift of

bureaucracies. Japanese understand well what I at-

tempted to discuss previously herewith our substitu-

tion of professional journalism for professional politics.

They do not see our system a better augury of peace

than any other, and indeed, neither does the thinking

citizen of our own country. All this the Japanese ob-

serve. But being by nature an extremely reserved people,

less given to publicity abroad, thus far in their career,

than any other world power population, they do not say

much about it. But they remain watchful, and propose

to be prepared for emergencies. Our display of hostility

in 1931 and 1932, which gained us nothing, stirred the

Japanese to increase their naval building plans. To
match these plans and keep our naval ratio of 10 to 7

superiority, Washington has felt obliged to allot immense

additional sums for construction.

Of course we need to keep a reasonably good navy

under any circumstances. But the outlay directly occa-

sioned by our anti-Japanese exhibition may be estimated

at around $250,000,000 at least. That is how wild fren-

zies of pro-peace demonstrators ready to fight Japan to

preserve the peace clauses of the nine-power pact help

the cause of disarmament and peace in general. And

economically, that 2 SO million is in excess of the profit-
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worth of our entire China trade during half a lifetime.

I may add that while this hullabaloo was going on in

America, with our editors loosing tirades of war-

mongering sensationalism day and night, I was with

American naval men a good deal in China, Not once did

I ever see one excited not once did I encounter one

who showed anything but quiet hope that foolishness at

home would soon subside. The same was true of our

army men, and all our other veteran government men.

Far from being agitators for conflict, as our radical

publicity has them, they were unvaryingly sane, stable

and practical in a manner I have never seen delegates to

a pacifist conference exhibit, though I have been to a

fair number of such rallies. When things are thick, I

should trust such men for peace a thousand times as

readily as any professional pacifists I have encountered.

Our system of arriving at national decisions by poll-

ing the mob with 72-point type, with our Department
of State commonly subservient to the verdict, is one en*

deared to us by custom. No circulation manager is on

record against it, and there is every reason to suppose it

will continue for some time ahead. But by way of un-

derstanding the Japanese, we may note that they do not

express the confidence in it as a safeguard of harmonious

relations that we ourselves feel In Japan, too, there is

hoodlumism in newspapers. But their journalistic hood**

lutnism is more of an entertainment variety it has not

the legislative and judicial functions we assign to it*

In Japan, grave judgments ate arrived at by an ex-
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tremely deliberate and notably conservative council.

In results, the Japanese may or may not fight as often

as we. The point is that they will fight when the most

responsible men of the empire want to fight, not when

the most irresponsible demand the privilege of fighting.

In the past they have picked their wars carefully, and

emerged with no regrets. In our case, with our last two,

everybody was accusing everybody else of getting him

into something unnecessary before the smoke had half

cleared away, and the general feeling both times was

that the shooting had been needless. I have never met an

ex-doughboy who could tell unhesitatingly just why he

went to France-

As mentioned before, Japanese think they need to

keep a weather eye on us, turbulently emotional and

transiently excited about this or that foreign pet as we
are. But if America goes conspicuously pro-soviet, Japan

will feel genuine uneasiness. If America should go into

something akin to Fascism or Nazi-ism in years ahead,

as a reaction from an unsuccessful bid for power by
reds here, Japan would likewise feel grave uneasiness

unless the dictator gave evidence of friendly aims. If

he began to display Caesarian traits in the fashion of

Mussolini, Tokyo would begin to prepare for eventuali-

ties in very determined fashion*

As informed Americans realize, neither of the possi-

bilities mentioned as political developments here is so

far removed from possibility as to preclude considera-

tion of it. Though our reds, euphemistically called new

liberals at times, prefer to conceal their total strength
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by ridiculing allusions to it, they are well entrenched.

They are bringing up the strongest battery of publicity

specialists ever assembled in this country upon a single

political objective. They ride every cause of popular

interest from peace to shorter working hours, and while

these are but transit passes toward political power, the

expedient is showing rapid success. By smart general-

ship they have captured control of a wide array of

causes, so that in some localities supporting any of the

worthy endeavors normally interesting a public-spirited

person is tantamount to promoting one or more fanati-

cal devotees of the Moscow system* Already politicians

and editors here and there, and in fact in the country as

a whole, are beginning to treat them with respect.

The crisis is not far distant by reasonable estimate

it may come within several years when Americans as

a whole will either accept this new offering or reject it

with stern measures and outlawry of all adherents. The

reaction, naturally, will depend upon the severity of

the challenge. In no country has agitation for sovietism

subsided on its own account it grows in good times

and bad. It is a bid for power, with no more reason to

suspend during prosperity than any other political or*

ganization hopeful of the future.

America is the balance of power in the world today,

because the world is fast shaping a* pro-soviet and anti-

soviet, and the side taken by America will provide pre-

ponderant resources for victory. The greatest publicity

battle in our history is just ahead to win us to pro-

sovietism.
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An accustomed type of civilization is challenged as

muck as Genghis Khan challenged European culture of

the thirteenth century and as much as Moors challenged

Spain. Losing will be unendurable to millions upon each

side, and the contest will accordingly be keen. If we can

not be won to take a stand in either of the international

coalitions, we may believe that prospects for peace are

thereby improved, for things are so evenly matched

otherwise that all concerned will hesitate. There are no

signs that this issue of sovietism will be peacefully set-

tled in the end, because Russia as a base of operations

for relentless efforts in all other countries to establish

a kindred order will continue to excite hostility* But

American neutrality, in the strategic position we hold,

could be calculated to help defer an outright clash until

such a day as a solution not now foreseen may be possible.

Pondering relations with Japan and with China, one

should observe that we are at a different point in his-

torical cycles. The Japanese are in that constructive

stage in which traditional respect for authority has not

broken down, but has been rather increased, while pio-

neer enthusiasms and immense national vigor combine

to achieve swift gains. That is, the Japanese now enjoy

harmony between an aggressive economic life and the

political structure governing it. A fit comparison would

be Hohenzollern Germany of the 1890's. Socialization

gains are not wanting; the proposition is simply that

they are not in socialists* hands exactly as Bismarck's

actual achievements in worker welfare and various so-

cial securites outdistanced those of nations structurally
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more democratic, and theoretically nearer the socialistic.

Of course Japan's population and scant resources pre-

clude per capita benefits equivalent to those of Bis-

marckian Germany. But in respect to harmony between

economic life and government, there is appropriateness

in the comparison.

We on the other, hand are now at the awkward tail

end of a long and thus far increasingly democratic

cycle, its epochal beginnings now far behind, the cul-

mination of its trend prospectively near.

In 1520 the then politically liberal spirituality of

Martin Luther made every man his own priest. In the

late eighteenth century French and British philosophers

inspired American revolutionaries to document princi-

ples which made every man his own king. The poetic

imagination of Jean Jacques Rousseau and the colossal

optimism of Thomas Jefferson attributed to the com-
mon man the political and social competence of the very

exceptional man. Upon these add related achievements,

the magnificent conception of modern democracy was

formed.

But this failed to provide necessary safeguards. The
exercise of liberty by one element, in the absence of a

fixed definition binding all, could well become its nulli-

fication to another. Thus the fullest eventual realization

of intended blessings might threaten continuation of

those very blessings. Affair* have devdk^ in this direc-

tion in the manner specifically foreseen here by Alexis

de Tocqueville nearly 100 yeais ago, and discuwcd gen-
erally by Aristotle 2300 years ago.
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Our politics is now a grab bag of militant minorities

ever intensifying their ferocity of competition for pub-

lic funds. To get his share of what he pays in, the citizen

must join something and exert pressure; and the wildest

frenzies of journalism are enlisted to procure support

for organized extortion. Faster than old schemes and

slogans are worn out new ones are concocted; each ad-

ministration must borrow heavily upon the future to

scatter bounties in the present; meanwhile the out-party

bawls of even more extravagant benefits in return for

election. Candidates must outdo one another in flatter-

ing the most ignorant, who are the most numerous, and

hope of election almost invariably lies only in exceeding

a rival in vows to loot the treasury- We should reflect

that, both in civic obligations and in social service, we

have woefully confused generosity with justice.

The thinking man in this muck and muddle becomes

a fugitive from his theoretical responsibilities, and while

the conscientious one may hold still to a resolve to do

all he can, and pay his moral taxes thereby, the sense of

helplessness is deepening among reflective Americans,

and more and more the tendency of these is to retire

from a stampede in which knowledge and honesty count

for so little and unscrupulousness and bombast count

for so much. It has taken us but a few generations to

shift from belief in the divine right of kings to belief

in the divine right of mobs.

Through the latter period of this interim we have

reaped a golden harvest. Government has been poor, but

not too frail to preclude good dividends for all upon
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natural resources. But a crisis, the most serious aspect

of which is the breakdown of law, now threatens the

entire structure.

Dissociation of this problem in America with prudent

analysis of foreign affairs is impossible. For the situation

mentioned leads to instability in national thought and

sentiment. So much that is old has been corrupted that

people are increasingly in a mood for novel schemes.

Journalism in keeping with political opportunism breeds

confusion and makes ignorance militant. Just as Prot-

estantism promoted splendid individualism and contrib-

uted enormously to progress, but has now begun to spend

much of its strength in subdivisions and dissensions, so

Protestantism's political equivalent, a very extreme de-

mocracy, has begun to undo its supreme achievements.

The antibodies of eventual self-limitation were present

from the outset in both as clearly as in what doctors call

self-limiting diseases. And however much we wish to

see our system continue, we must recognize that in

America now it is very seriously challenged. To deny or

belittle this fact is to turn away from the obvious*

A point of note is that the American fanner has been

largely displaced by the city wage-earner as the domi-

nant voter* The fanner is more closely allied with the

traditional conception of the nation* He is a property

owner. In the main he is of old majority stock. The city

wage-earner, not so much a property owner, feels him-

self in competition with property owners as z class. He

is, to a considerable extent, of new immigrant stock*

Living in a city, he can be better organized for political
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objectives. He is a cosmopolite, and yields more readily

to combinations of immigrant elements in political

coalitions. He is less resistant to political objectives of

alien complexion in comparison with traditional politi-

cal faiths. It is upon this industrial element that pro-

soviet campaigners concentrate. The publicity power of

Russia, coming coincidentally with the rise to new im-

portance of the immigrant wage-earner in our domestic

politics, can not fail to affect our foreign policy. It may
considerably control it. And this situation remains, re-

gardless of whether Mr* Roosevelt or Mr. Landon is

elected this autumn. Differences of outlook in Mr. Lan-

don may postpone the coming showdown of these clash-

ing elements. But the showdown will come in time. The

foreign office of every world power is mindful of our

domestic issue in this respect.

The most conspicuous pro-liberal now discussing Far

Eastern affairs is Mr. Nathaniel Peffer* In a recent vol-

ume, Must We Fight in Asia, he proposes "collectiviza-

tion" of our industries as an aid to peace. The argument

is that our capitalists are so greedy for foreign markets

that they invite conflict with other nations*

I have discussed elsewhere the trade rivalry conten-

tion. Because this Hbcralist contention of Mr* Peflfer is

much bruited right BOW, a few comments of factual

nature are in order*

(1) Does Mr* Peflfer explain the very significant fact

that Soviet Russia has persistently engaged in worse price-

slashing in foreign markets than any one of our capitalists

or any group of capitalists in any land have ever dreamed?
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(2) Capitalism must sell at a price at least above costs

in any extended operations. Yet it is familiarly on record,

in official Soviet documents, that the commodity trusts of

the kommissars and comrades, closer monopolies than any-

thing known here, have repeatedly offered goods abroad at

but a tenth or a twentieth the selling price to workers in

Russia.

(3) On page 234 of the volume cited, Mr. Peffer advo-

cates: **. . . a redistribution of wealth which will give the

masses sufficient income to byy what is produced," In the

light of authenticated evidence from Russia of deprivations

wholesale of workers there in order to sell foodstuffs abroad

and get urgently needed cash, this contention is puzzling*

From a communist headquarters' office I have at hand lit-

erature boasting of tuple wages and explaining purchasing

conditions* In one pamphlet there is a scale of food prices.

Seemingly a well-paid worker requires a third of a day's

pay to buy a loaf of bread. There have been times when

a pound of butter or a pound of meat called for much of

a week's salary. And in current literature from the same

source I read of arrests for sales of goods to persons un-

willing to stand hours in line at commissaries.

If this is the "redistribution of wealth** plan in mind,

most of us are still hopeful that it will be deferred for

further consideration*

It is understandable that Mr. Peflfer and others should

favor and advocate such a system; but when the all-

inclusive pronoun
*Ve" is employed to advocate imita-

tions here by one who speaks for what is yet a small

minority in America, it would seem that majority com-

ment should be entitled to the same privileges of atten-

tion extended to Mr. Peffer's views.
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Americans may as well recognize that our talents thus

far shown are of a special sort, just as those of other

countries are usually of a special sort. Our political apti-

tudes have not been apace with our ahility in industrial

organization and various fields of science. Thus the pres-

tige we have gained in some respects has caused mis-

judgment of others.

China, desiring to imitate America's material pros-*

perity, made the mistake in 1912 of trying to install a

political system considerably patterned upon ours, which

was totally unsuited to China. Catastrophe was prompt.

Seeing democracy so vulnerable to underminings by

factionalism, the Japanese have become increasingly wary
of its related liberalisms. I should say the liberalisms

which democracy invites, and which are certain to

threaten its continuation. So Japanese officials are now

very strict in suppressing what are called dangerous

thoughts. This occasions harsh criticism in many Ameri-

can quarters. It seems to me that judgment of the Jap-

anese in this connection may well be postponed a little*

Similar suppressions may come here. Recall that we

ridiculed England's dole for years, asserting that Ameri-

cans were far too independent by nature to accept

money without working for it. The internal policies of

many nations are criticizable only from external per*-

spective, and when confronted with the same problems

we may do no better ourselves.

The culture and civilization of Japan now are Japan's

adjustment to the western world's challenge* It is to be

kept in mind that the western world, first with religious
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fanaticism and later with exports of political ideas, has

in the past threatened to destroy what the majority of

Japanese prefer as a way of life, Japanese precautions

now to preserve as much as possible of the traditional

structure seem to me to be Japan's business.

Similarly, since a preponderant number of Chinese

year in and year out have answered our offering of re-

ligion with an unmistakably clear refusal, it looks a bit

presumptuous to continue our proselyting among
them. To discuss stopping missionary work, however,

is to discuss a recognized improbability. Our mission-

aries have been strong enough to constitute the main

influence upon our government thus far in its Far East-

ern relations. But as China's answer, we may expect con-

tinued resistance to missionaries, just as we may expect

continued Chinese resistance to everything we have to

offer with the one exception of loans.

Diplomatic or financial support in any direction in

the Far East now is hazardous. When the Chinese found

that President Roosevelt would do no more for them

than President Hoover, they promptly made peace with

Japan in May of 1933. "When the Soviet government jne-

ceived a final negative after months of angling for a

loan in Washington, they promptly came to terms with

Japan over the Chinese Eastern Railway, and disposed

of it on terms satisfactory to all in February of 1935.

Previously, every time prospects for an American loan

brightened, Moscow became more belligerent toward

Japan, and what the newspapers call border clashes

seemed to become more numerous on the Manchukuo
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frontier. American refusal to help thus promoted better

relations on two occasions when support would have

encouraged further hostility. American missionaries on

tour in America commonly assert that we should help

China. I discussed elsewhere the futility of such pro-

posed help. I add here that missionaries expect to gain

esteem in Chinese official circles by this kind of pub-

licity, though they may at heart be sincere in what they

advocated.

There is much sentimental talk now about Americans

doing their duty, can't remain isolated, etc.

Do what?

Helping backward nations is next to impossible with-

out actual invasion. Loans, readily obtained, are cited

as efforts at getting a financial stranglehold, and, be-

sides, the money does not benefit those for whom it is

intended.

And as for our not doing our part and the rest of the

common accusations, note that we have run behind

only about 38 billion dollars in dealings with other na-

tions since the turn of the century. Since holding aloof

works that way, it is unfortunate that nobody has re-

mained aloof toward us in the same fashion. If any

people want what we have to sell, they know where they

can get it, and correspondingly we know where we can

buy what others have to offer. If this policy is isolation,

let these advocates of something different state their case

in specific terms, and make clear in itemized statement

the logical advantages. All who have been specific to my
knowledge recently are those barking for Russia* Most
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of us are heartily tired of hearing about the workers*

republic, and of our diplomatic and financial obliga-

tions to a country that is described as bountifully well

off already.

Persons of intimate acquaintance with Far Eastern

affairs and at the same time possessing no connection

with objective organizations are wary of all League of

Nations linkage. More and more the League has exposed

itself as what realists all along have recognized it to be

a congress of vote-trading cliques doing business at a

new stand instead of here and there in world capitals as

before, with the prestige of a great moral purpose lent

to the same brands of old-time scheming and jockeying

to support this party or put pressure on that party as

expediency dictates. Ascertained details of certain things

wrong with the League have not yet been stated for

general publication. There was more to the withdrawal

from it of Japan and others than met the newspaper

reader's eye. Looking at the roster of League enthusiasts

in America, they seem to fall into a definite class a

class of persons more than commonly gullible, and cer-

tainly adding nothing to their prestige as analysts of

political needs by such remarks as they have left on

record. For example, the high pontiff of the whole group
of such, President Nicholas Murray Butler of Columbia

University, went on record in 1925 as follows; "The

League has disposed, once and for all, of secret diplo-

macy with its infinite possibilities of evil**

In 1933 I found missionaries in China thinking that

the League "might force Japan to withdraw from
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China." It would be difficult to surpass such naivete.

If we can not change a situation, there is no point

in permitting it to stir hostility. I have remarked else-

where that in a humanitarian sense the Chinese are

clearly better off under Japanese rule, since under their

own chiefs they get no rule at all

"But," I hear, "under Japanese they lose their politi-

cal rights/
9

What political rights? Did anybody ever hear of a

Chinese voting? How many Chinese have a say as to

what racketeer official will next loot them?

Except for such fictional notions of self-government,

nationalism, and what not as they have got from us

and which have never been realized by them few Chi-

nese today would be terrifically disturbed by Japan's

advance. Except for the privileged ones who were ousted,

Chinese adjusted themselves very readily to Mongol rule

seven hundred years ago and to Manchu rule three hun-

dred years ago*

China's predicament regarding Japan is an almost

invariable development where a civilized country stands

adjacent to one in turmoil. Banditry and other lawless-

ness, plus anti-foreignism for polities' sake, in the turbu-

lent area, will invite conquest as the price of peace for

the orderly population. Had Mexico continued in an-

archy, with recurrent transborder raids of the sort

staged by Pancho Villa twenty years ago, it is not be-

yond possibility that we should by now have occupied

portions of Mexico. And had we been as desperately in

want of land in 1916 as was Japan in 1931, we might
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have seized a part of Mexico at the time. Nothing in

our nineteenth century dealings with Indians, not to

speak of James Folk's election to the Presidency on a

ticket committed to seizure of a part of Canada, would

warrant a contrary conclusion. No other North Euro-

pean population has ever within modern times treated

a subject race so savagely as we treated Indians on

reservations west of the Mississippi, after Indian title

to these had been guaranteed for all time.

A matter to consider in connection with China is that

a crowded and semi-civilized population in anarchy is

much worse oflf than a population in pure barbarism.

"Where the coming of the white man has depressed and

ruined Polynesians, Hawaiians, American Indians and

others seemingly content in their primitive equilibrium

with nature, the rule of advanced races has often helped

populations in that intermediate status where the re-

sources of very primitive society are absent while the

evils of crowded life are abundant. No observer can say

that Chinese in Hong Kong are not better oflf than those

on the' Chinese mainland* And it is common comment

that British sanitation, orderly rule, and engineering

works to halt the ravages of famine, have done much
for British Indians, who are freer than they ever were

under native rule, or the rule of less civilized conquerors.

Expediency and humanitarianism can not well be

taken as warrant for conquest* The point is that the

charge against Japanese should be restricted to the charge

of pact violation. la a humanitarian sense, they have

done Chinese under their management a good turn, and
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I believe most Chinese in Manchukuo realize this, though

a few educated Chinese who feel a twinge of patriotism

and a few racketeer Chinese officials, whose looting

ground has been encroached upon, dissent.

In any event, to lament it is not to change it, and we

shall do well to address ourselves to the future.

Japan has answered the West, and thus far has won.

China thus far has lost. The radicalisms effecting China's

downfall were to a considerable degree those of Amer-

ica's sowing. The Japanese, who framed their own

answer to us so well, may frame the answer for China.

The unsuitable radicalisms we taught the Chinese will

certainly disappear under Japan's authoritative system.

So what Chinese could not themselves keep out, the

Japanese will now keep out for them in territory under

Japanese control And such territory, by all indications,

will increase as fast as Chinese officials in border dis-

tricts can arrange satisfactory terms*

America, fortunately, is safe for the visible future

so far as involvements are concerned* We shall not be*

come involved unless some publicity group can contrive

adequate pressure upon Washington. The only group

imaginably interested in that feat is our pro-soviet

group, who would like to see us linked with Soviet Russia

against Japan. But so long as we do not desire sovietism,

we may as well recognize that in Asia today Japan,

staunch opponent of Moscow, is fighting the white man's

battle* Japan is our sole bulwark there against a power

openly committed to destruction of the Wad of civiliza-

tion which we in America have thus far elected to retain-
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Said Secretary of the Union of Young Communists

Koroseff, speaking on January 7, 1936:

"The older generation decided the question of who

should destroy whom within our own country, We, led by
our party, led by the great Stalin, commanded by Marshal

Voroshiloflf, have an extraordinarily arduous and important

task to decide who shall destroy whom in the whole

world."

Reflecting that all public speeches on state occasions

in Russia are officially approved, this recent expression

of the new liberalism, straight from headquarters, indi-

cates something of the spirituality behind its advocates

here who address audiences everywhere on world peace

and other worthy endeavors of interest to normal peo-

ple. Cornered, these pacifist front advocates will rarely

repudiate, openly and specifically, their allegiance to the

organization responsible for many such statements of

policy. All reds with whom I am personally acquainted

confirm such objectives, and boast of them*

Our Far Eastern outposts of Washington are compe-
tent. Both our ambassador in China and our ambassador

in Japan are career men. Every one of our consuls and

consuls-general is a career man, for in recent years we
have had no other kind anywhere in the world. Criti-

cisms of our Foreign Service are generally based on mis*

information. People do not distinguish between an ap-

pointee minister or ambassador and one of career service.

About two-thirds of our ministers and ambassadors,

ordinarily, are non-career men* This means that they
are appointed in payment of political debts. Much
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trouble has come from such appointments. They enter

their work with all sorts of fancies which have long fled

from the veteran who not only has spent years in spe-

cialized study of foreign affairs, but has practical ex-

perience as well. Offhand, I can not think of an instance

of a career chief of mission displaying incompetence,

whereas the reverse is the rule for non-career appointees,

who are prone to engage in such exhibitions as that of

Walter Hines Page during the World War-

In recent years, a candidate for the career service

must have specialized in college work of a kind useful

in consular and diplomatic work. His past is thoroughly

combed before he can so much as receive permission t*

take the severe examinations. Granted permission to

take these, he must rank among the highest five or six

per cent out of many hundreds of specially prepared

candidates, most of them graduates and post-graduates

of our best colleges, to have a chance at a commission.

The selection of candidates is the most thorough of all

our public services. The Foreign Service contains a few

men who entered in former years without meeting such

exacting requirements as now prevail. But all the

younger men have gone through the mill described.

With such veteran career specialists as Ambassador

Nelson T, Johnson in Peiping and Ambassador Joseph

Clark Grew in Tokyo, plus career men in every subordi-

nate post of importance in both China and Japan, many
of them former language students, there is no doubt

that Washington will be well advised from the field ia

all important matters there*
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It is Washington's advice from within America

pressure upon our Department of State within America

that presents the menace. Our field men know what

to do for peace and harmony if not given contrary in-

structions reluctantly issued by the Department of State

in surrender to forces against which it can make no

public answer, no public appeal

Japan is a usefully stabilizing force in a wilderness

of chaos. Japan is Asia's only front-rank beacon of civi-

lization and progress at this time. If Japan went down
in defeat, all civilization would ultimately suffer, and I

believe all the rest of Asia would promptly suffer.

World affairs are much muddled about the only
choice left for a thinking man is a choice of the superior

or the inferior in any conflict. And in this sense> I have

in mind as standards those qualities common to man**

kind's proved values thus far: achievement of law and

order, security of life and property; protection of all

legitimate efforts at livelihood, utilization of natural

resources and efficient distribution of their yield, ad-

vancement of education and encouragement of all lib**

erty not in conflict with the reasonable rights of one's

fellows.

By this standard, the Japanese government has done

good work for some 70 millions of Japanese. If we do
not relish that, and prefer the Chinese official standards,

then our present publicity is on the right track.

We may well keep in mind that much anti-Japanese

publicity has proceeded from elements in America who
know that in territory taken by Japan, communism will
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have no chance* We have publicity from various other

sources, but that from pro-soviet sources, generally dis-

guised, has been the most vigorous, and has agitated mil-

lions of Americans who are not themselves pro-red*

In results Japan's advance is a boon to the majority

of Chinese. We hear loud laments from a few Chinese

of the upper cultural and economic elements, and even

louder laments from Chinese officials. These objectors

are few beside the number of Chinese benefited. And
the record of the objectors in patriotic service is miser-

able. Those of the official class have certainly displayed

little concern about China's welfare until challenged by

Japan. So we may say that in effects, if not in motives,

Japan's advance is usefully humanitarian.

Looking backward for precedents, we can not point

to any invasion of a lower civilization by a higher with-

out acknowledging that the consequences were good.

Two thousand years ago Gauls of France and Spain re-

sisted Rome. Their descendants boasted of a civilization

derived from Rome* And in England today the people

are proud of the conquest by Normans in 1066., and

boast of Norman blood* So it is always, where the sub-

stitution is superior in general advantages to the original.

The proposition is complex, I am not stating justifica-

tions. I draw attention to known consequences. In an

issue subject to so many qualifications, with ethical

aspects controversial, at least we may form an estimate

as to whether a given course of action is for the better

or for the worse in humanitarian evidence. And in any

case, Asia's affairs are logically our concern only as a
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spectator. If we think China's masses should be pro-

tected from Japanese, it would have been logical to say

that they should have been protected from their own

rapscallion leaders, who treated them to oppressions of

which the Japanese never dreamed.

In relations with America, Japan's record is the best

of all the major countries. All debts have been faithfully

paid. Not once since Japan's modernization was well

under way has Japan offered us one single affront* Jap-

anese personal standards of thrift, cleanliness, integrity

of family life, eagerness for education, love of art, cour-

age, national loyalty and respect for wholesome living

are strikingly in accord with our own, and in some

respects ahead of our own.

Economically., Japan's trade is more the complement

of ours than the rival. Isolated because of race, it is not

a probability of the reckonable future that Japan will

wish to attack so strong a power as ourselves, at such a

distance, unprovoked. And despite much sensationalism,

not one bit of evidence has ever come to light of hostile

Japanese intentions toward us.

Seen as trends in total perspective, Asia's AJBSWCT to

us is not a threat.

Instead it is a bid for continued friendly relations

valuable to both and dangerous to neither*

That is Asia's Answer Japan's Answer.

Our Answer is more vague, and it will not become

definite until clashes of tremendous publicity forces now

battling among us for supremacy are settled.








